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Abstract
The aim of this document entitled “Rider Needs” is to identify the current and future safety
needs and concerns of PTW riders. To do this, in the first part of the activity, a literature review
of existing information on rider needs was carried out, a survey conducted in Milan in 2016
during the EICMA motorcycle fair was analysed and the results of a survey conducted in a
large number of European countries, within the EC RIDERSCAN project, were analysed.
In the second part, 12 Focus groups were conducted in 4 different countries (Australia, France,
Italy and Spain). In the 3 Focus Groups conducted in each country, an attempt was made, a
priori, to divide the participants into 3 categories: Leisure riders, Commuter riders and Pillion
riders. On the whole, interesting results emerged that will be useful in the development of the
project. It should be noted that for some attitudes or perspectives on use of safety equipment
there seemed to be general agreement among the participants from various countries and
different user groups, while for other aspects there were opposite responses in different
countries.
There exists a relationship between riders' acceptance of safety systems and their awareness
of the risks involved in riding. Moreover, riders tend to prefer safety systems that do not
interfere with riding activity. The preference of the PPEs over on-board systems prevails.
Riders are calling for the PPEs to be more comfortable, particularly with regard to climatic
conditions (clothing) and noise (helmet).
The results of the focus groups show differences between the different types of users and also
between the countries involved in the study.
Within the leisure rider group, a strong concern for safety is declared. The use of helmets and
protective jackets is common to France, Italy and Spain. For Italian riders the cost aspect is
very important while for the other 2 groups comfort prevails. The 3 groups declare a change
of attitude with age and experience but with different trends in different countries. Also, the
use of safety devices during the different seasons is different in the 3 countries.
In the group of commuters, the French declared a high importance for the use of PPE, while
the Spanish placed more value on comfort. Italians declare according a high importance to
the use of safety gear, but then strong contradictions emerge when they describe their habits.
The main concerns for French and Spanish riders, were conspicuity, while for Italians
improving visibility for the rider should be addressed. Within the Italian commuter group, a
different position from the others was expressed as favoring possible future regulation
regarding mandatory use of specific safety equipment.
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Within the group of pillion riders, across regions we saw different overall attitudes towards the
importance of safety equipment, with the French expressing the highest importance, Spain
the lowest and Italy somewhere in between.
As for the focus groups conducted in Australia, it was not possible to divide the participants
into distinct homogeneous groups. In fact, each of the 3 groups was comprised of a mix of
leisure and commuter riders. Overall, the Australian riders accorded a medium-high
importance to safety equipment, with helmets and gloves considered as absolutely essential
to riding. However, comfort was also indicated as a key criterion. They expressed a positive
general disposition towards the use of new systems but also a high concern that all this
technology might reduce the pleasure of riding.

Legal Disclaimer
The information in this document is provided “as is”, and no guarantee or warranty is given that
the information is fit for any particular purpose. The above referenced consortium members shall
have no liability for damages of any kind including without limitation direct, special, indirect, or
consequential damages that may result from the use of these materials subject to any liability
which is mandatory due to applicable law. © 2018 by PIONEERS Consortium.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
Acronym

Definition

H2020

Horizon 2020

WP

Work Package

PPE

Personal Protective Equipment

On-board
safety systems
PCB
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1

Introduction

PIONEERS (Protective Innovations of New Equipment for Enhanced Rider Safety) is a Horizon
2020 project that aims to reduce the number of Powered-2-Wheeler fatalities and severely
injured by increasing the safety, performance, comfort and usage rate of Personal Protective
Equipment and further the development of new on-board safety devices.
One of the objectives of this projects is to define the requirements for PPEs and on-board safety
systems of the future for optimal rider protection. To achieve this objective. It is very important to
understand PTW riders' current and future needs, their concerns, and which technologies they
believe could improve the safety of PTW use. To obtain this information PIONEERS Project has
decided to conduct a review of existing information on rider needs and to conduct rider focus
groups in 4 countries.

2

Review of current data on rider needs for

safety equipment
Listening to end-users is always the first step when researching and developing new
technologies. This is to verify if researchers are addressing a concern relevant to riders and, if
yes, if they are approaching it in the right way.
In the past few years, end-users have been questioned in several projects using different
approaches, mainly on-line surveys and focus groups, to identify their needs. Although there is
an ongoing evolution in the opinions of motorcyclists, some patterns can be identified, patterns
that will be found again in the next chapters in the focus groups that were performed during the
first months of the PIONEERS project.
The review described in this section has been limited to analyzing information gathered in the
last 8-10 years, because of the many technological innovations introduced in the safety field and
the possible evolution of end-users’ attitudes towards some of them.
Investigation of the existing literature revealed the following themes with regard to riders’
acceptance of new Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) and on-board safety systems:
•

Riders expressing a higher acceptance towards safety systems (both on-board and

wearables) are more conscious of the risks associated with the task of riding, often declaring risk
as the greatest downside to riding [1];
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•

Acceptability is highest for on-board systems that do not interfere with the riding task, are

well known and/or considered reliable (e.g. ABS) [2]. Going into more detail, we see a preference
for informative and assistive technologies, which leave complete control to the rider. Only in
extreme, safety critical situations in which the rider cannot act, would they deem acceptable an
invasive intervention from an external system [3];
•

The biggest barrier to acceptance of on-board safety system is the so called “skills rather

than technology” assumption. Many riders, especially the most experienced ones who have been
riding for years on motorcycles with no advanced rider’s assistance systems, believe that such
support systems would inhibit and/or reverse the development of riding skills. Riders holding this
opinion would not endorse a new system unless it was 100% reliable. In addition, this argument
also influences the perceived usefulness of technologies: riders would be unwilling to pay extra
if they could reach similar results with training sessions. There is often the implicit idea that
novice riders should receive advanced training and should avoid over-reliance on the system,
and that experienced riders can react better in dangerous situations because they were are/were
used to facing them without any “external” aid [1];
•

Riders’ acceptance of onboard safety systems is higher, and incidentally, this is the first

requirement riders specify for new systems, if there is an option to turn the system off, giving
him/her the possibility to continue riding “without constraints” [1];
•

Riders’ acceptance of safety equipment is generally lower compared to that of car drivers.

This is due to the fact that, especially for leisure riders, motorcycling is a recreational choice,
whereas the car is more often perceived as a mere means of transport [4];
•

Comparing PPE and on-board systems, riders believe that existing safety equipment

(e.g., helmets, protective clothing) is more reliable, provides greater resistance, and is
considerably cheaper than more sophisticated assistive technology. Therefore, riders generally
believe that innovation should be focussed on PPE development [2];
•

Riders believe that crash prevention is better addressed through post license training

than through innovative technologies. Another aspect usually emphasized is that one of the most
important causes of accidents is the poor conditions of road infrastructures [1], [2];
•

Riders’ acceptance of a new technology is linked to their experience with it. The FEMA

top 10 list of most useful motorcycle technological innovations (Table1), includes systems that
have been available on the market for years (hence, not innovative) or not strictly related to the
concept of safety; while the
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motorcycles (Table 2) includes highly innovative technologies like adaptive cruise control, which
is not yet on the market and has never been tested by end-users [5];
•

For personal protective equipment, comfort is of utmost importance. The causes of the

highest sensory strain for riders are climate, posture and noise, with the first 2 being strictly
related to the garments [6];
•

Cost is the remaining major barrier. Riders consider themselves to be at the mercy of the

manufacturers, always offering more and more expensive features, while the utility is not always
clearly understood [1], [2], [4], [5].
Table 1 Motorcyclists’ top 10 most useful technological innovations (FEMA):
1 (Curve) ABS (anti-lock braking system)
Visibility improving helmet (prevention of visor fogging-up through heating or de2
humidification)
3 Monitoring of tire pressure and temperature
4 Vision enhancement (contrast reinforcement in bad-sight weather conditions)
5 Brake assist (applying maximum braking pressure in emergency situations)
Linked braking systems (engaging both front and rear brakes when only one is
6
activated)
7 Impact-sensing cut-off systems
8 Motorcycle diagnosis (mechanical and technical problems)
9 Adaptive front lighting (light beam projecting into curves)
10 Automatic stability control (preventing rear wheel spin and front wheel lift-off)

Table 2 Motorcyclists’ top 10 most dangerous technological innovations:
1 Helmet-mounted display of motorcycle information on helmet visor
Intelligent speed limitation (alert and/or intervene when posted speed limit is
2
exceeded; prevent acceleration over posted speed limit)
3 Warning and automatic intervention when set cruise control speed is exceeded
4 Continuous on/off flashing strobe lights for visibility
5 Real-time rear-view display on helmet visor or windshield
6 Adaptive cruise control (maintaining a fixed distance to vehicle in front)
7 Lane departure warning (when changing lanes)
8 Heads-up display of vehicle information on windshield
Intersection collision avoidance (through vehicles transmitting speed, location and
9
riding direction to roadside beacons)
Curve speed warning (GPS-based warning for too much tilt / speed in upcoming
10
curve)
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3

The voice of the customer – EICMA Survey

This section contains the results of a survey conducted during EICMA 2016 in Milan (10-13 Nov.
2016). The survey was carried out by SWG, an Italian company specialized in market analysis
(www.swg.it), using the CAPI (Computer Aided - or assisted - Personal Interviewing) method: It
is a system of face-to-face interviews, in which interviewers use a computer, a smartphone or a
tablet to administer the questionnaire.

3.1 Participants
A total of 250 participants (94% Males, 6% Females, 202 motorcycle riders, 48 scooter riders)
were involved in the survey. Of these, 39% were under the age of 30, 29% were between the
ages of 30 and 44 and 30% were over the age of 44.

3.1.1 Scooter riders
Have you ever purchased PPE for scooter riding?
Yes

73%

No

27%

Average number of garments purchased

4

Table 1 PPEs purchased for scooter riding
IF NO: Why have you NEVER purchased a PPE for scooter riding?
I don't care, I use the scooter with non-technical clothing

69%

I don’t think I need it for where I’m going

31%

Table 2 Reason for not buying PPE for scooters
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If YES: What did you purchase?
Gloves

80%

Helmet

74%

Jacket with protection

54%

Short rain jacket

26%

Trousers with protection

23%

Rain trousers

23%

Shoes

17%

Long Rain Jacket

17%

Balaclava

17%

Back protector

14%

Suit

14%

Leg cover

14%

Suit 2 pieces

11%

Bikers boots

9%

Under suit

6%

Table 3 Type of PPEs bought by scooter riders
When did you purchase your PPE?
Together with the vehicle

4%

After purchasing the vehicle

83%

I already had it before/I got it as a gift

12%

I don’t remember

1%

Table 4 When scooter riders buy their PPEs
When do you use your PPE?
Every time I use my scooter

50%

When it rains/winter

15%

When I have to make long journeys

19%

When I need to travel on motorways/highways

7%

Whenever it happens, without any particular reason

9%

Table 5 When scooter riders use their PPEs
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3.1.2 Motorcycle riders
Have you ever purchased a PPE for motorcycle riding?
Yes

95%

No

5%

Average number of garments purchased

6.5

Table 6 PPE purchase for motorcycle riding
IF NO: Why have you NEVER purchased a PPE for motorcycle riding?
I don't care, I use the motorcycle with non-technical clothing

40%

I use the one from my family members

20%

PPE is uncomfortable

20%

I don’t think I need it for where I’m going

20%

Table 7 Reason for not buying PPE for motorcycles
If YES: Which ones did you purchase?
Gloves

89%

Helmet

87%

Jacket with protection

71%

Bikers boots

50%

Shoes

43%

Back protector

41%

Trousers with protection

39%

Long Rain Jacket

34%

Suit

34%

Rain trousers

30%

Short rain jacket

26%

Balaclava

26%

Suit 2 pieces

22%

Under suit

22%

Leg cover

14%

Table 8 Type of PPEs bought by motorcycle riders
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When did you purchase your PPE?
Together with the vehicle

12%

After purchasing the vehicle

75%

I already had it before/I got it as a gift

13%

Table 9 When motorcycle riders buy their PPEs

4

Results of the EC Project RIDERSCAN

Within the scope of the RIDERSCAN project (http://www.fema-online.eu/riderscan), existing
information on motorcycle safety in Europe was gathered to identify action priorities.
The Project was co-funded by the EC. It started in November 2011, and ended in April 2015,
delivering its results as regular updates to the knowledge database, accessible to road safety
professionals in Europe and around the world.
Among other activities performed for RIDERSCAN was “The European Motorcyclists’ Survey: A
picture of Motorcycling in Europe”. More than 20,000 respondents took part in the survey.
The survey consisted of 4 parts:
•

General information: demographics of motorcyclists by country and socio-economic

information.
•

Mobility habits: kinds of journeys motorcyclists undertake in general and more specifically

with their powered 2 wheelers.
•

Riding habits.

•

Safety habits.

Within PIONEERS, the interest is focused on Part 3.3) “Optional vehicle equipment” and on Part
3.4) “Protective equipment”.
Table 10 details the ranking of interests of European riders in on-board systems in general, not
limited to safety.
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Table 10 Interest of European riders in various on-board systems
Table 11 shows that the most frequently worn PPEs in Europe are helmets, gloves, jackets (with
elbow/shoulder protection or without protection), boots (motorcycle-specific boots or boots
without protection), trousers (with hip/knee protection or without protection) and back protection.
The top 6 PPE articles are the same in every country surveyed.
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Table 11 Top PPE usage among European riders
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5

Focus Group

The focus group is a form of qualitative research based on a group discussion about some
selected stimuli, in order to, for example, evaluate new products, examine beliefs or elucidate
customer needs. The interaction between participants creates a discussion around perceptions,
opinions and attitudes with the goal of soliciting from selected users or interest groups feedback
and information of interest to researchers (product developers). The methodology used in the
PIONEERS project is described in Annex 2.
To obtain a full and actual view of the riders, different Focus Group have been held in 4 different
countries: Australia, France, Italy and Spain. In all these countries the same methodology was
used.
During determination of the methodology, it was decided to hold 3 different sessions in each
country:
•

Leisure Riders. This sub-group is characterized by a strong passion for PTW riding

(mostly a motorcycle). PTW use is not necessarily daily.
•

Commuter Riders. In this sub-group participants are defined by regular use of their

PTWs in their daily-routine for the purposes of mobility in normal commuter traffic, as in travel to
and from work and school.
•

Passengers (Pillion riders). With this sub-group we wished to give voice to a possible

key-informant with a different or supplementary perspective on use of safety equipment.
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5.1 Focus Group in Australia
In October 2018, between 17th and 19th, 3 Focus Group sessions were held in Australia:
•

Commuter Riders (17th October)

•

Leisure Riders (18th October)

•

Passengers (19st October)

5.1.1 Leisure Riders - Australia
Results and conclusions from the Focus Group session
5.1.1.1 Participants
A total of 6, male participants were involved in this focus group. Based on visual observation of
the group, riders appeared aged between 30-50 years old.
Group gender complement - Australian leisure riders
Males

6

Females

0

The group was comprised of 5 leisure riders and one commuter rider. However, 4 of the 5 leisure
riders had been commuters at earlier times in their lives, and the current commuter also identified
as a leisure rider.
DG1: “I ride every day and enjoy it every day. […] I'm a commuter and I ride for leisure. So, I'm
both, yes.”
DS1: “I just had a motorbike to commute full time, for about 3 years…. Then bought a car so it
was just back to weekend rides, and that’s for an hour maybe once a fortnight or so.”
Even one rider who was a life-long leisure rider had also commuted in the past.
SH1: “I have ridden up to work a couple of times, but yes (it’s a) trail bike. I don't like riding on
the road. It's not the most comfortable thing doing 100k an hour. (It’s mostly) leisure riding, yes.”
PTW preferences
Overall, participants in this group reported having owned a range of different motorcycles
throughout their riding history. At least 2 participants currently owned more than one bike. The
types of motorcycles that participants reported owning currently included cruiser, motocross,
racing, trail, touring, vintage, sports and scooter motorcycles.
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CB1: “I had a Virago, a 250 Virago, and now I've got a 125 Honda CBR, little racing thing that
makes a lot of noise but doesn't go too fast.
DG1: “I currently ride a 20-year-old TRX 850. In the garage I've got a 1951 Bantam, and a 1981
XJ650. They're all in bits though”
Experience
All riders had begun riding a number of years ago.
DG1: “I've been riding off and on since I was 19. I'm 54 now, …. I commute, always commuted,
done big trips.”
However, a couple had big breaks in their riding and had recently just returned – these riders
saw themselves as less experienced.
CB1: Yes. I'm awfully careful about that reason too, because normally I've got confidence, but I
haven't got the rider experience that I should have.
Attitudes towards the use of safety equipment
For the second focus group topic participants were asked to discuss their attitudes and habits
regarding the use of safety equipment. Overall, the group accorded a high level of importance to
the use of PPEs. Individual attitudes towards safety have changed over time for all but one
participant.
DS1: […] even if it's a 40-degree day, and I'm going up the shops, it's full gear.
SH1: […] I didn't even use a helmet when I was riding around the property because it gets too
hot, but now riding on the road, I always wear everything, and you feel a little bit unsafe when
you don't wear it all now.
AL1: I don't have any gear as such. None of my bikes ever had any safety features. I just never
thought about it. (Interviewer: It wasn’t at the top of your conscience), no.”
Participants reported that their use of safety equipment varied depending on the season.
DG1: “…on a hot day it's unbearable. Even my summer jacket, which is all mesh at the front,
isn't mesh on your arms and it gets hot. It's always a compromise.”
MJ1: “When you're moving, they're great, but when you're sort of puddling around, they're still
quite hot in the summer sun.”
MJ1: I'm a recreational rider and that's one of the biggest problems for me. It's comfort above
everything else.
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5.1.1.2 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
(Some of the) Participants were then asked to number the items they typically use. Frequencies
of specific PPE usage are reported in the Table 5.1.1.2-1 in section 5.1.1.2 below.
5.1.1.3 Frequencies of specific PPE usage
Note that some general trends in safety equipment use are shown. The use frequencies listed in
Table 5.1.-1 should be assessed qualitatively. The expectation was not to assess “the most
commonly used safety equipment” for the focus group but rather to probe the general attitude
towards safety equipment use held by this group. Report 1-2 direct quotations as examples of
the findings below.
Safety equipment
Anti-locking braking system (ABS)

Number of users (out
Type
of 6)
On-board safety
2
systems

Helmets

6

PPE

Gloves

3

PPE

Jackets

2

PPE

Kevlar Jeans

3

PPE

Boots (cross boots, adventure
riding boots)

3

PPE

Leather pants

1

PPE

Neck brace

1

PPE

Chest protector

1

PPE

Helmets, gloves and boots seemed to be the gear seen by most riders as being essential for
safety.
DG1: “I always wear gloves, boots that cover my ankles, and jeans, and a helmet of course. The
idea of falling even at low speed and then picking gravel out of your hands, it's like fingernails
down a chalk board”
There was less consensus around the use of jackets and pants and participants discussed the
use of these more in terms of the need for these being dependent on type of riding being
undertaken.
MJ1: “Clothing: my view is that the higher the speed, the more clothing of a protective nature
you'd want to wear”.
SH1: “A pair of dragging jeans, when I'm riding on the road, and a pair of adventure pants when
I'm on the dirt”.
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5.1.1.4 Criteria for choosing a safety measure
Participants then listed their criteria for choosing their adopted PPE. Comfort was the only factor
reported by the group for selecting a PPE.
DG1: It's a compromise (between comfort and safety).
MJ1: It's comfort above everything else. […] it’s all about the leisure and enjoyment.”
Interestingly, one participant was inspired to wear a neck brace after hearing stories from nurses
and the neck injuries they commonly see in patients.
SH1: The reason why I bought a neck brace […] I was talking to a couple of nurses down there,
and they said they get at least 3 or 5 patients in a weekend with neck injuries. […] I just sort of
spent the $300, you only get one neck.
While 2 participants conveyed that they have ABS systems on their current motorcycles, none
of the participants appeared to be actively engaged with user interfaces for on-board systems.
CB1: “My bikes sort of haven't got too much of that sort of stuff.”
DS1: As I said I originally got a brand-new motorbike […] when I cracked it open, I noticed it had
the ABS wheel on wheel […] I didn't even look for it.”
Only one participant reported an experience with ABS.
MJ1: “Well, my touring bike's got ABS, which I've had to activate. I can recall at a roundabout
with another vehicle not indicating, and it worked excellent […]. I think that's a good safety
feature, personally myself.”
Overall, the group emphasised that for any safety measure to appeal to them, it must not
negatively impact the riding experience.
DG1: “Seeing some of the stuff that BMW is doing, and I think it's Kawasaki with the self-riding
bike, head crash technology, the lane detection, all that sort of stuff. It's all phenomenal stuff. A
bike that will stand up by itself but will that take away from the experience. So, there's going to
be a very fine line about, just get in a car, if you are that worried.
DG1: Part of the excitement of motorcycles is being in the environment and being exposed. Of
course, you should wear all the safety gear and take all the precautions and stuff, but if the safety
things take away from what riding is, […] then that's going to take away what (it’s) all about.
Having the option to turn features on or off was also seen as important to some participants.
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MJ1: “If I was going to replace that motorcycle with something else, I would get something that's
got ABS. […] I think that some people that do dirt riding have a bit of a problem with the ABS,
because of the jarring of the wheels on the corrugated roads, but you can switch it off if it's an
issue. For me, that was something that's worthwhile.”
Risk perception also play a major role when deciding what PPEs to wear before each ride.
MJ1: My view is that the higher the speed, the more clothing of a protective nature you'd want to
wear. If I go down to the beach, I'm just going to wear my board shorts and T-shirt. I wear my
runners. I've got a helmet on, of course. Gloves, yes, I do wear gloves, because that's the first
thing you put down if there's an issue, is your hand. Apart from wearing a big bulky jacket, no.
No way. Then if I'm riding down to Phillip Island, I'm going to want to wear my Dragging jeans
and my coat. I've got full race leathers, because I've got a race bike, but I never wear them on
the road. No. […] if I'm riding around home, I might wear jeans, whatever. The level of safety
clothing isn't that important.”
5.1.1.5 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to express their attitudes towards particular safety equipment.
Participants’ attitudes towards a jacket that receives communication from the PTW to be positive
provided that it was within reasonable cost to riders.
DS1: “I don’t think I’ll pay for anything for it. If it was included in the jacket that I already wanted,
that would be fine.”
One participant described an article he read which featured a haptic jacket that alerts riders to
vehicles in blind spots.
AL1: I just read an article recently about that, the haptic jackets. Basically, it’s like--one of the
functions is like a blind spot in a car. If there is a blind spot or something approaching, your right
arm starts to buzz and shake. I read about that. Actually, I haven’t seen or experienced it
obviously, but it was quite an interesting read.
However, that same participant also questioned the effectiveness of the safety measure.
AL1: “I don’t know if being on a bike with vibrations going through you--I don’t know if you'd pick
it up.”
They also discussed the possible use of PCB; overall, the general consensus be that they are
receptive towards PCB. Similar to other safety systems, riders indicated a strong desire for
reasonably priced systems that offer flexibility and do not interfere with the natural riding
experience.
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SH1: “It takes away [from] the experience.”
MJ1: “Yes, I agree with what you're saying but it sorts of depends on the application. If you're
riding every day and that's your primary form of transport and it's a new bike obviously. You'd
want a lot of gizmos […] But when I get on my old bikes, I expect the thrill of the old bike in the
very same work”
Although having flexible options was desirable amongst the group, they also acknowledged that
realistically, allowing riders the ability to select different options may work counter productively.
MJ1: “In reality, us guys just leave them on go mode and that's it.”
The group reported no prior experience with on-board systems to protect legs.
Regarding the possibility of having additional information coming from the PTW’s ECU, overall
participants disagreed with the idea and expressed concern over information overload. However,
one rider conveyed that having near-field technologies designed to enhance visibility of riders
and alert riders to other road users within close vicinity may be more useful.
MJ1: You know what would be beneficial? It would be more beneficial to have something that
tells me there's a motorcycle around, or there's a motorcycle in my blind spot, or that I have a
blind spot. That would be more of a beneficial safety feature.[…]. Most of the issues I have, more
than half of them, are from car drivers who don't see you. That’s where the real safety benefit
would be is to somehow to alert the cars that you're there.
At the end of this phase participants were also asked to list some safety equipment considered
as dangerous.
5.1.1.6 Safety equipment considered dangerous
Only one safety measure was reported as dangerous and that was fluorescent jackets.
DG1: I think that if you have a room full of people wearing a black shirt and one person's wearing
a white shirt, you're going to notice the white shirt. If you have a room full of people wearing white
shirts, you'll notice the person wearing a black shirt. […] If everyone's wearing fluo. I don't know.
5.1.1.7 Expectations for safety innovations coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss about their main concerns when thinking about PTW
safety. Consistent with discussions in the previous sections, the overall thoughts of the group
were that they were receptive to new safety technologies, but the technology must be affordable
and not impose restrictions on the riding experience.
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DG1: Anything that is improved safety and doesn't create restrictions. Laws that keep getting
added are restrictions. More restrictions. Don't do restrictions, just make the thing safer. More
freedom.
DS1: […] that doesn’t affect the look and the performance then great. But if it’s a choice over a
600-dollar helmet and getting lights on it for a thousand dollars, I'm going with 600.
DS1: “I wouldn't go and buy a particular bike because it had ABS in the future, but I wouldn't
worry if one came with it. Whereas, let's say, 5 years ago, I wouldn't want it.
5.1.1.8 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
Participants were then asked to provide some examples of safety equipment that do not exist
yet but that they would like to use. Most suggestions made for not-yet existing safety features
were related to rider assistive systems.
One rider recalled reading about a safety measure that was being developed where it provided
stability control for the bike during cornering. The participant described that when the rider goes
around a corner, the bike adjusts for safe cornering for the rider. Rider assistive technologies like
these seem to be highly desirable for this group.
DS1: “I've been reading an article […] but basically you go mid-corner on a motorbike and brake
it as hard as you would […]. It knew the tilt angle, could brake the front and rear wheels so if you
come mid-corner and there's nothing in front of you, you can still brake and corner without
bending it. If you put a sports bike with something like that, I think that would be a good feature
but as long as it didn't quite interfere with the way you wanted to ride your bike, I reckon some
of that sounds pretty good.”
However, the participant expressed that whilst he valued this technology, extra cost of the system
may be a deterrent.
DS1: I think for me personally then it'd have to be a very small amount more or within the price
of what I was already purchasing.
Predictive heads up displays was another possibility discussed.
MJ1: […] all helmets with the heads-up display that are predictive stuff like the Tesla technology,
which says there's an accident ahead, and stuff like that. They're building all that into the helmet
like a fighter pilot. That's coming, it's just got to be made cheaper and more accessible.
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5.1.1.9 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
Participants then discussed their responses to the introduction of additional regulations for the
use of safety equipment. In general, the group responded negatively towards the introduction of
additional mandatory regulations on either PPEs or on-board systems.
DG1: (sarcasm) I think we should have a policeman following us all the way every time we get
on a bike.
MJ1: Part of me thinks anything mandatory is just ridiculous […] I think it’s too heavily governed
now.”
Two participants felt strongly that the decisions made for riders on a governmental level were illinformed.
DG1: It sounds like one of those things where the politicians without knowledge have gone, "Of
course it should have ABS," without the knowledge of dirt bike riders and different controls that
you need if you accidentally ride over gravel and all that sort of stuff.
MJ1: Yes. I don’t think it’s the people who ride motorbikes making those decisions.
A few participants discussed alternative strategies involving consumers, insurance companies
and manufacturers to encourage safety.
AL1: Would it be more effective, and we spoke about this, instead of mandating stuff or regulating
stuff put it back on the consumers, over writers and insurance companies for example. […] The
onus is on you to do the right thing rather than the government saying that I have to be equipped
from head to toe with the strongest standard stuff.
DS1: “Encourage manufacturers via sales and transparency, things like that to improve safety
rather than regulate every motorcycle has to have ABS or every motorcycle has to have this new
feature on it.”
5.1.1.10 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their preferences for where they find information about
safety equipment. As most participants in this group have an affiliation with safety research, they
receive on-going information (not limited to motorcycle safety) as part of their professional work.
Other commonly used sources are motorcycle magazine reviews, word of mouth through social
riding groups and online forums.
MJ1: I get emails and I read Motorbike Rider write up, so I read stuff on the internet.
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DG1: Yes. I'm part of (a) workshop, you take your bike and fix it up there using their services. I'm
also on various Facebook groups because of the different bikes I have and the communications
I have. I see a lot of information about bikes and what's coming, and we also pass it on through
social (media).
However, participants recognized a clear need for official organisations to deliver unbiased
information on safety equipment.
AL1: Even with all the forums and groups I'm in, but a lot of it is just personal opinion. If I was to
ask you, is there any official site, or official government body, or official organization. I don't think
there is anything out there that will give you information on what you want to know.
5.1.1.11 Suggestions for how to increase safety equipment use
Participants then provided suggestions on how it might be possible to increase the usage of
safety equipment.
Cost reduction or even providing a subsidy for gear was a possible strategy thought to encourage
use of PPE.
DS1: I would say reduce the price. A good motorcycle jacket's 400, 1000 dollars, 2000 dollars
for the off-road stuff. If the government said, "Okay, I'm going to cover 35% of your new jacket."
I could look to buy another new jacket and comfortably.
Another suggestion made was to introduce motorcycle training into rider training and to offer
regular refresher courses.
SH1: I can't see it ever happening but bringing in the ‘Stay Upright’ course for everybody. Even
if you've never got no interest in riding a bike, you want to go for your rider's license, you have
to go do your driving test and you also have to go to a riding test. Even when I did my Stay
Upright course, I learned things that I didn't know. It also comes down to rider education.
A few participants stressed the importance of educating the community.
AH1: […] why do we crash cars and take them around and show people? Because you can tell
someone 1,000 times don't speed. It’s dangerous until you show them the car that’s hit at 100k
and they go, "Holy crap." Same thing to motorcyclists. A lot of motorcyclists think they're
invincible. Show them what happens when you fall off a bike. Real life situation with people
talking about it. Show them the horrific injuries. Education. More effective than anything else.
SH1: Education and demonstrations on the motorbike shows. Have a stand […] and just displays
the leather jackets and pants so people can see what’s going to happen to your jeans if you go
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just and buy yourself a pair of jeans from Just Jeans or compare it to a pair Dragon Jeans or
something like that. Education.
DS: I think SH1’s point from earlier is good as well. Comparing the 2 types: textile versus the
leather. Okay, they're both protective clothing. Are they both the same? Is textile this new
fantastic fabric? Is it much better than leather or is leather--?
5.1.1.12 Evaluation of safety equipment
In the last section of the focus group participants were asked to evaluate a series of pictures of
possible products designed to increase the safety of PTW riding. Pictures were projected onto a
screen and participants were asked to fill out a scoring grid by marking an X on a continuum from
1 (lowest score) to 5 (highest score). Pictures presented to the participants and more information
about each product can be found in Annex 1 (Product description).
Product 1. Motorcycle Leg Protector I
The first item was an airbag on the motorbike that protects the rider's legs in case of a lateral
impact. The airbags deploy on impact.
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

2.7

Perceived safety

3.3

Perceived comfort

3.8

Perceived aesthetics

3.2

Probability of use

4.5

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$110 AUD as possible price for the safety equipment Motorcycle leg protector I. One participant
would consider paying only $20 AUD on top of the total cost of the bike.
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Product 2. Motorcycle Leg Protector II
The second item was similar to the first except that the airbag was larger and of a different shape
to protect a greater body area (up to the hips).
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

3.5

Perceived safety

3.5

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

3.3

Probability of use

3.9

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$200 AUD as possible price for the safety equipment shown. One participant would consider
paying no more than $25 AUD on top of the total cost of the bike.
Product 3. Scooter Leg protector
Item number 3 was a weather protection cover for scooter riders fitted impact bars built onto the
vehicle.
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

3.0

Perceived safety

3.1

Perceived comfort

3.1

Perceived aesthetics

2.2

Probability of use

2.3

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$20 AUD as possible price for the safety equipment shown. One participant expressed they
would consider paying $35 AUD on top of the cost of the PTW.
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Product 4. PTW-PPE communication system
Item number 4 was a communication system connecting the motorcycle to personal protective
equipment. In this product, sensors integrated into the PTW detect a crash in progress and the
system sends a wireless trigger to the jacket to inflate the airbag. The system would be universal,
connecting any jacket to any PTW, regardless of make or model.
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.3

Perceived safety

4.4

Perceived comfort

3.5

Perceived aesthetics

3.6

Probability of use

3.8

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$120 AUD as possible price for the PTW-PPE communication system. One participant would
consider paying an extra $50 AUD on top of the total cost of the bike and gear.
Product 5. Airbag helmet
Stimulus number 5 pictures an airbag system for helmets. One bag deploys on the top of the
rider's shoulders giving support to the helmet and protecting the neck from injuries caused by
compressive loads. The second bag is on the top of the helmet and provides additional impact
absorption with possible drastic reductions of impact head acceleration.
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.3

Perceived safety

4.5

Perceived comfort

4.1

Perceived aesthetics

3.8

Probability of use

4.3

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$110 AUD as possible price for the airbag helmet. 3 participants expressed they would consider
paying an extra $100-$200 AUD on top of the regular price of a helmet.
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Product 6. Neck Brace
Item number 6 was a neck protection system comprised of neck braces connected to the helmet.
There is a connection between the dashboard and the helmet which may avoid hypertension and
hypothermia.
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

3.6

Perceived safety

4.0

Perceived comfort

2.6

Perceived aesthetics

3.7

Probability of use

3.2

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$50 AUD as the possible price for the safety equipment shown. 2 participants said they would
pay an extra $30-$50 AUD on top of the regular cost of a helmet.
Product 7. Emergency response helmet release system
Stimulus number 7 pictures a response system in the event of a crash. The cheek pads are fitted
with a pull mechanism that allows easy removal to facilitate first aid and to prevent movement of
the neck.
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.6

Perceived safety

4.6

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

4.4

Probability of use

4.0

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$25 AUD as a possible price for the emergency response system. Four participants said they
would pay between $35-$100 AUD on top of the regular cost of the helmet.
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5.1.2 Conclusions – Australian leisure riders
Overall, the group seemed relatively attuned to and receptive towards new and upcoming safety
technologies designed to improve motorcycle safety. Comfort and affordability were the primary
criteria for acceptability, but the paramount concern was that equipment not degrade or limit the
experience of riding. Thus, for safety features to have successful uptake they must be priced
reasonably, produce a real safety benefit for motorcyclists and not interfere with the thrill and joy
of motorcycle riding. For this group of riders, further development of rider assistive technologies
(both as part of gear and on-board systems) was favoured. They held strong opinions against
the introduction of additional regulations or restrictions and participants expressed that providing
flexibility for riders to opt-in to any safety feature was more desirable.

5.1.3 Commuter Riders - Australia
5.1.3.1 Participants
A total of 9 participants (7 males, 2 females) were involved in this focus group. Based on visual
observations, this group was comprised of younger aged motorcycle riders than the previous
groups and were aged between 20-40 years old.
5.1.3.2 Participants’ stories
Five participants self-identified as commuter riders, 3 participants self-identified as leisure riders
and 1 participant self-identified as a passenger rider. Unlike the other groups, these riders did
not really do both types of riding.
JA3: I'm pretty much a commuter rider. I ride everywhere, as far as possible, irrespective of the
weather conditions.
SH3: I got into riding, mostly for leisure, rarely for commuting.
5.1.3.3 PTW preferences
Participants owned an average of 1-2 motorcycles and typically commuter or sport-touring
motorcycles.
5.1.3.4 Experience
The group comprised of a mix of experienced and inexperienced PTW users. Participants
reporting a minimum of 1-year riding experience and a maximum of 10 years of riding experience.
YW3: This is my first year of getting my license, so I'm still actually on my red plates.
SH3: I've been riding on the road for about 10 years.
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5.1.3.5 Attitudes towards the use of safety equipment
In the second focus group topic, participants discussed their attitudes and be with safety
equipment. Overall, the group accorded a medium to high level of importance to the use of safety
equipment.
MD3: I've never had a bike with ABS but I've always had most of the gear. […] It's never been a
thing where I thought, "I don't need my gloves today." I do shudder when I see people without
gloves.
SH3: “I'll admit some days it's very hot, like a day on the beach I'll wear a T-shirt. But I never skip
on the gloves, the boots or the jeans. If I see someone in shorts, I just cringe.
Attitudes towards safety seemed to have changed over time for all participants.
JW3: When I started, I wasn't very proactive in getting safe because I was just getting started.
[…] I started with minimal gear and now I just invest a little bit more.”
Participants use of safety equipment does not seem to change during different seasons of the
year. Participants seem to combat weather conditions by purchasing versatile gear.
JA3: One thing that I would look for is versatility. For instance, this jacket here is something that
I wear all year round irrespective of the weather, of the temperature, the whole lot. But when it
gets hot, I remove the inner liner, and that allows for a lot of insulation, it makes all the difference
while it's still offering a lot of protection because it has the hard bits under there.
LF3: There's plenty of gear that's good for summer. Some are comfortable to wear all day. I've
got riding boots. They're shoes so, you can wear them all day and not them take off.
5.1.3.6 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
(Some of the) Participants were then asked to list the safety equipment they typically use.
Findings are reported in the table below.
Note that some general trends in safety equipment use are shown. The use frequencies listed in
Table 5.1.1.2-1 should be assessed qualitatively. The expectation was not to assess “the most
commonly used safety equipment” for the focus group but rather to probe the general attitude
towards safety equipment use held by this group. Report 1-2 direct quotations as examples of
the findings below.
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Safety equipment
Anti-locking
system (ABS)

Number of users (not all Type
9 responded)
braking

4

On-board systems

Helmets

4

PPE

Gloves

5

PPE

Jackets

2

PPE

Kevlar hoodie

1

PPE

Kevlar jeans

2

PPE

Steel cap boots

1

PPE

5.1.3.7 Criteria for choosing a safety measure
Participants then listed their criteria for choosing specific PPE. Many factors were. For several
of the riders, the lack of aesthetically pleasing, comfortable, convenient and versatile gear poses
barriers to their everyday riding.
YW3: that's the hard part of it, especially in the summer weather, you don't want to be all geared
up and sweating.
MJ3 (passenger rider): SH’s mum used to ride with his Dad and she's got all the gear. She's
always like, "wear this, wear this, wear this," and I'm like, "ew, no," but I'd rather be ugly than
dead so, you know? […] I do think I tend to go for more comfort than sensibility, especially when
it does get hot.
LF3: I'd say if you're going out, you don't want to wear biker jeans when you're going to lunch
with someone or whatever.
JW3: Range and style as well. Rather than just always being a black boot or black jacket. I think
this gives people more options especially if I'm-- giving more options if they just want to go out
for lunch, at least I can wear something like that.
SH: Depending on the ride, it does also affect how much gear I wear. For example, on a rare
occasion when I do commute to work, usually just helmet, jacket and gloves. It's a bit harder
when I have to turn up to court sometimes with biker leather shoes. It's hard to change the boots
and all of that. Also, the pants and stuff. If I wear riding pants over it, by the time I take that off,
it's going to be all crinkled.
Affordability of gear was mentioned by a few riders.
MJ3: It's expensive. The right pair of jeans to wear are like $500, you know? It's a pricey one.
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JW3: You don't want to buy $500 jacket which is for a serious thing and then another $200 just
for a casual jacket which you'll barely use as well.
AT3: It's like, if you wanted to get anything of quality, it's like you just have to start paying for it.
Starts adding up.
For some, choosing what PPE to wear is related to their style of riding and for others, selection
is dependent on the destination.
LH3: Just because of the way you're riding, where my hands are and stuff, it's counterproductive
for me to wear shoulder guards and elbow guards because I just can't.
5.1.3.8 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their attitude towards particular safety equipment. There
was some discussion on connected gear with but riders seemed less receptive and more
cautious.
LF3: I'd see no need for it, really.
MD3: I would be wary about it actually. Yes. I work with electrical machines. I help design them
for the food industry, and I would be wary of something like that, actually. At first. Having not
seen it at all and not knowing anyone who used it. If I went to the shop tomorrow and saw it, I'd
be wary (of malfunction).
An anti-lock braking system (ABS) was the only on-board system mentioned. At least 4
participants owned motorcycles equipped with this safety feature.
JW3: It did save me a few times. I think I was probably one time going too fast and hit going
through the grass. I hit the brakes as hard as I can and it stopped me from sliding in the grass.
LF3: I think the main thing that should be on a bike safety-wise is more, for example, ABS,
traction control sort of thing because I few times I needed it.
One participant specifically mentioned a preference for rear end brake light modulators;
SH3: […] there is one I would like that I don't have yet, which is the rear end brake light modulator,
which flashes the brake light when it comes on. I don't have that yet, but that's something I would
like because I think it grabs attention better.
There was some discussion and interest expressed for on-board leg protectors. Other than brief
mentions of some bike models for which they could envision leg protection systems, there were
no further comments on this topic.
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Regarding the possibility of having access to additional information from the ECU, participants’
responses were generally negative, saying that the level of information currently displayed is
sufficient for their riding needs. There was only one suggestion -- a speed monitoring system.
AT3: Particularly if there's a police slot, speed camera, or something, and you're like, "You don't
want to do 62 in a 60-zone, because you're going to get a massive fine, or whatever. Maybe a
light to say like-- when you set the speed or something and maybe it doesn't show the speed but
like it says, if you go over or whatever. That would be actually pretty interesting.
However, there was general agreement that they would prefer to receive this information in a
heads-up display in a helmet. This was considered safer as it was in direct line of vision and
avoided the need for the rider to constantly looking up and down from the dashboard.
AT3: I have only my current bike, it's the lowest dash I've ever had, and I constantly find myself
doing this. Up and down, check my speed.
At the end of this phase participants were also asked to list any safety equipment they would
consider dangerous. There were no dangerous safety items reported by this group.
5.1.3.9 Expectations for safety innovations coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss their main concerns when thinking about PTW safety.
Participants valued safety equipment that would not detract from on the experience and freedom
of riding.
SH3: […] if riders start putting indicators and the things on, then it's going to take a human factor
out of motorbikes. Most human thing you can do. There's no safety net. I think adding more stuff
isn't helping your safety.
JA3: I do strongly agree with what's been said, in that motorcycling is a visceral experience and
it should be the rider’s choice at the end of the day whether they want something that's
technologically loaded or completely be stripped of it. […]
There were some concerns with safety equipment such as on-board systems that might
encourage more passive riding.
YW3: […] it also makes you a bit lazy. If you know you have these features, you're just going to
slack off.
SH3: I take it back to just being complacent.
Another concern was the effectiveness of proposed technologies and whether the effects would
be counterproductive.
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MD3: I would like to see data on whether it works, and whether it has ever led to more dangerous
conditions.
AT3: It's hard to trust the newest technology when it first comes out. There's always that teething
issue. If something came out on the market, I wouldn't buy it straight away unless it's been around
for a couple of years.
JA: […] the question is how the rider will react when it kicks in, because you are connected to
the handlebars, and you are one with the machine. So, if the machine detects something coming
into its path, and suddenly swerves, what inputs will the rider put in out of their own-- as a reflex
action, and will that make things worse? So, that's a bit of a conundrum.
In terms of cost, participants would consider paying for safety features that are versatile for their
riding but believe that cost should be factored into the price of the bike.
JA3: It shouldn't be prohibitively expensive. No, definitely not. What I would pay for is switchable
ABS. Because there are times when it can be counterproductive.
LF3: I wouldn't pay extra for it
SH3: […] it's become standard. If anything, it should make the price more even.
5.1.3.10 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
Participants were then asked to provide some examples about safety equipment that do not yet
exist but that they would like to see available in the future. Almost all participants had concerns
about rider safety in relation to other vehicles on the road and expressed interest in the
development of collision avoidance technologies to address this concern.
JA3: […] eventually all vehicles should be able to communicate in the sense that they can detect
the presence of someone, some other vehicle approaching. That in itself doesn't detract from the
rider experience, but the rider shouldn't have to be wired up and have to wear more and more
restrictive clothing that insulates the rider from the experience. That should not be a price to pay.
That should not be a mandatory price to pay. It should be a choice at the end of the day.
However, a few riders were a bit sceptical about the potential for further development in safety
technologies to increase motorcycle safety.
YW3: I think no matter how much innovation and research you put into these technologies, I
think it all comes down to human use. What you said about all these protective features about
lane merging and all that. Some people are going to just merge regardless. It's all just down to
how that humans, users on the road
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AT3: The thing is the motorbikes, you have anti-wheelie, ABS and all that kind of stuff, do you
really need that for the road? Do you really need anti-wheelie if you're doing 60Km/hr in the city?
Not really. More for track bikes and stuff like that. All of this safety stuff for bikes is really a bit
redundant. […] I think bikes have come a long way, but I wonder how much further they can go,
I'm not sure.
5.1.3.11 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
There were no specific comments from this group regarding new regulations for the use of safety
equipment, but the general consensus was that participants responded negatively to the
possibility of additional mandatory requirements.
5.1.3.12 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their preferences towards the media used to receive
information about safety equipment. Information from motorcycle enthusiasts via social media
and online reviews such as YouTube were considered credible information.
JA3: There are plenty of-- quite often, there are a lot of reviewers on YouTube, who usually post
up their experiences as well. Official productions, as well as road riding enthusiasts, and they
often share their experiences and their opinions. That's one way of doing it. Then, social media
of course. These things are posted to various groups. If it's good tech, or if it is not worthy, it
usually tends to spread like wildfire. Usually.
Some riders were less proactive in their research than other riders. The passenger rider relied
on the main rider for information on gear.
MJ3: Well, I rely on him (the main motorcycle rider) to tell me what to wear.
The younger commuter riders said that they do not actively conduct research unless they receive
the information directly or if they personally are interested in obtaining certain types of gear.
AT3: I don't really look out for safety like you guys. Unless it's up on Facebook and a video comes
up as a link, then you might watch it, but I don't like, "What's the latest safety technology on bikes
or jackets or whatever?" I think the marketing world aspect. Has to come to me to see it. I don't
really go out searching for it.
JW3: when they want it, they'll go and find it, but if not, they won't actively just sit there every day
just scrolling through like, "What's the latest gear?" Even though there are magazines.
Magazines always have that section that tells you the latest news, but it's just more of a passing
thing.
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5.1.3.13 Suggestions for how to increase safety equipment use
Younger aged participants highlighted the affordability of gear and improving rider training may
encourage the use of PPE. Others also stressed that improving rider training is integral to
improve the safety of motorcycle riding overall.
JA3: I would say that possibly the most important safety contribution that one can make is proper
training. Defensive riding training is absolutely important. [Gear is] also very important and of
course, that's the topic of our focus group. But, rider training, especially defensive rider training,
in my opinion, should be a mandatory part of the licensing process.
YW3: Yes. I was just going to say, to get your learners it's a 2-day course and I don't think it's
anyway near enough for you to develop any sort of skill for you to ride. I spent a lot of time up
and down my road, up and down his road trying to figure out how to turn and stuff because they
just-- That kind of stuff they just don't teach you and they give you a license. […] half of the
people that come out of that don't know what they're doing.
5.1.3.14 Evaluation of safety equipment
In the final part of the focus group session, participants were asked to evaluate a series of
pictures showing possible products designed to increase safety of PTW riding. For each picture
participants were asked to fill out a scoring grid by marking an X on a continuum from 1 (lowest
score) to 5 (highest score).
More information about the products is available in Annex 1 (Product description).
Product 1. Motorcycle Leg Protector I

Evaluation of safety equipment
Mean score out of 5

Quality
Perceived usefulness

2.9

Perceived safety

3.3

Perceived comfort

3.5

Perceived aesthetics

3.3

Probability of use

3.0

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$255 AUD as possible price for the motorcycle leg protector I. One participant would consider it
as part of the bike cost and another participant would pay 10% extra for a bike with this feature.
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Product 2. Motorcycle Leg Protector II

Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

3.5

Perceived safety

3.5

Perceived comfort

3.6

Perceived aesthetics

3.1

Probability of use

3.2

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$230 AUD as possible price for the motorcycle leg protector II. One participant would consider it
as part of the bike cost and another participant would pay 8% extra for a bike with this feature.
Product 3. Scooter Leg Protector

Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

3.3

Perceived safety

2.9

Perceived comfort

2.8

Perceived aesthetics

1.7

Probability of use

1.8

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$60 AUD as possible price for the scooter leg protection system. One participant said they were
not a scooter rider but if they were, they would consider purchasing this product if it was 10% of
the cost of the scooter.
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Product 4. PTW-PPE communication system

Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

5.3

Perceived safety

3.9

Perceived comfort

4.0

Perceived aesthetics

3.6

Probability of use

3.4

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$275 AUD as possible price for the PTW-PPE communication system. One participant would
consider it if it was worth 5% of the gear cost and commented further that it will depend on how
safe it is and what function it adds.
Product 5. Airbag helmet

Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.5

Perceived safety

3.5

Perceived comfort

3.5

Perceived aesthetics

3.4

Probability of use

3.8

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$275 AUD as possible price for the airbag helmet. One participant would consider it if it was
worth 20% of the total cost of the helmet. Another participant commented that they would pay
$100 on top of the usual helmet cost.
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Product 6. Neck Braces

Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.0

Perceived safety

4.1

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

3.7

Probability of use

3.3

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$150 AUD as possible price for the neck brace. One participant would consider it if it was worth
<3% of the total cost of the gear.
Product 7. Emergency response helmet release system

Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.8

Perceived safety

4.8

Perceived comfort

4.6

Perceived aesthetics

4.3

Probability of use

4.6

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$165 AUD as possible price for the helmet system. One participant would consider paying an
extra 5% of the total cost of the helmet. One participant would pay $100 as part of the total cost
of the helmet and another participant would pay $100 more than the usual cost of the helmet.

5.1.4 Conclusions – Australian commuter riders
Overall the group accorded medium to high level of importance to the use of PPE and were
typically unreceptive towards new and upcoming safety technologies designed to improve
motorcycle safety. Whilst they recognised that safety is important, some riders were more strict
about using PPE than others, with the latter expressing a lower perception of risk. Consistent
with other groups acceptance and use of safety equipment is moderated by the requirement that
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it not detract from the enjoyment and excitement of riding. Safety technologies that will not
produce counter-intuitive or counter-productive outcomes would be acceptable to this group.

5.1.5 Leisure and commuter riders - Australia
5.1.5.1 Participants
A total of 5, male participants were involved in this focus group. Based on visual observation of
the group, riders appeared aged between 30-60 years old.

Qualitative analysis of the Focus Group session
5.1.5.2 Participants’ stories
The group comprised of 2 leisure riders and 3 commuter riders. However as in focus group one,
most had been both at different times.
CR2: Currently, I'm a leisure rider but commuting on and off depending on where I'm working
and where I'm living at the time.
JL2: I only have one bike. …, I ride it every day.
5.1.5.3 PTW preferences
Two participants owned only one motorcycle at the time of the focus group session. The group
as a whole listed a range of different motorcycles currently owned including touring, trail,
commuting, adventure and vintage.
CR2: I currently have a fleet of bikes but my main categories are trail bikes and sports tourers.
HC2: I've got a bike I use for commuting and I've got a fun bike for the weekends. I've got all
kinds of vintage bikes just spread around the garage.
5.1.5.4 Experience
Participants reported high levels of experience with riding PTWs, the highest being 57 years of
riding.
JL2: “Well, if my arithmetic is correct, been riding for about 57 years. I only have one bike. It's all
together, I ride it every day. I've had a varied career of riding everything from mopeds […]”
CR2: I've ridden solid for just over 20. I started out on trail bikes and that's when I fell in love with
motorbikes.
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5.1.5.5 Attitudes towards the use of safety equipment
In the second focus group topic participants discussed their attitudes towards safety equipment.
Overall, views on the importance of safety equipment were mixed. Two riders seemed more
concerned about safety compared to the rest of the riders.
CR2: For me, it's balance because the reason I started my biking is the simplicity, the power, to
do it all myself. I don't know if some of these more modern motorbikes that are trying to beat cars
are really getting turned off. That's not the direction I want to go in with motorbikes.
JH2: Well, I think safety is paramount because if you get injured, you can't do it anymore. You
lose that enjoyment.
AV2: It's hard to judge but I value my safety quite high because I have 2 young children […] and
I'm not ready to spend the rest of my life crippled so I would always choose the ABS traction
control, rear control, I will choose high technology even if it costs more. Not just bike, gear too. I
look at gear people go and buy all this stuff and say it’s the same. For me, if I’m looking something
that’s $350 versus $45 and end up costing more, I’ll probably go for the more expensive stuff.
Attitudes towards safety seemed to have changed over time for 3 riders in particular.
JH2: Perhaps, I think, when you're young you don't probably think about it as much. I mean, what
I like about the safety systems up till now like ABS, and traction control, and wheeler control is
that they're not obtrusive. Sometimes you don't even know they're working.
HC2: Obviously, when you’re young, dumb and et cetera you’re indestructible.
AV2: I was hit … in … car and bike accident on March this year. The driver just never saw you.
No nothing and I had a fall and I hurt my shoulder and my back. It wasn’t major. After that I'm
thinking, "Maybe I should get something that will protect me better from a fall on a concrete."
Only one participant was careful to select certified products when purchasing gear.
AV2: I’m not looking at the price. I'm not looking at the manufacturer. I'm looking at, does it have
a flip down tinted visor. There's a whole other criterion like that. […] Does my jacket have back
protector? Does it have all of the appropriate CE approve? All of that sort of thing which when
we all started riding, you couldn’t get.
All riders stated that their use of safety equipment changes depending on the different seasons
of the year.
CR2: My summer gear is completely different from my winter gear.
JL2: I change what I wear with the weather.
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JH2: Just depending what the weather looks like but yes, I've got a summer suit and versus in
winter.
5.1.5.6 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
(Some of the) Participants were then asked to number the safety equipment they typically use.
Findings are reported in the table below.
Note that some general trends in safety equipment use are shown. The use frequencies listed in
the table below should be assessed qualitatively. The expectation was not to assess “the most
commonly used safety equipment” for the focus group but rather to probe the general attitude
towards safety equipment use held by this group. Report 1-2 direct quotations as examples of
the findings below.
Safety equipment

Number of users (out
of 5)

Type

Anti-locking braking
system (ABS)

4

On-board system

Helmets

1

PPE

Gloves

1

PPE

Jackets

1

PPE

Boots

1

PPE

5.1.5.7 Criteria for choosing safety equipment
Participants then listed their criteria for choosing their adopted safety equipment.
Comfort fit and gear that is suited to the type of bike and style of riding as well as the weather
were important factors to consider when selecting PPE.
AV2: You've got to get a gear that fits you.
CR2: And appropriate for the riding that you're doing like. You've got completely different gear
than what you use on the road; and even in my road leathers, I've got different leathers that I use
when I want to cruise
JL2: if you're all wrapped up and everything, leather and maybe more stuff it can get very
uncomfortable.
AV2: It's got to be suitable for the environment as in the weather like summer. My summer gear
is completely different from my winter gear.
There were mixed opinions when it came to discussions on on-board systems. One participant
was adamantly against it;
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CR2: I don't want to be protected in a humongous airbag for my entire motorcycle trip because
that's not why I ride. If that was the reason, I would buy a car.
Another participant thought differently, saying that it would be satisfactory if the technology
worked seamlessly with the riding experience.
JH2: I mean, what I like about the safety systems up till now like ABS, and traction control, and
wheeler control is that they're not obtrusive. Sometimes you don't even know they're working.
Like wheelie control, for instance, if it's done well you don't even notice it because it cuts in
without you even being aware of it. I think things like that are okay. My view would be, if airbags
were designed, if they're not intrusive, if they only activate when it's too late (sic) then that's not
a problem for me either.
5.1.5.8 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their attitudes towards specific safety equipment. In
particular, they were more receptive towards a connected jacket than towards technology on the
motorcycle itself. The reason conveyed was that with gear you can bring it everywhere with you
regardless of the motorcycle ridden.
CR2: The airbag jacket is one. I've looked at both of them, the tethered one and the non-tethered
one. I wouldn't even regard the tethered one because it's too inconvenient. The non-tethered
one I'd regard but not at this price point that they have it made. That kind of gear I'd be looking
but as I said I had a bike that had airbags on it. I'd rather have it in my clothing so that on any
other bike I get on I've got that functionality. Rather than spending all this money on a bike and
then if I'm riding another bike, I don't have that.
The same participant also expressed interest in airbag trousers that inflate for knee protection.
CR2: Can I just add another one? Another of the airbag’s technology has been really good and
I would consider trousers with built in airbags for my knee protection. If there's something like a
nitrogen bottle filling up an airbag in my knee cap area on my trousers that would be somethingI would consider more of that.
One participant in particular was very wary of jackets with enhanced connectivity;
AV2: […] with the jacket, I just don't see how that works. Then you'd have to have battery, charge
it […].
Four of the 5 participants owned motorcycles with ABS. Whilst they favour these systems, their
only concern is that sometimes they detract from the riding experience and the riders preferred
these systems to work only in certain situations that are expected by the rider.
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CR2: Actually, the ABS I'm really, really happy with. I want to be able to have it off and I want to
be able to turn it off on the road. I want control over my bike.
The availability of more rider-assistive systems on the motorcycle was also well-received.
JH2: Yes, rider assist. Auto brake in straight lines. It might work. I don't know. I've never seen it
demonstrated.
There was some discussion on experience with on-board leg protectors. Only one participant
said specifically they considered on-board leg protection to be a positive thing as long as it didn’t
cause more harm than good.
JH2: Yes (it would be a good thing to have leg protection on the bike), as long as it wasn't
detrimental in other ways
Regarding the possibility of having additional information coming from ECU, participants
generally responded negatively, saying that this is not within the line of sight of riding so it would
not be useful to them.
JH2: Yeah, look you don't look at dashboard quite often because we look where we go so, I
mean haptic or something or audio would probably be better from that instantaneous point of
view because you might be looking.
When prompted on what information they would like to have displayed on the dashboard, some
riders were interested in a function that allows them to program a speed warning and a system
to monitor tyre pressure.
AV2: I had a […] feature, it could program a speed warning, my GPS will beep at you when you
are above the speed limit.
CR2: Yeah, that would be good feature and also tyre pressure and monitoring for me is a big
one.
At the end of this discussion participants were also asked to list some safety equipment they
considered dangerous. The group reported no safety equipment they deemed dangerous.
5.1.5.9 Expectations for safety innovations coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss their main concerns when thinking about PTW safety
and innovative systems. Participants’ main concern was that introducing more safety features
would detract from the riding experience.
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CR2: Less intrusive. […] I've got traction control and ABS and things like that, sometimes it's
very irritating when you need control. I want to be able to easily turn it off or not have it intrude
on my riding style.
HC2: I want it to there, or in that situation that I can't control, I don't want it changing the way I
ride.
5.1.5.10 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
Participants were then asked to provide some examples about safety equipment that does not
exist yet but that they would like to use. There were 2 s suggestions. One was collision avoidance
technology integrated with the PPE or motorcycle that involved communication with other
vehicles;
JH2: if you could extend the BMW idea of having vehicle to vehicle communication and if the
vehicle is lining up to go right and turn and it takes another vehicle approaching it will sound a
warning, if you could get that integrated into motorbikes that would be useful - so you get a
warning.
The other suggestion was some sort of rear-view technology integrated with PPE.
AV2: I remember seeing a helmet which has a rear-view camera […] that would work.
5.1.5.11 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
Participants strongly disagreed with any additional mandatory regulation of safety equipment use
and expressed concerns on how additional regulations may impact the riding experience and
affordability of motorcycles.
HC2: It's more the worry of conflating something that works on a car, put it on a bike, and then
make it a mandatory thing; increasing the cost. This is bureaucracy at its best, it's exactly like
you said. It worked on cars, they started doing EGRs, all these other craps that my father has to
pay $2,000 to fix the system has malfunctioned on his Toyota. It's infiltrating into motorbikes. Not
for the sake of safety or comfort or anything else, but some bureaucratic decision that was made
based on God knows what. That will be scarier.
CR2: […] I think we're going to, "Let's make a bike as safe as a car." That's not the future that I
want for motorcycling.
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5.1.5.12 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their preferences towards the media used to receive
information about safety equipment. Participants preferred online sources (for example,
YouTube reviews) and information spread word-of-mouth from motorcycle friends and peers.
AV2: Generally, if you look something up, you might walk in the store because you would like to
touch and feel what it's like its heavy light materials used. If it's well made or not. You might go
on a website and start browsing all the options in your price range or your brand, then you go to
YouTube and as soon as it comes out, even before it comes out, a week before something is
launched, there will be a review by 5 or 6 different motorcycle reviews on the internet.
JL2: If I was going look for something nice. First place I got was I talk to guys like these friends
of mine who have been riding as long as I have.
5.1.5.13 Suggestions for how to increase safety equipment use
Participants then provided suggestions on how it would be possible to increase the usage of
safety equipment. Most riders agreed that rather than focusing on safety equipment specifically,
improving rider training was far more important and especially providing refresher courses for
riders who have stopped riding for a period of time.
AV2: From what I remember when I had to get the license back in Russia, it's a completely
different story. You don't get to touch the bike before your theory is up to scratch. They don't
even let you in the school, you have to go and do extensive test. It was 60 questions, you're only
allowed to do 3 mistakes. It's a very harsh test about road rules. […] Then there you have to
undergo a certain number of hours of training.
CR2: Yes, so they say that the system where you've only got a motorbike because they started
out on cheap not very well powered motorbikes and they've come back into that 20 years later
and they buy high powered motor bikes that they've never had any comprehension of riding. If
you have regular training and tools built into your license say every 5 years, you must have a
refresher practical course. Then you can fit this kind of people.
Addressing the cost of gear seemed to be another important consideration.
CR2: Well reduce the tax on it.
AV2: when I was 17 which was so many years ago, the only gear that was available was so
costly. It was out of the question.
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5.1.5.14 Evaluation of safety equipment
At the end of the focus group participants were asked to evaluate a series of pictures of possible
solutions to increase safety on PTW. Pictures has been shown and then participants were asked
to fill out a scoring grid drawing an X on a continuum from 1 (lowest score) to 5 (highest score).
More information about the products is available in Annex 1 (Product description).
Product 1. Motorcycle Leg Protector I

Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

3.1

Perceived safety

3.6

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

1.9

Probability of use

2.7

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$140 AUD as possible price for the leg protector.
Product 2. Motorcycle Leg Protector II

Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

3.0

Perceived safety

2.7

Perceived comfort

2.5

Perceived aesthetics

1.7

Probability of use

1.6

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$70 AUD as possible price for the safety equipment shown.
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Product 3. Scooter Leg Protector
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

2.5

Perceived safety

2.7

Perceived comfort

1.5

Perceived aesthetics

1.9

Probability of use

1.5

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$160 AUD as possible price for the safety equipment shown.
Product 4. PTW-PPE communication system
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.0

Perceived safety

4.1

Perceived comfort

3.3

Perceived aesthetics

2.8

Probability of use

3.6

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$520 AUD as possible price for the PTW-PPE communication system.
Product 5. Airbag helmet
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

3.9

Perceived safety

3.9

Perceived comfort

2.8

Perceived aesthetics

2.4

Probability of use

2.6

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$300 AUD as possible price for the airbag helmet.
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Product 6. Neck Braces
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.0

Perceived safety

3.9

Perceived comfort

2.5

Perceived aesthetics

3.4

Probability of use

2.7

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$300 AUD as possible price for the neck braces.
Product 7. Emergency response helmet release system
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score out of 5

Perceived usefulness

4.8

Perceived safety

4.9

Perceived comfort

4.3

Perceived aesthetics

4.5

Probability of use

3.9

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
$55 AUD as possible price for the helmet system shown.

5.1.6 Conclusions – Australian leisure/commuter riders
Overall, the group was comprised of older, more experience male motorcycle riders. Some
participants were more attuned to safety than others. The participants that were more safety
conscious were also more receptive towards innovative developments in motorcycle safety
equipment and would consider investing a bit more money in safety technologies. The
participants that were less safety conscious tended to be those that prioritised the joy and thrill
of riding over safety equipment that may compromise this experience. Similar to other groups,
they were generally positive about safety equipment as long as it provides flexibility and function
in line with the expectations and needs of riders. The group was also strongly against additional
mandatory regulations and this was again related to preserving the freedom of riding. Consistent
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with other groups, rider-assistive and collision avoidance technologies were some suggestions
listed for further research and further attention to rider training was considered important to
enhancing motorcycle safety.
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5.2 Focus Group in France
In September 2018, between 6th and 12th, 3 Focus Group sessions were held in France:
1.

Leisure Riders (6th September)

2.

Passengers (10th September)

3.

Commuter Rider (12th September)

5.2.1 Leisure Riders - France
5.2.1.1 Participants
A total of 8 participants (4 Males, 4 Females) have been involved in the focus group. Mean age
of the group was 48.25 (from 22 to 72 age old), with a SD of 15.9.
Participant code

Gender

Age

L1

M

59

L2

M

61

L3

M

22

L4

F

43

L5

F

35

L6

M

51

L7

F

43

L8

F

72

Mean

48.25

S.D.

15.90

5.2.1.2 Results and conclusions from the Focus Group session
The session began with each of the participants introducing themselves. Participants were asked
to share stories about their PTW riding history, to confirm correct assignment to this focus group
session.
A total of 8 Leisure riders were confirmed by their stories: “For practical reasons, I used to ride
to go to work, but it was not still a pleasure. At this moment, I said stop. Now, definitively, it’s to
stroll […]”; “I ride mainly for urban travels, where I save time when I want to find parking. And I
stroll…”; “Even if it’s -4 or 40 degrees… that’s only pleasure!”.
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5.2.1.3 PTW preferences
Participants also described their preferences about the kind of PTW, also reporting the number
of PTWs they own. Overall, the participants seem to prefer roadsters (“And then, since last year,
after my license training, I have had a Ducati Streetfighter 1048 S”; “I ride a Triumph Street Triple,
the 675 one”) as well as dual purpose PTWs (“it’s the Yamaha 600 XT”).
Participants declared ownership of 1 to 4 PTWs, which represents 1.75 PTWs per person
(“There’s only this one”, “3 PTWs and one in spare parts”).
Gender

PTW type

PTW owned

L1

M

Dual purpose

1

L2

M

Touring

1

L3

M

Roadster

1

L4

F

Roadster

4

L5

F

Roadster

2

L6

M

Dual purpose

3

L7

F

Roadster

1

L8

F

Café racer

1

5.2.1.4 Experience
Participants reported mixed experience as PTW riders. Some started riding mopeds as
teenagers (“I remember, I was 12, my uncle threw away a moped […], I was not at the age to
ride a moped, so we rode the moped on the hill, it was great! And it started there.”); others had
never ridden a 2-wheeler before beginning the PTW license training (“I had never touched a
PTW before […]. I got the PTW license, I didn’t know riding”).
All participants had their PTW license (required to drive PTW up to 125cc). Young riders were
represented, as highly experienced riders. PTW license age is reported in the table below.
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Gender

PTW license age

L1

M

39

L2

M

43

L3

M

3

L4

F

18

L5

F

16

L6

M

33

L7

F

13

L8

F

50

Mean

26.88

S.D.

16.64

5.2.1.5 Attitudes towards the use of safety equipment
For the second topic of the focus group participants discussed their use of safety equipment.
Overall, they showed a high level of concern for protection: “I think that safety equipment is
incontestable, we have no bodywork, we don’t have anything”; “For me, safety equipment is
indispensable, otherwise, I wouldn’t be here at this time!”.
Usage of PPE seemed to have changed for 3 of them over time, having declared wearing PPE
less with age: “with age, I prefer to ride slowly wearing shorts and a jet helmet, whereas before,
I used to wear trousers, a jacket and a full-face helmet”; “With age, we change … I ride in shorts…
We wear less PPE with age”.
Half of the participants also reported that their behaviour regarding the use of safety equipment
varies according to the season. They wear only helmet and gloves with their summer street
clothing when the weather is hot and sunny, and for small distances (“When it’s super-hot I ride
in a t-shirt to go to the city centre”, “sometimes, I leave only with a denim jacket… well, then, I
don’t ride 300 kilometres”). The others always ride their PTW in helmet, gloves, jacket, trousers
and boots, regardless of the weather (“I have a winter and a summer jacket, but I am always
equipped”; “It is out of the question, even in summer, riding in short sleeves”).
No particular attention be assigned to the certification of safety equipment, except for gloves,
which have been mandatory in France since November 20th, 2016. Participants typically verify
the EC certification when they buy their gloves, due to the new legislation (“Me, for my gloves,
because they (the sellers) tried to sell their non EC gloves. […] Then, my other PPE no”).
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5.2.1.6 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
Participants were then asked to list the safety equipment they typically use. Findings are reported
in the table below.
Number of users
(out of 8)

Type

Helmet

8

PPE

Gloves

7

PPE

Pants

6

PPE

Jacket

5

PPE

Boots

4

PPE

Back protection

1

PPE

TCS (Traction control
system)

1

On board measure

Anti-wheeling system

1

On board measure

ABS (Antilock Braking
System)

1

On board measure

ASR (Anti-Skid system)

1

On board measure

Safety equipment

There was a general consensus on the importance of helmet and gloves, as these PPEs are
accepted and worn by all the participants. Protective trousers (usually lined in Kevlar), jackets
and boots were also mentioned.
5.2.1.7 Criteria for choosing safety equipment
Comfort of PPE was reported as being important criteria for choosing safety equipment (“Given
the time we spend in it!”; “It shouldn’t be a straitjacket. If it’s a straitjacket, we won’t wear it”). The
price of the PPE is also important and can be a barrier to acquiring specific PTW equipment
(“Each year, I buy something, depending on the finances”).
A user interface for on-board systems didn’t seem to be the main criteria for PTW selection, even
if it increases safety. The main criteria selecting a PTW was esthetic: the PTW has to be
handsome before being safe (“Esthetics before safety”). Most of the participants were even
reluctant to have too much technology on their PTW (“If this small stuff you get used to using
switches off, then, you lose control of your engine”; “For me, safety, is not putting 100% of your
trust in electronic equipment”).
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5.2.1.8 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their attitudes towards specific safety equipment.
In particular, their attitude towards a connected jacket was rather favourable, even though 2
participants in the group expressed negative opinions (“I’m afraid that too much information kills
the information”; “I’m afraid these vibrations make the rider confused with the engine vibrations.
[…] I prefer to listen to my toy [= motorbike]”). Participants made different suggestions of
functions they would appreciate in such a jacket: “vibrate to tell to you to go right or left, that’s
nice”, “A heating jacket, it could be useful. Hot-cold, also for summer”.
They also discussed the possible use of PCB; overall, they seem to be reluctant have a negative
response to this proposed safety system: “With the experience I have with cars, I would never
put it on my motorbike!”; “I remain apprehensive, because my motorbike doesn’t have anything
and always behaves the same way. Same action, same reaction. The 1299 (Ducati 1299
Panigale) doesn’t… It doesn’t behave the same way…”; “If a car driver open his door and you
veer to avoid it, and at that moment, the motorbike brakes… then, you fall!”.
Regarding the possibility of having access to additional information from ECU, participants did
not comment.
At the end of this phase participants were also asked to list any safety systems they considered
dangerous. They didn’t know what to say, except for one participant who suggested “untimely
airbag activation” as potentially dangerous.
5.2.1.9 Expectations for safety innovations coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss their main concerns when thinking about PTW safety.
PPE visibility (6) was shown as the main concern: “To be seen by the others at night”; “To be
seen, even during the day”; “Maybe a black fabric […], but reflective by night”. Also the lightness
of the PPE material (4) and the PPE material resistance (2) seemed to be the most common
concerns: “In the future, I think we will have lighter and more resistant materials”; “Materials
should be lighter and more efficient”; “Lighter helmets”.
5.2.1.10 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
Participants were then asked to provide some examples safety equipment that does yet not exist
but that they would like to use. Suggestions listed in the table below.
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Concerns

Quotation
“They have to be esthetically pleasing. Those
that protect well are often less attractive”

To combine esthetics and protection.

PPE that reflects light at night.

“Maybe a black fabric, as all the PPE are
black, but reflective by night. At least, in case
of fall… Reflecting clothes”

A second brake light mounted on helmet.

“And the stop light on the helmet. In town, it
would be super important”

Something which allows motorbikes to look
“To look bigger, not to startle car drivers”
bigger.
A 3-wheeled motorbike

“A 3- wheeled motorbike”

A stand-up motorbike

“A motorbike which stands upright by itself”

An automatic stand

“A stand which goes on and off by itself”

5.2.1.11 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
Participants then discussed their possible reaction to the introduction of additional regulations
on use of safety equipment.
In general, they reported negative responses towards the introduction of additional regulations
for safety equipment use: “We have ridden like that for years, I don’t see how a new law would
allow us to be safer”; “I am somewhat opposed to making everything mandatory”.
When asked about additional mandatory regulations towards PPEs, the opinions were mixed.
Overall, even if participants were against additional regulations, they would keep riding (5). For
them, it could only be a bigger problem for people who ride small PTWs, who are not considered
“real motorcyclists” (“I think that, in general, motorcyclists are more equipped than what the law
imposes”; “The problem comes from the small PTWs. For them, as they ride slower, they don’t
need to be equipped the same”).
When asked about additional mandatory regulations towards on-board systems, the most
frequent response was negative (6). One participant would stop riding a PTW (“If it’s too
constraining, I will abandon the motorbike”), the others would find a way to get around the law
(“We only have to ride an old motorbike and we would not be required to have these things. We
will all ride antique motorbikes!”). 2 participants were not opposed to additional mandatory
regulations, as they felt that if a type of equipment became mandatory, it would mean that the
product is effective (“Thus, if they make it mandatory, it means that it has proven its
effectiveness”).
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5.2.1.12 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their preferences for the type of information source used
to find information about safety equipment.
The most commonly used information sources were the internet (5) and specialized press (5): “I
find out on the internet and specialized press”; “A bit from internet and a bit from specialized
press”.
Media

Frequency

Internet

5

Specialized press

5

Specialized shops (sellers)

2

Word of mouth

1

Suggestions for information dissemination:
Media
Insurances
Television

Quotations
“The insurers should play their role and inform
us”; “Information from the insurance, with the
insurance receipt”
“Maybe through TV campaigns”; “Yes, via TV”

Participants then provided suggestions on how it would be possible to increase the usage of
safety equipment.
Suggestions are shown below:
•

Lower taxes to decrease the PPE price (“They should lower the taxes”);

•

To lower the PPE’s price (“To lower the PPE’s price”);

•

To guaranty the reimbursement of the PPEs in case of crash (“Like in Deutschland, the

insurance take into account the PPE. In case of crash, all the PPE would be integrally
reimbursed”);
•

To show PPE effectiveness (“To make communication campaigns to show crash-test with

and without PPE”).

5.2.2 Conclusions – French leisure riders
The number of male and female participants was balanced; all ride heavy motorbikes and more
specifically street bikes. Riding experience across the group varied widely.
Even if all the participants recognized the importance of wearing PPE, some of them rode with
less PPE with age and according to weather conditions. They didn’t pay specific attention to PPE
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certifications, except for gloves, which are mandatory in France. They all declared wearing
helmet and gloves while riding a PTW and most of them wore other PPE such as trousers, jackets
and boots, for which comfort was essential. They expressed the wish to have, in the future, PPE
made of lighter and more resistant materials, and PPE which would make them more visible to
the other road users. Opinions were mixed on the topic of a connected jacket, unless it had a
“warming-cooling” option. Participants believed that making prices lower for safety equipment,
guarantying them by insurers in the event of crash damage and demonstrated effectiveness
would increase the usage rates for protective equipment, in particular for PPEs.
The first criteria for selecting a PTW was esthetics, ahead of any safety equipment it could offer.
Participants expressed being very reluctant to accept on-board systems like PCB.
Most of participants stated they would not change their habits if additional regulations towards
PPEs and on-board systems were imposed.
The majority of them found information about safety equipment via the internet and specialized
press, but would be happy to receive information via their insurance company or television
campaigns.

5.2.3 Commuter Riders - France
5.2.3.1 Participants
Seven participants (5 Males, 2 Females) were involved in the focus group. Mean age of the
group was 51.14 (from 44 to 57 age old), with an SD of 4.56.
Gender

Age

C1

M

52

C2

M

52

C3

M

57

C4

F

54

C5

M

53

C6

F

44

C7

M

46

Mean

51.14

S.D.

4.56
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5.2.3.2 Participants’ stories
The session began with each participant introducing themselves. Participants were asked to
share stories about their PTW riding history, to confirm their assignment to this focus group
session.
A total of 7 commuters were confirmed by their stories: “I ride a PTW for work, I ride more or less
20,000 kilometers per year on a PTW, including 12-13,000 for work […]”; “I ride to go to work”;
“I bought it (his scooter) for the traffic ease, to go to work, to park easily, for these reasons”.
Some of them also ride their PTW for leisure: “It’s my primary vehicle […]. I use it all week and
all week-end […]”.
5.2.3.3 PTW preferences
Participants stated their PTW preferences and reported the number of PTWs they owned.
Overall, participants preferred scooters, as well as street bikes: “I have had a scooter for 15
years, because of the convenience in traffic”; “I have a heavy motorcycle, because I feel safer
with a big engine”.
Participants in this focus group declared having owned 1 to 5 PTWs, for a mean of 2.6 PTWs
per person.
Gender

PTW type

PTW owned

C1

M

Touring

4

C2

M

Scooter

1

C3

M

Dual-purpose

5

C4

F

Roadster

1

C5

M

3 wheels scooter

3

C6

F

Scooter

2

C7

M

Roadster

2

5.2.3.4 Experience
Participants had a range of riding experience. Three of them began when they were adolescents
and 3 began when they were able to get the PTW license: “I have ridden a PTW for 40 years”;
“When I was 15-16 years old my parents told me “No, that’s too dangerous”. […] When I was 20,
I got my license”.
Six out of the seven participants currently had a PTW license (required to drive PTW up to
125cc). PTW license age is reported in the table below.
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Gender

PTW
age

C1

M

18

C2

M

51

C3

M

18

C4

F

44

C5

M

/

C6

F

20

C7

M

22

Mean

28.83

S.D.

14.70

license

For the second focus group topic participants discussed their attitudes towards safety equipment.
Overall, they accorded a high level of importance to safety equipment: “Safety is important for a
PTW, we know very well that we have a small [footprint], we don’t have 4 wheels”; “For me,
safety equipment is important”.
Attitudes towards the use of safety equipment seemed not to have changed over time (“My
attitude didn’t change, it’s still bad!”; “I still have the same attitude toward safety”), except for one
participant who wears more PPE when riding (“I got my license at 18 years old. […] At that time,
there were few available PPEs and they were expensive. With time, I could buy some, that’s
what I did”). Two participants admitted to adopting gloves only since the law made their use
mandatory: “(I wear) Helmet and gloves, because I was stopped by the Police for that! I try to
wear them, but, sometimes, I forget”; “Now, I wear a helmet and gloves, because the law requires
it. Before, I didn’t necessarily wear gloves”.
No particular attention is given to checking the certification of safety equipment: “No, if I go to a
PTW dealer, […] I will trust them”; “No, if you don’t buy your gloves in a plant shop, they must
sell you certified PPE!”.
Five participants also reported that their behavior regarding the use of safety clothing changes
depending on the seasons of the year (“Actually, I wear PPE according to the weather”) and the
distance they have to ride (“If I ride for a short distance, I only wear my helmet and gloves […],
but I wear all my PPEs when I ride long distances”; “In terms of PPE, I wear the strict minimum
[…]. For long travels, I regularly wear some. Otherwise, I ride like this (indicates his day-to-day
clothes), helmet and gloves”). The remaining 2 participants never ride their PTW without PPE (“I
always ride very equipped, whatever the weather conditions”).
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5.2.3.5 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
The participants were then asked to list the safety equipment they typically use. Findings are
reported in the table below.
Number of users
(out of 7)

Type

Helmet

6

PPE

Gloves

6

PPE

Pants

1

PPE

Boots

1

PPE

All the PPEs
(helmet+pants+boots+gloves+jacket)

2

PPE

ABS (Antilock Braking System)

1

On board measure

Safety equipment

There was a general consensus on the use of helmet and gloves, these PPEs were accepted
and worn by all the participants.
5.2.3.6 Criteria for choosing safety equipment
Participants then listed their criteria for choosing their adopted safety equipment. PPE comfort
was reported as being important for all of them (“Comfort is a necessity”; “For me, that’s
indispensable (comfort) because I wear them (PPEs) every day”; “For me, the shoes, for
example, I don’t buy some because that’s not comfortable”). Price is also a factor: “The problem
is the price”.
In purchasing a PTW, a user interface for on-board systems didn’t seem to be the main criteria
of choice, even if it increased safety. The first criteria for choosing a PTW to buy was the
esthetics, the PTW has to be handsome before being safe (“Between 2 motorbikes, I would
choose the one I like the most. It’s the esthetics that are most important”). One participant was
even reluctant to have on-board systems like ABS on PTWs. For him, it could be dangerous
because of lack of training (“For me, ABS is for distracted people. It allows them to feel safer
[…]. For heavy motorcycles, there’s other on-board systems. The problem is that we don’t have
any basic training, then, we get scared.”).
5.2.3.7 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their attitudes towards specific safety equipment.
In particular, the response to a connected jacket was negative (7): “No, no, no and no! […] We
are all the time and all day long polluted by the mobile phone, I hate that, I won’t put something
like that on my motorbike!”; “Well, I already have natural vibrations, so, I’m also against that,
because, in the end, I think it will give information which will be irritating, when riding, you won’t
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be relaxed […]”. Participants offered other ideas for interfaces they would like to have in a
connected jacket, such as a temperature regulator (“[…] warmth and freshness in summer […]”)
or a speed limiter (“A speed limiter […]. A vibration which tells you “be careful, you’re over the
speed limit […]”).
They also discussed the possible use of PCB; 3 participants were not against such a system,
even if they were quite doubtful: “Why not…”; “I think it could help, but it has to be intelligent”; “It
would be nice if it was connected and if it was for specific uses, for highways, express roads,
where the PTW doesn’t have to bend in the curves”. The others (4) were opposed to PCB:
“Technologies are sources of problems […]”; “It means it will be easier to rob your motorbike,
because a guy can stand in front of you, then, you stop, and another guy comes to rob your
motorbike. I don’t want it, even on my car!” All but one person indicated they would not be willing
to pay for a PCB system. The one person, who did not say how much they would be willing to
pay for it (“Why not if it works!”).
On-board systems to protect legs was considered a good measure by 5 participants (“[On-board
systems to protect legs] which activate in the event of a collision? For me, yes, I’m for it”; “I’m for
it at 200%, everything which is done for the physical safety, we can only be in favor”). The others
were not totally opposed to this measure, but wondered how it could be effective: “I don’t
understand how it can be activated”; “Yeah… I don’t know, I’m struggling because I don’t have
more information”; “Then, better to integrate it on the car”.
Regarding the possibility of having access to additional information from ECU, participants
reported different ideas. The point of consensus was to have an accident detector which could
send an SOS (“The SOS should become mandatory”; “This SOS, I think that’s a really good
invention”). Some (3) said they would like to see the GPS on every PTW with access to various
forms of information through it (“I think a GPS on the motorbike can be nice”; “A gas station
indicator!”; “A system, which could be very comforting, would indicate a major flaw on the road,
because it has existed for 10 years, but nobody has done anything about it”; “The information
has to be vital to the rider, like a very serious alert, you take the highway and, suddenly, “an
oncoming guy in your way […]”). One participant would like to know how many kilometers he
would be able to ride with the remaining gasoline: “(The ECU could tell that) It remains 50
kilometers to ride and then, where is the next gas station”. Another participant would like to be
alerted of a potential danger: “A radar which could anticipate the reactions of the other road
users, like a car door opening […]”.
At the end of this phase participants were also asked to list any safety equipment they consider
dangerous. Five of them didn’t have any ideas on this point. One considered traction control to
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be dangerous in certain situations, another considered that the light disparity between PTWs and
other vehicles to be to great (“For me, the light disparity for motorcycles is too large. The problem
of the motorbike is that it is not seen by others […] We should all have LED lights, because the
light is… Being seen is life!”).
5.2.3.8 Expectations for safety innovations coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss their main concerns when thinking about PTW safety.
The price of PPEs, which influences their use (1) and lateral protection (2) seemed to be the
most common concerns: “[…] Because when you ride, then, you have to replace them (the PPEs)
quite often, when you gain weight, you have to replace them, that’s a huge expense !”; “The rider
is laterally fragile”.
5.2.3.9 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
Participants were then asked to provide some suggestions for safety equipment that does not
exist yet but that they would like to use. The suggestions are listed in the following table.
Concerns (f)

PPE with lateral protection (4)

GPS on the helmet visor (2)
Third brake light (2)
Warming and cooling PPE (1)
Automatic SOS in case of crash (4)

Anti-collision radar alert (1)

Frequency
“[…] For lateral [protection], it would be easier
to have something which would be integrated
on the body…”; “Maybe something laterally
more articulated […], It would be nice to have
hyper articulated plates” (See drawing); “An
airbag on the pants lateral seams”; “We have
protection on the joints, but nothing for lateral
protection”
“The GPS, I wouldn’t integrate it with the
jacket, I would integrate it with the helmet, on
the visor”; “A GPS on the helmet, with all the
information”
“A third brake light for example”
“To have equipment which can warm and
cool, that would be a great idea!”
“In case of collision an alert activation”; “A
SOS in case of need”; “A SOS, this could be
a really good invention”
“[…] A radar which could detect all lateral
movements, with a car, a pedestrian or an
animal on country roads”

Active bending lights (1)

“LED lights which follow, bending lights”

Mean speed calculator (1)

“You push a button to calculate your mean
speed, which could allow to stop looking at the
speedometer”
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5.2.3.10 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
Participants then discussed their reaction to the possible introduction of additional regulations
for safety equipment.
The most common response was positive (5). For these participants, the law must make
mandatory the use of more PPEs: “Once it is mandatory, when the legislation will impose being
correctly equipped, I won’t go to the bakery wearing flip-flops!”; “[…] It (more PPEs) has to be
made mandatory, if not, it won’t be done!”.
For all of the participants except one, if additional PPEs were mandatory, they would continue
riding a PTW: “We would try to find better prices for PPEs”; “We would get used to it. Whatever,
most of the real motorcyclists are already well equipped”. One participant was not so accepting:
“For me, it depends on the requirement, if it became too heavy, I would stop riding […]”. Another
added it would be a problem for scooter riders: “It would slow down scooter riders”.
When asked about additional mandatory regulations regarding on-board systems, the opinion
was mixed. Most of the participants were not against, but they were afraid it would increase PTW
prices: “Stop, no, then people won’t be able to buy a PTW!”; “It depends on the price”; “It will
become elitist”.
5.2.3.11 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their preferences for the sources used to find information
about safety equipment.
The media types used were Internet (2), the insurance companies (2) and television (1) (“On the
Internet”; “From my insurance”; “I learned through TV that certified gloves were mandatory […]”).
Use of information sources:
Media

Frequency

Insurance

3

Television

3

Internet

2

Prefecture

1

Participants then provided suggestions on how it would be possible to increase the usage of
safety equipment. Suggestions are shown below:
•

Make PPE more comfortable (“The shoes, for example, I didn’t buy them, because they

are not comfortable”)
•

To lower prices (“The problem is the price”)
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•

To make PPEs mandatory (“Regulation would be the most effective, to say it’s

mandatory”).

5.2.4 Conclusions – French commuter riders
The “commuter” group was composed of 2 females and 5 males, from 44 to 57 years old. Only
one participant did not have the heavy motorcycle license. All the participants rode their PTWs
for leisure, even if some of them sometimes rode to commute.
In general, they were aware of the usefulness of safety equipment, and wore PPEs while riding,
even if they declared wearing less PPE in summer. Helmet and gloves were always worn. They
didn’t pay any specific attention to certification when buying PPEs, but comfort and price were
important criteria.
They were not ready to wear a connected jacket.
They choose their PTW according to esthetics before safety criteria. They declared being
opposed to a technology like PCB, and expressed doubt about an on-board leg protector.
However, they would like to have an automatic “SOS” sender in case of a crash, on the PTW
itself.
Participants were very interested in a potential product providing lateral protection, with lateral
radar or a safety system integrated into the rider’s pants.
Concerning additional regulations for safety equipment, they declared they would not stop riding
a PTW, although they were opposed to additional mandatory on-board systems. They would like
to receive more information about safety equipment via their insurance companies and television
campaigns.
Lastly, they thought that PPE usage would increase if the price was lower, if they were more
comfortable and if more PPEs were mandatory.

5.2.5 Pillion Riders - France
5.2.5.1 Participants
A total of 6 participants (5 Females, 1 Male) were involved in the focus group. Mean age of the
group was 37.3 years (from 24 to 55), with a SD of 12.6.
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Gender

Age

C1

F

43

C2

F

31

C3

F

24

C4

F

57

C5

F

43

C6

M

26

Mean

37.3

S.D.

12.6

5.2.5.2 Participant stories
The session began with self-introductions by each of the participants. Participants were asked
to share a story about their history as PTW riders, to confirm that they have been assigned to
right focus group session.
All 6 were confirmed as passengers: “I like to be a passenger, I close my eyes I believe in him
(i.e. my spouse), he can get me to travel all around the world”; “I'm having fun behind, I'm a SDS
Sac de Sable in French = sandbag)"; “I did not have the choice to be a passenger, my husband
has always been a passionate about motorcycles”.
5.2.5.3 PTW preferences
As passengers, 4 out of 6 participants did not own a motorcycle. The bikes belong to their
spouses. Two participants had recently obtained their motorcycle licenses and now have their
own motorcycles (a 600cc roadster and a 125cc motorcycle). The biker identity was not anchored
in this group. Although they enjoyed riding they didn’t consider themselves bikers, because they
don’t drive.
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Gender

PTW type

PTW owned

PTW «at home»

P1

F

Custom

1

1

P2

F

Roadster & Sport

1

2

P3

F

All types

0

-

P4

F

Custom

0

1

P5

F

Custom

0

5

P6

M

125 cc & All types

1

1

5.2.5.4 Experience
Participants reported a range of experience as PTW passengers. Some of them began riding
when they were young, with friends and family ("I have ridden a bike as a young passenger since
my brother had a motorcycle [...]"; “It's a family story, dad was a biker [...]"; “I jumped on a
motorcycle when I was 16 years old […] since then I’ve never stopped". But, some participants
also first became passengers after they met their spouses ("I met my husband in 1999 so since
1999 he has been a real biker and I have been a passenger"; "I've been a pillion rider since
2002, when I met my husband"; "My husband had the motorcycle license, we used the
motorcycle from time to time ").
Only 2 participants were licensed (for motorcycles over 125cc), one had obtained his/her license
3 weeks previously, the other participant, 1 year previously.
In the table below, the PTW license age and the practice age as passengers can be
distinguished.
Gender

PTW license age

PTW as
passenger

P1

F

0

16 years

P2

F

3 weeks

10 years

P3

F

0

9 months

P4

F

0

4 years

P5

F

0

19 years

P6

M

1 year

6 years

5.2.5.5 Frequency of use and purpose
As a passenger, the frequencies of practice were very heterogeneous: some use motorcycles
every day whereas others use it occasionally ("Very very regular frequency, almost every day";
"In general, during the weekend we do not use the car"). It seems that the frequency of use was
closely related to the reasons for use. Indeed, participants who were regular passengers (4
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participants) were those who rode for utilitarian purposes: going to work, shopping in the city,
etc. ("To move faster"; "Sometimes, we even go to work together"). Participants who used the
motorcycle less frequently (2 participants) rode specifically for leisure ("Riding with friends is
great"; "From time to time on weekends, on holidays").
5.2.5.6 Attitudes towards the use of safety equipment
For the second topic of the focus group, participants discussed their attitudes towards the use of
safety equipment.
Five of the participants showed a strong interest in safety equipment ("Safety is important for
me", "Yes, I prefer to be hot than injured"). Four of them had previously been involved in a crash
or have fallen from a motorcycle. One was a driving instructor ("I changed my outlook on safety
equipment since I fell"; "When I have my equipment, I can fall and I do not care, if we slide I will
not end up as a pizza"). Only one participant admitted to being less equipped: "Then, gloves,...
they are not certified gloves. Me, my helmet, it's not an integral helmet that we have, because
we wanted to take BMW helmets to have fun". This was the only participant to had never fallen
from a motorcycle.
Attitudes towards PPE use seemed to have changed for all participants over time. The practices
of 3 of them evolved because of their maturity ("For me, I think that over the years, the focus on
safety has changed. It is true that when I was younger, we had only the helmet, it was the base”.
Three participants had a change in attitude after experiencing a crash ("Well, my opinion has
changed more or less with time, since the accident"; "I'm more careful about who I'm riding with").
Two participants said they didn’t ride the motorcycle in winter and therefore were less concerned
about the use of safety equipment ("It is rare that one rides the bike in winter"). The rest of the
group adapted their equipment use according to weather conditions, especially with jackets and
gloves: they had one for summer and one for winter. Shoes and trousers were mostly the same
for all seasons ("A pair of high boots mid-calf, leather that I wear for summer and winter"; "The
same shoes"; "I wear layers under my jeans").
All but one participant, expressed an awareness of PPE certification, especially for gloves (which
have been mandatory in France since November 20th, 2016). However, for most of them their
the rider was their only source of information about PPE.
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5.2.5.7 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
Participants were then asked to list the safety equipment they typically used. Findings are
reported in the table below.
Safety equipment

Number of users
(out of 6)

Type

Helmet

6

PPE

Gloves

6

PPE

Trousers

4

PPE

Jacket

6

PPE

Boots

3

PPE

Back protection

3

PPE

TCS (Traction control system)

0

On board systems

Anti-wheelie system

0

On board systems

ABS (Antilock Braking System)

0

On board systems

ASR (Anti-Skid system)

0

On board systems

A general consensus was shown regarding use of helmet, gloves and jacket. Two participants
wore Kevlar trousers. One participant made the connection between the feeling of belonging to
the biker community and the level of equipment, stating "It's more beautiful, a biker or a
“Sandbag” equipped, it really makes "biker"". However, no comments were made about Onboard systems.
5.2.5.8 Criteria for choosing safety equipment
Comfort of PPE was reported as very important for safety equipment choice. All participants
recognized the importance of feeling comfortable in their equipment ("Yes, the more important
is if it's comfortable to wear, otherwise it's a shackle").
While user interface for On-board systems didn’t seem to be the main criteria of choice, even if
it increased safety. The first criterion is esthetic, the PTW has to be handsome before being safe
("Estheticism before safety"). A part of the participants was even reluctant to have too much
technology on their PTW ("I'm not convinced that it saves lives, because the day it's going to be
typing, it'll hit and that's it"). On the other hand, it was mentioned a preference to wear safety
equipment over oneself rather than having a motorcycle with assistive devices ("I prefer gear
over me than over my motorcycle").
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5.2.5.9 Relationship with specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their attitudes towards specific safety equipment.
As motorcycle passengers, the idea of a jacket with more connectivity was not well understood.
They didn’t understand the value of wearing a connected jacket as a passenger ("Don’t
understand what the point is"). They didn’t understand either how this could help the rider ("A
connected jacket, I don’t see the interest").
They also discussed the possible use of PCB. Overall, they seemed to feel dubious or negatively
this safety system, thinking it could be more dangerous than helpful ("I would not trust it, the
passenger can anticipate avoidance and forget about the system”; "I'm not for it either, I think it
takes a lot of control away from the driver"; "I would be afraid too").
An on-board system to protect legs was generally considered to be potentially useful although
they did not fully understand how this could work at the time of the crash ("At the technical level
I do not know how it can be done but, in principle, I think it's good"). An interesting remark was
raised by a participant who asked if this could be useful to the passenger since she wouldn’t be
situated at the same height as the rider ("I apologize but this is for the driver, the passenger isn’t
at the same level, so it protects the driver maybe yes, but not the passenger... so, basically, who
is it meant to protect?".
Regarding the possibility of having access to additional information from the ECU, they made
now comments because they were passengers, so for them it was not relevant ("No I see
nothing, it is more difficult as passenger"; "We are passive as passengers").
At the end of the discussion participants were asked to list any safety equipment they might
consider dangerous. Only one participant stated that the obligation to attach a child to the bike
with a belt was considerably dangerous ("For my son, he touches the foot holds and logically,
when a child is over 20kg and touches the foot holds…. I met a cop the other day: "no, no but
you need a belt". I looked at him and I said "Sorry?" So my son, my son, I crash, the bike falls,
he falls with it?!").
5.2.5.10 Expectations for safety innovations coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss their main concerns when thinking about PTW safety.
PPE conspicuity was indicated as the main concern ("More visibility on the biker"; "It would take
more bright color, we have that black"), moreover the lightness of the PPE material seemed to
be the most common concerns ("Making equipment lighter and more resistant").
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5.2.5.11 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
Participants were then asked to provide some examples of safety equipment that did not exist
yet but that they would like to use. Suggestions are provided in the following table.
Concerns

Quotation

Automatic tire inflation system

“on the wheels, a system that inflates itself”
“a blind spot detector”

Blind Spot Detector

“Directional lights”

Directional lights

“the infrared visor for night vision”

Infrared visor

“a wide vision helmet”

Wide vision helmet

“a mosquito filter”

Anti-insect filter

“wiper on the visor of the helmet”

Wiper on the visor

“glasses / visors adapted to the brightness”

Visor self-adaptive to light

“brake light on the back of the helmet”

A second brake light on helmet
Flasher repeated by the passenger
Helmet connected to the flashers

“whether it is the passenger who turns on
the flasher”
“a headset connected to the flashers”
“something that detects an accident in front,
a signal to slow down for example or an
object detection, animal”

Obstacle detector
Temperature display

“the outside temperature”

Tire pressure display

“tire pressure”

Visible speed display for the passenger

“when you're a passenger it's the odometer
that you're looking at”

5.2.5.12 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
Participants then discussed their reactions towards the possible introduction of additional
regulations for safety equipment.
In general, they had negative responses to the introduction of additional regulations [about
what?]: "Everyone has to take responsibility".
When asked about additional mandatory regulations for PPEs, the responses were positive. All
participants thought that this could be a good strategy and that it would not be a deterrent to their
PTW use ("No it will not be a brake").
When asked about additional mandatory regulations for use of on-board systems, 3 participants
thought that this would not be a hindrance to riding, while the others considered that it would be
excessive because it would result in a loss of driving skills ("Too much help kills the skill, the day
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it breaks down you don’t know how to do it anymore") and also a loss of pleasure in driving ("If
it’s over-assisted where is the pleasure?").
5.2.5.13 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss where they preferred to receive information about safety
equipment.
The most common source of information was their social circle (friends & husband/rider).
Media

Frequency

Word of mouth

2

Social Network (Facebook)

1

Friends, community

1

Husband/boyfriend

2

However, participants expressed preferences for where to get information about safety
equipment. Suggestions are shown below:
Media

Quotations

Specialized shops (sellers)
"Seller, not all sellers are aware"
(2)
Insurance Company (3)

"The insurer"

Local governmental
authority "Prefecture" (3)

"From the Prefecture and receive a booklet when
registering a motorcycle"

Gas Station (1)

"Put info on the fuel pumps"

Participants then provided suggestions on how it might be possible to increase the usage of
safety equipment.
Content

Quotations

Safety campaigns aimed at younger "Do prevention for equipment, in the older
and older riders (3)
ones too"
Lower prices (2)

"More accessible prices"

Safety campaigns via television
during summer (1)

"More prevention on TV in summer time"

Safety campaigns targeting
occasional PTW users (1)

"For the real bikers they are sensitized, should
rather aim at the occasional bikers"

More choices of PPE (1)

"Propose a wider range of PPE available"

More regulations (1)

"Propose more legislation"
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5.2.6 Conclusions – French pillion riders
First of all, the participants of this focus group expressed appreciation at being consulted within
the scope of this research project. However, they sometimes criticized the fact that some of the
questions were not relevant to them as pillion riders, especially the discussions about new
technologies (e.g. connected jacket).
The Pillion Rider Group was made up of 6 participants and 4 of them were women who did not
hold a motorcycle license. On average, they have been passengers for 9 years and mainly ride
motorcycles for utilitarian and leisure reasons. The biker identity was not very pronounced in this
group of users, especially since they were not drivers themselves but simply passengers.
Nevertheless, they attached a great importance to PPEs: gloves, helmets and jackets were
regularly worn in both summer and winter. Their attitudes seemed to have evolved with time (for
the older ones in this group) and experience (experience of road crashes for the youngest). It
was reported that the high price of PPEs was a deterrent to purchasing, especially for the
younger participants.
Even if they were not the ones who bought the motorcycles, they participated in the choice of
the motorcycle type. The aesthetic criterion prevailed over safety / technological criteria. The
reasons given were twofold: they raised doubts about the effectiveness and feasibility of OnBoard Systems; they preferred the safety of the PPEs to the safety systems added to PTWs.
Regarding such safety equipment as smart jackets, PCB, ECU information, they did not have a
favorable opinion and were even opposed to these proposed systems. They believed that these
measures would help only the rider and not the pillion rider in the event of a crash. Some
participants did not understand their usefulness whereas others thought these measures could
be dangerous for the rider.
The participants then shared their expectations for scientific innovations. They stressed the
importance of the visibility of the equipment (PPE and motorcycle) as well as the quality-to-price
ratio of materials (lighter, more resistant and inexpensive). The participants proposed no less
than 15 safety equipment (conspicuity) that they would like to use such as helmet-mounted turn
signal repeaters they could activate themselves, infra-red visors for night driving.
They had quite an overall negative attitude toward additional regulations for use of safety
equipment. They felt that it was up to the users to take responsibility. Nevertheless, they stated
that even if new regulations for PPE use were enacted, this would not prevent them from riding
a motorbike. As for mandatory on-board systems, they thought these would diminish the pleasure
of riding and could lead to a loss in riding skills.
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Finally, until now, they had received information on security measures via their social circles and
they would appreciate being kept informed about new regulations by the prefecture (the local
governmental authority) and insurance companies.
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5.3 Focus Group in Italy
In September and October 2018, 3 Focus Group sessions were held in Italy:
1.

Commuter Riders (17th September)

2.

Leisure Riders (16th October)

3.

Passengers (17st October)

5.3.1 Leisure Riders - Italy
5.3.1.1 Results and conclusions from the Focus Group session
A total of 7 (5M; 2F) participants have been involved in this focus group. Mean age of the group
is 40.1 years with a SD of 13.5 years.
Gender
Males

5

Females

2

The session began with each participant introducing themselves. Participants were asked to
share a story about their history using PTWs, to confirm their assignment to this focus group
session.
In this sub-group, participants displayed a strong passion for PTWs and often use their PTW for
recreation and the enjoyment of riding. Safety equipment designed for this target sub-group
should take into account their need to have effective safety systems that do not detract from the
pleasure of riding.
All 7 participants were confirmed as Leisure Riders from their stories.
P5: “I used to be a passenger but one day I told myself “Ok, I want to ride myself now”. So, I got
the license and my first Monster 620 in 2011. In 2012 I started taking trips, and I had really
beautiful ones! I have been to Austria, Sardinia, Corsica, Sicily…I have had a lot of trips. I used
to be a passenger, but I have always had a strong passion for Ducati, my mother has been
working there for 27 years, and also my father…”
P4: “It all started when I was 3-years-old, on a PTW built by a family member. I always loved
Ducati, my grandfather designed the Ducati factory. So, there should have been some kind of
ancient connection…I have always loved PTWs and Ducati…”
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5.3.1.2 PTW preferences
Participants also stated their PTW preferences, also reporting the number of PTWs they currently
own. Overall, in the group was seen a range of preferred PTWs. Some of the participants own
more than 1 PTW.
P3: “…I have several kinds of PTWs…enduros, racing PTWs, a Ducati 600ss…at the moment I
own 7 PTWs…” P2: “My first PTW was a Kawasaki Ninja 250. Now I own a KTM Duke 690”.
P6: “I started with a Vespa 125cc”.
Types of PTW
PTW Type

Frequency

Standard

4

Dual

2

Sport

2

Scooter

1

Touring

1

5.3.1.3 Experience
Participants reported that, even if their interest started at early age, they first thought of
themselves as Leisure Riders as young adults.
P1: “I’m 46, but I bought my first PTW in 2005”
P5: “I have always been a “Ducatista”, but I have been a Rider for 7 years”
P4: “…but I owned my first one in 2007, so I was pretty young…”
5.3.1.4 Attitudes towards use of safety equipment
In the second topic of the focus group participants discussed their attitudes towards the use of
safety equipment.
Overall, they accorded a high level of importance to the use of PPEs:
P4: “…it takes just a fraction of a second to ruin lives”
P1: “...even when I’m going to the grocery or moving from home to the work place, I use all of
my racing leather equipment…and sometimes people make fun of me…”
When referring to a general “rider culture”, or when referring to the behaviour of other riders, it
seems that a lower level of attention is spread.
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P3: “…I had a conversation with some friends and they said: ”If I don’t feel the air on my arms, I
am don’t feel free”…and then you get that there is a huge gap between their sense of freedom
and the idea that they can suffer less damage with the use of PPEs…”
P5: “There is an “anti-safety” culture! I see a lot of riders without their gloves!”
P1: “…and you can see a lot of people that ride in their flip flops…”
Overall, attitudes towards the use of PPEs had changed significantly over the lifetime (f=3). Both
the introduction of regulations and personal experience (especially road accidents) played
important roles in their attitude changes:
P5: “It evolved a lot! I used to ride my scooter without a helmet, I do remember it. And the idea
of riding without a helmet, nowadays gives me shivers, but I was doing it when I was 14 years
old and there were no regulations about it at that time.”
P4: “Yes, because when you see people of your age, that can interact with you but…they have
severe injuries…it touches you a lot and makes you change…the first time I went there (to a
centre for rehabilitation) I used to ride without helmet, hands and legs off the bike…”
Participants pay attention to the certification of specific safety equipment, such as helmets and
back protectors…
P5: “Yes, when choosing a helmet, certification is one of the criteria”
…even if they ignore (and do not understand the need for) the existence of different levels of
certification (f=5):
P3: “...personally…it is not well known…I didn’t know that several levels existed…”
P3: “Why are several levels needed? I don’t think this is fair…”
P1: “It is a matter of prices…if you want safety you need a specific level…not a certain degree:
maybe yes... maybe not…”
When referring to observations of other riders, the levels of certification seem to be ignored even
more and not taken in consideration:
P4: “...I’d say they do not know...”
P5: “...my friends generally have cool helmets…but they don’t care about the certification…”
Participants also report that their behaviour regarding the use of safety equipment does not
change during the different seasons of the year (f=3), because they have found valid alternatives.
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P5: “I don’t understand this need…you can have lighter jackets… I couldn’t use the heavy one
in August either!”
5.3.1.5 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
Participants were then asked to list the safety equipment they typically use. Responses are
reported in the table below.
Safety equipment

Number of users
(out of 7)

Type

Helmet

7

PPE

Leather Jacket

5*

PPE

Back Protection

4*

PPE

Gloves

3*

PPE

Knee Protection

1*

PPE

Boots

1*

PPE

Sternum Protection

1*

PPE

ABS

4*

On board

*Number of participants who explicitly referred to that Safety Measure. In most cases participants
just added Safety equipment that were not mentioned by others.
P4: “…the only thing I didn’t hear from others…”
P3: “…helmet, back protection, knee protection, everything…”
Participants also reported that the use of safety equipment depends strongly on the use of the
PTW:
P6: “…it highly depends on the kind of customer…someone wants to ride safely, with
comforts…some other wants to race on tracks…with the ABS he goes crazy…it depends on
generations and kind of customers…”
5.3.1.6 Criteria for choosing a safety measure
Participants then listed their criteria for choosing their adopted safety equipment.
PPE design was reported as being important (f=2), as was comfort (f=1), particularly relating to
options adaptable to the different seasons of the year. The cost of the PPE (f=4) was the most
unanimous criterion for choosing a specific PPE.
P3: “if the price for airbag suits drops…everyone would buy it…because I have a lot of PTWs in
my garage and if I’m not adequately protected, I don’t feel very smart…”.
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P4: “maybe especially in this period, people don’t have enough money to buy all of them…”
P4: “…and now we have a great design for them! people couldn’t tell the difference with some
Armani outfits!”
The existence of specific on-board systems was not reported as a criterion for choosing a PTW
(f=1):
P5: “I fall in love with a model…no, not because of the ABS”
Criteria for choosing Safety equipment

Number of users
(out of 7)

Type

Cost

4

PPE

Design

2

PPE

Comfort

1

PPE

On board- systems

1

On board

Participants also discussed what they considered as fair prices for safety equipment.
Back protectors are generally bought when around €120–150 (f=2), anyway 1 participant
considered this price range as expensive and does not promoting their use.
The price range considered fair for helmets was higher, going as high as €500 (f=1).
Regarding on board-systems, a general consensus was seen, to the fact that price for their
purchase is considered starting from the price of the PTW (f=7).
5.3.1.7 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their attitude towards specific safety equipment.
Participants expressed the expectation of PPEs with more connectivity to the PTW, in particular
with the helmet (f=3).
P1: “I think that there will be more connectivity between PTW and helmets. Whoever sells you
the PTW will sell you the helmet too…”
Participants also discussed the possibility that the information received by these innovative
systems will be shared through social media (f=1), and expressed concerns that this could have
negative results for safety:
P4: “…insane riders will look for it…they will compare: “I made that turn while on 117 km/h leaning
with 37.2 degrees!”…sharing it with social media…”
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They also discussed the possible use of PCB (Pre-Crash Braking); overall, they were very
interested (f=5), in particular during the everyday use scenarios:
P5: “I would be happy with that because when a car brakes in front of you, you don’t have time…”
P4: “ …a daily support…it could be helpful!”
One participant expressed interest in on-board systems to protect the legs:
P1: “Legs protection is something that seriously concerns me….”
Regarding the possibility of having access to additional information from the ECU, participants
responses were mixed. On one hand they were interested in receiving information (f=4)
regarding brake condition (f=2), tire pressure (f=1) and feedback on how improve their riding
(f=1):
P3: “this is really important information! Brakes temperature, degree of lean angle on your
helmet…” P1: “This could appear on my dashboard…tire pressure if you have a puncture…”
P4: “ok but you would need more specific feedback: ok ABS triggered, but why? Was I braking
too much…well, at this point it is a yes from me…”
On the other hand, they expressed some concerns (f=3), especially because these measures
could be distracting (f=2) and could lead to a practice of riders comparing their performance of
risky behaviours (f=1):
P3: “When I ride the bike I need to be focused…I find that information distracting”
P1: “…bikers could challenge each other in leaning…”
At the end of this discussion period participants were also asked to list any safety equipment
they considered dangerous (f=4). Participants expressed concerns about distraction that may be
induced, even for experienced riders, by having many and more and more complex on-board
systems equipping new high-end bikes (f=3):
P6: “people like me, that have vintage PTWs…my fear is that riding these super-safe PTWs,
when you have some trouble, you panic because you are not used to this technology”
P7: “going from a Monster to a Hyperstrada, I see that all this technology is sometimes
distracting…maybe the ergonomics of that could be improved…”
Dangerous Safety
equipment
On board (in general)

Reason
Distracting when users are not accustomed to it (f=2)
Distracting in general (f=1)
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The possibility to turn them off anytime (f=1) is considered an important feature:
P3: “none are dangerous…if you can turn them off when you need to.”
Some of the participants (f=2), report their concern the use of safety equipment could generate
overconfidence in some riders, encouraging them to take more risks since they feel less
vulnerable:
P1: “...on the other side they may also give a sense of immortality... If I fall I will not have the
same consequences as in MotoGP races!…”
5.3.1.8 Expectations for safety innovations coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss their main concerns when thinking about PTW safety.
Legs protection (f=3) emerged as the main concern. Also, arms (f=1) and the spine (f=1)
mentioned. The head was not mentioned, probably because the helmet is already mandatory.
P1: “…legs are the part of my body for which I am more concerned…”
P3: “…it depends on the cervical protection…I would like to talk about cervical protection…arms
depend on the spine too”

Main Concerns
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Number of respondents
(out of 7)

Legs

2

Arms

1

Spine

1
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5.3.1.9 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
Participants were then asked to provide some suggestions for safety equipment that do not
currently exist but that they would like to use. Suggestions were provided in the table below:
Suggested Safety Equipment

Number of
respondents
(out of 7)

Type

Protection against incoming air on the back of the
head/neck

1

PPE

Jackets with under-helmet included

1

PPE

Helmet fillings with memory foam materials

1

PPE

Jackets with cold gels for hot weather use

1

PPE

Lighter airbag-jackets

1

PPE

Higher certification for entry-level-priced helmets

1

PPE

Leg protector

3

Artificial Intelligence systems for wet and difficult road
conditions
Artificial Intelligence systems for riding feedbacks (e.g.
shifting)

2
2

Possibility of turning off any on-board systems

2

Stopping device for riders not tall enough (automatic easel)

1

Easier interface ergonomics

1

Sensors for movements of other cars in traffic

1

On-board
system
On-board
system
On-board
system
On-board
system
On-board
system
On-board
system
On-board
system

A general suggestion was made to decrease insurance costs in a manner that fosters the use of
safety equipment.
5.3.1.10 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
Participants then discussed their responses to the introduction of additional regulations to
increase the use of safety equipment.
In general, participants responded positively towards the introduction of additional mandatory
use of safety equipment of both PPEs (especially for gloves and back protections) and on-board
systems (f=6), even though they recognized that the related expenditure could be a problem:
P5: “…gloves, back protection and helmet should be mandatory, even for riding scooters”
P4: “…because if you hurt yourself you are also are a problem for me…”
R1: “What about mandatory on board systems?” P4: “Why not!?”
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Only one participant expressed strong resistance to the introduction of additional mandatory
regulations for the use of PPEs, not seeing the need for them and mistrusting innovative onboard safety equipment.
P3: “Why do they need to impose something?”
P3: “I think that it wouldn’t work…if PTW brakes I would fall off/fly off…that is physics…[referring
to PCB]”
Participants agrees on and suggest the need for introducing mandatory rider training sessions
in combination with promoting increased use of safety equipment (f=7):
P3: “ok with safety equipment, but you need to learn how to ride first!”
P4: “…why don’t they teach how to brake, how to go soft with the engine…you have to learn it
later on…”
Mandatory visits and volunteering at trauma centres (f=2) were also suggested as strategies for
fostering a culture of safety amongst riders:
P4: “5 days of mandatory volunteering (in orthopaedical centres) before buying a PTW”.
5.3.1.11 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss where they preferred to acquire information about safety
equipment.
The most common sources for information were through word-of-mouth with friends. PTW
dealers, specialized magazines and the internet are not considered to be trustworthy. Celebrity
experts, and for younger participants, YouTube channels are also sometimes used.
P4: “If I see Capirossi suggesting it, I would buy it immediately…”
P2: “There are several YouTube channels where people of my age show innovative safety
equipment…I think it works”.
Information sources

Number of respondents
(out of 7)

Discussion with friends

2

PTW dealers

1

Specialised magazines

1

Internet

1

Influencers

1

YouTube channels

1
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Participants then provided suggestions on how it might be possible to increase the usage of
safety equipment. Celebrities were considered as the best medium for engaging younger
generations, as well as social media. Promotional events were also suggested as important
measures that should be intensified.
P7: “celebrities are the big thing nowadays”
P3: “Dealers that organise events to show innovative safety equipment…I just once had the
opportunity with Dainese...”
5.3.1.12 Evaluation of safety equipment
After the discussion period participants were asked to evaluate a series of pictures of possible
products designed to increase safety on PTWs. For each picture shown participants were asked
to fill out an ad hoc grid by marking an X on a continuum from 1 (lowest score) to 5 (highest
score).
More information about the products is available in Annex 1 (Product description).
Product 1. Motorcycle Leg Protector
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.7

Perceived safety

3.9

Perceived comfort

4.6

Perceived aesthetics

3.3

Probability of use

4.4

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€507.1 as a possible price for the motorcycle leg protector.
Product 2. Scooter Leg Protector
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

2.9

Perceived safety

3.3

Perceived comfort

3.0

Perceived aesthetics

2.5

Probability of use

2.1
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Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€114.3 as a possible price for the scooter leg protection system.
Product 3. PTW-PPE communication system
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.7

Perceived safety

4.3

Perceived comfort

4.3

Perceived aesthetics

4.6

Probability of use

4.1

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€742.9 as a possible price for the PTW-PPE communication system.
Product 4. Airbag helmet
Evaluation of safety equipment
Mean score (out of 5)

Quality
Perceived usefulness

4.6

Perceived safety

4.2

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

4.2

Probability of use

4.7

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€744.3 as a possible price for the safety equipment shown.

5.3.2 Conclusions – Italian leisure riders
All 7 participants were confirmed as Leisure Riders. The group showed a strong passion for
PTWs and many were often influenced by their families in developing this passion. For those
whose families opposed to their PTW involvement, participants pursued motorcycling after they
created their own independent family. Overall participants stated that their interest began when
very young but that they consider themselves as riders from less years.
They accord a high importance to the use of safety equipment, even for professional ones such
as chest protectors. When considering these data, the bias shown by this group of riders in being
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interested in safety” should be taken into consideration. When talking about other riders they
perceived a lower concern for using safety equipment: for many, the helmet is the main, if not
the only, protection adopted. Participants also report that their attitude towards safety equipment
changed significantly upon becoming adults and after personal traumatic experiences. They did
not report a change in their PPE use based on seasonal changes. They were not very informed
on the different levels of certifications (helmet excluded) but tend to rely more on the “price
category” as an indicator of effectiveness (i.e. an expensive item must be safer than a less
expensive one). They also stated that design is one of the main criteria for selecting safety
equipment (reported as much improved in recent years). Helmets, leather jackets, back
protectors and gloves are reported as the more commonly used PPEs, but each participant
claimed to adopt several PPEs according to his/her needs/previous experience. No particular
importance (either negative or positive) is accorded to on-board systems: their existence is
definitely not used as a criterion for choosing PTWs. They are interested in all the proposed
innovative measures, expressing the greatest concerns towards on-board systems, which are
perceived as possibly invasive and distracting. Having the possibility to turn them off when
needed be the main criteria that would make such systems more acceptable
According to some of the participants, the use of safety equipment could also generate an
overconfidence effect in some riders, especially those less experienced, by encouraging them to
take more risks since they may feel they will be less vulnerable in the event of an accident.
Participants expressed distrust towards on-board systems, even if these may provide higher
performance compared to humans.
Legs and arms are perceived as the body regions at greater risk, followed by the spine. Indeed,
most of the proposed innovative measures are related to these regions. Participants were
receptive to the idea of additional mandatory regulations, and even perceived the need for such
as urgent. The only related concern was the additional cost to riders (in particular, younger ones).
Training for “safe riding” was suggested as one of the most urgent interventions to be adopted
in the field of safety, providing confirmation of a general resistance expressed by this group
towards safety equipment, believing safety to be related more to the experience and the skills of
riders than to the adoption of safety equipment. Overall participants prefer to obtain information
about safety equipment by talking with friends and other riders, while younger generations show
more interest in using social media and celebrity advice.
Regarding the evaluation of safety equipment, participants showed a high level of interest in all
the products presented with the exception of the leg protector for scooters.
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5.3.3 Commuter Riders - Italy
Qualitative analysis of the Focus Group session
5.3.3.1 Participants
A total of 12 (11M; 1F) participants were involved in this focus group. Mean age of the group was
37.5 years old with a min age of 23 and a max age of 70.
Gender
Males

11

Females

1

The session began with each participant introducing themselves. Participants were asked to
share a story about their history using PTWs, to confirm their assignment to this focus group
session.
In this sub-group, participants use their PTW for commuter activities, choosing Motorcycles and
Scooters for practical and quick transportation, mostly in the urban areas. Safety equipment
design for this target sub-group should take into account their need for good protection, given
their daily use on congested roads.
All 12 were confirmed as Commuter Riders based on their stories.
P6: “...I always use it (his/her PTW), to get to the University…I live outside the city so with public
transport it would take 1 hour and a half to arrive, with my motorcycle it takes 20-25 minutes…”
P9: “and I use it to get to the workplace, to the university…”
The majority of participants (8) reported having also used a PTW for Leisure activities during
their lives:
P7: “I wanted to have a journey with my girlfriend, so we decided to have it with a scooter, a
journey around Corsica”
P4: “I used my motorcycles mainly to have some tour when I was younger, around home…I had
tour in the countryside…”
5.3.3.2 PTW preferences
Participants also stated their PTW preferences number of PTWs currently owned. In this group
participants typically owned 2: one PTW for leisure activities and another one for commuter
activities:
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Scooter

Number of Participants
(out of 12)
6

Dual sport

4

Sport

4

Standard

3

Cruiser

1

Touring

1

Types of PTWs Owned

5.3.3.3 Experience
Participants reported a mixed level of experience as commuter riders (mean = 23 years). They
developed their preference for PTWs as transport mode when 14 years old and still have it now.
Only one participant reported 1 year of experience.
P1: “I started when I was 14, with a Ciao Piaggio, now I am 63”
P6: I am 23, and I started at 14 with a scooter”
P2: “…from 1 year I use a Honda 150 Vision”
5.3.3.4 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
For the second discussion topic of the focus group participants discussed their use of safety
equipment.
Overall, they accorded a high level of importance to safety equipment (f=5):
P7: “…being careful/safe is necessary, that comes in first place, but it doesn’t exclude, as for
experience, the use of safety equipment…”
P5: “I do agree with you but, in my experience, they always taught me to use protective gear…”
Just one participant gave less importance to safety equipment:
P3: “...sometimes we do focus a lot on safety equipment…but at some point if we are asked to
look like the figure in the Michelin logo…at that point I would drive a car with a shell all around…”
In discussing their attitudes, participants revealed a general tendency (f=5) to consider
experience and the attention while riding to be the main safety measures:
P7: “...If asked to, I think that it is more important to be careful/use caution on the road than to
use safety equipment”
P3: “...you trust in technology thinking it would take care of the lack of training…”
This attitude confirms a general “rider culture” in opposition to the use of safety equipment (f=2):
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P3: “motorcycles are connected with having a free spirit, to be free to move, if every time I get
out I have to wear the helmet, knee protection, and other things…”
And prompted participants talk about the risk of overconfidence generated by the use of safety
equipment:
P7: “using and wearing safety equipment, makes you less careful somehow…”
Overall, attitudes towards safety have changed over the life time (f=3): personal experience
(especially after a road accident) seems to have played an important role in attitude changes:
P6: “I just wanted to add that as time was passing by, from the point that I used to wear t-shirts
and flip flops and a jet helmet at 14 and [explains that he/she incurred an accident resulting in
injury to his/her face], now I never ride my motorcycle without gloves…”
R1: “So is it something that has changed over time?” P6: “Yes”
Not much attention is given to checking the certification of safety equipment: they tended to
confuse certification with the distinction between PPEs for race vs. urban uses:
P11: “…the first time I went to the shop to buy a suit they told me “there are several back
protectors, with this one you are allowed to go on track, with the other one you are not” and the
same thing with boots. I didn’t know, for example, that without a double-D ring helmet you were
not allowed to go on track, the dealer told me…”
The majority of the participants reported that their behavior regarding the use of safety equipment
does not change depending on the seasons of the year (f=6), because of the valid alternatives
available for the different seasons:
P6: “The jacket, made of leather or those for summer,”
There was also a minority (f=3) that reported their difficulty in using certain PPEs during summer
because of the hot weather:
P8: “I use them but not during summertime”
P3: “boots only during winter”
5.3.3.5 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
Participants were then asked to list the safety equipment they typically use. Findings are reported
in the table below.
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Safety equipment

Number of users
(out of 12)

Type

Helmet

12 (7 full face)

PPE

Technical Jacket

6

PPE

Technical trousers

4

PPE

Gloves

3

PPE

Jeans

3

PPE

Leather jacket

2

PPE

Additional back protection

1

PPE

ABS

3*

On board

ASR (traction control)

1

On board

Winter tires

1

On board

*Number of participants who explicitly referred to that Safety Measure.
P5: “I use Kevlar jeans with protection even when I am in the city”
P7: “ABS is essential for me”
5.3.3.6 Criteria for choosing a safety measure
Participants then listed their criteria for choosing their adopted safety equipment.
While for on board systems, the main criterion for purchasing seem to be the option to turn them
off (f=5):
P12: “But they should not be invasive. Maybe they could diminish visibility…”
Criteria used for purchasing PPEs are also reported in the table below: Price (f=3), Design (f=1),
Type of use of PTW (urban, rural) (f=1), Trust on dealers (f=1):
P7: “I don’t have them yet because of budgetary reasons”.
P11: “It depends on the route, when I am going to the countryside, I use the suit, the jacket when
in the city”.
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Criteria for choosing specific safety
equipment

Number of users
(out of 12)

Type

Option to turn off

5

On board

Price

3

PPE

Design

1

PPE

Trust in dealers

1

PPE

Type of use of PTW

1

PPE

This last criterion (type of use of PTW) stimulated a very interactive discussion, in which
highlighted paradoxical attitudes towards the use of safety equipment: even if scooters and urban
riding are perceived as more dangerous, participants reported lower use of PPEs for this type of
riding (f=7), because of the perceived encumbrance and because of a perceived higher control
of the PTW:
P7: “...but when I am with the scooter I do not usually wear them because I don’t want to bring
all of that stuff with me…”
P6: “...I recognize that when I’m on my scooter I am that foolish person who doesn’t wear the
technical jacket, elbow-shoulders and back protections!”
5.3.3.7 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their attitudes towards specific safety equipment.
In particular, attitudes towards a PTW-to-rider interaction system were overall negative (f=6)
mostly because it was considered excessive or distracting (especially for less experienced
riders). Only one participant showed particular interest (f=1):
P3: “Remember that you don’t have to repair what you don’t own…”
P2: “It would be useful for people that start with that device. People that already ride and have a
certain awareness about riding, could be distracted by it. Elderly people are less used to
technology….”
On the other hand, as details explaining the device were provided by the facilitator they started
to be more positive towards this system, expressing their interest in features such as feedback
about the road conditions (f=3), acoustic cues for overtaking (f=2), warnings about particularly
difficult curves (f=1):
P7: “but even when in the city…darkness…rain…”
P12: “if you could have it with acoustic cues or small warnings it would be ok…”
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At the end of this discussion, participants expressed an overall increase in interest for this safety
measure, compared to at the beginning of the discussion.
They also discussed the possible use of PCB. Overall, they seem to be dubious (f=7), not
understanding how it would work or perceiving it as invasive. Only one participant showed high
interest (f=1):
P11: “…It should be integrated with something that could keep the motorcycle upright…”
P6: “…with PCB cars are always upright…if you are banking and it sees a leaf and it brakes…you
fall…”
On-board systems to protect legs generated immediate unanimous interest:
R1: “Is it something you would be interested in?” All: “sure”
5.3.3.8 Expectations for safety innovations coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss their main concerns when thinking about PTW safety.
Other PTW riders (f=3), especially scooter riders, and car drivers (f=3) seem to be the most
common sources of concern.
Low visibility (difficulty seeing while riding) (f=2) was a shared concern, in particular in the dark
or rain. Also, protection for head (f=1) and hands (f=1) seem to be common concerns.
P11: “we should do something for people that move from point A to point B. Those people are
the distracted ones and that are less attentive…and that are careless…”
P3: “I don’t have xenon headlights, but in some situations, even if not extreme, it is hard to see
the road at night…”
Main Concerns

Number of users
(out of 12)

Cars

3

Other PTWs

3

Visibility

2

Head

1

Hands

1

5.3.3.9 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
Following this discussion about concerns on low visibility, one participant reported an idea for a
windscreen wiper for PTWs.
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Another participant suggested enhancing headlights on PTWs to increase visibility during night
and rainy conditions.
5.3.3.10 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
Participants then discussed their possible reaction towards the introduction of additional
regulations to increase safety equipment use, but they shifted the discussion to other mandatory
regulations that they perceived as more important: mandatory safe rider training (f=5), more
severe riding license exams (f=3) and more severe fines for riding without safety equipment (f=1).
Their suggestions demonstrate an attitude towards safety more oriented towards riding skills and
experience than on the use of safety equipment.
P7: “…in fact I had an acting exam for the license…”
P6: “…surely refresher courses every 5 years…”
5.3.3.11 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their preferences towards the media used to receive
information about safety equipment.
The most common used media are: Internet (f=5), discussion with friends (f=2), technical papers
(f=2) and specialized magazines (f=1):
P11: “I usually talk with other riders…”
P5: “When I find a technical paper I am happier”
Information sources

Number of users
(out of 12)

Internet

5

Discussion with friends

2

Technical papers

2

Specialised magazines

1

Participants then provided suggestions for how it might be possible to increase the usage of
safety equipment. Social media in general (f=2), YouTube (f=1), celebrities (f=1) and training on
safety awareness in schools were suggested as important measures that should be intensified.
P4: “The easiest way nowadays is through social networks…”
P2: “I was thinking about awareness events in schools…I remember I had one during high school
and they showed frightful videos”.
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5.3.3.12 Evaluation of safety equipment
At the end of the focus group participants were asked to evaluate a series of pictures of possible
solutions to increase safety on PTW. For each picture shown, participants were asked to fill out
a scoring grid by marking an X on a continuum from 1 (lowest score) to 5 (highest score).
More information about the products are available in Annex 1 (Product description).
Product 1. Motorcycle Leg Protector
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.5

Perceived safety

4.6

Perceived comfort

3.5

Perceived aesthetics

3.2

Probability of use

4.7

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€162.7 as possible price for the motorcycle leg protector.
Product 2. Scooter Leg Protector
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

3.3

Perceived safety

3.5

Perceived comfort

2.9

Perceived aesthetics

3.0

Probability of use

3.2

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€73.6 as possible price for the scooter leg protector.
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Product 3. PTW-PPE communication system
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.7

Perceived safety

4.3

Perceived comfort

4.0

Perceived aesthetics

4.3

Probability of use

4.6

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€212.3 as possible price for the PT2-PPE communication system.
Product 4. Airbag helmet
Evaluation of safety equipment
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.5

Perceived safety

4.6

Perceived comfort

4.2

Perceived aesthetics

3.9

Probability of use

4.2

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€105.4 as possible price for the airbag helmet.

5.3.4 Conclusions – Italian commuter riders
All the participants were confirmed as correctly assigned to the Commuter Riders target group.
A long experience riding PTWs was a common trait: everyone began to ride PTWs as soon as
they were permitted (14 years old). Many of the participants reported also having experience as
a leisure rider and this should be taken into consideration while evaluating the findings. In fact,
most of them reported owning one PTW for commuting and another one for leisure riding.
Overall, participants accorded a high importance to safety equipment. When debating the
importance of safety equipment and after one participant expressed an opinion giving less
importance towards them, an interesting discussion emerged: this group generally considered
the experience and the skills of riders as their main safety measures and even more important
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than the use of safety equipment (both PPEs and on board). This can be seen as a evidence of
a “riders culture” in opposition to the use of safety equipment and led researchers to question
the possibility of social desirability bias having affected previous answers. On one hand
comments appeared to provide evidence of certain dangerous attitudes and behaviour:
participants believed in an overconfidence effect resulting from riding with safety equipment (i.e.
the more safety measures you use the more risks you feel you can take). They demonstrated
confused understandings of the levels of certification and, above all, they reported more risky
behaviour when riding scooters in urban areas (both considered by the same participants as the
most dangerous PTW use scenario). On the other hand, they report the use of several different
types of safety equipment on a daily basis and expressed a generally positive attitude towards
both PPEs and on board safety systems.
Participants initially reported several concerns when discussing specific innovative measures,
but after explanations by researchers their responses were more positive. The option to
deactivate a system was the most important feature for on board systems, showing diffidence
towards these measures as typical for the target group. Other cars and riders were considered
their main threats to safety, even while reporting a general behavioural trend of using less PPE
in urban areas. When asked about additional regulations towards safety equipment, participants
preferred to switch the discussion to the need for mandatory safe rider training, especially for
scooter riders, and the need to introduce more severe license exams, showing once again that
more importance is given to riding ability than to the use of safety equipment.
With regards to the evaluation of safety equipment, participants showed high levels of interest in
all the presented pictures, except for the one dedicated to scooters.

5.3.5 Pillion Riders - Italy
Qualitative analysis of the Focus Group session
5.3.5.1 Participants
A total of 6 (5F; 1M) participants have been involved in this focus group. Mean age of the group
is 31 years old with a min age of 21 and a max age of 72.
Gender
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Males

1

Females

5
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The session began with each of the participants introducing themselves. Participants were then
asked to share a story about their history using PTWs, to confirm their assignment to this focus
group session.
In this sub-group, participants ride as passengers for both leisure and commuter riding. Safety
equipment for this target group need to be perceived as safe even if they do not have direct
control of the PTWs.
All 6 were confirmed as Passengers in light of their stories. Some of them also reported having
experience as riders (both leisure and commuter), but they identified themselves as passengers.
P4: “I am 21, like them I have been a passenger since childhood, because my father always had
a lot of motorcycles".
P3: “I am 21 and I have been a passenger since childhood because my mother always rode an
SH”.
Participants reported mixed Leisure (f=1) and Commuter (f=2) experience as passengers, some
of them (f=2) both:
P3: “We used it to go downtown, during night mainly. Not long journeys, may be sometimes on
the hills near Firenze, but not much. More for getting around than for having trips”
P5: “And this summer we did 2500 km on the Kawasaki, which I feel comfortable with. The BMW
is for journeys…”
5.3.5.2 PTW preferences
Participants also described their preferences for PTW types, also reporting the number of PTW
they currently owned. Overall, participants reported riding as passenger with the same driver
during the past few years.
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PTW Type

Number of Participants
(out of 6)

Scooter

2

Touring

2

Sport

1

Standard

1

Dual sport

1

Moped

1

Off road

1
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5.3.5.3 Experience
Participants reported an average experience of 20 years, most of them started as children. Only
one participant reported having ridden only for 5-6 years.
P2: “I am 22 and I have been a passenger since I was a child”
P4: “I am 24…since childhood, like them”
5.3.5.4 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
In the second topic of the focus group participants discussed their attitudes towards use of safety
equipment and safety on the road in general.
Overall, they showed a medium (f=3) to high (f=1) level of attention to safety on roads:
P1: “Honestly, maybe as a result of the accident, I always think about safety…”
P2: “For example, when I am on somebody’s PTW and the rider starts to take more risks, I
always tell him/her “Slow down, we are just going to kill ourselves like this”.
Overall, attitudes towards the importance of safety have increased over the lifetime (f=3). Only
one participant reported a different attitude, stating that with increasing age he/she has felt more
relaxed about safety.
P3: “...when you are an adolescent you take more risks. You don’t care who is riding…”
P5: “Console yourself, when elderly you are going to enjoy it easily”
Participants overall reported not paying much attention to the certification of safety equipment: 1
reported confusion about certification, 1 declared low concern, others felt it is something for the
rider to be concerned with and not themselves:
P5: “I think that riders care about levels of certifications...”
P1: “...so with care…but without going deep on level of certifications…”
One of the participants reported that his/her use of PPEs changed depending on the season, but
most reported a difference based on the context and the type of PTW: when on scooter (f=5)
and in urban areas (f=2) they typically use less safety equipment:
P1: “…if we are not in mid-summer...when it’s too hot I only wear jeans”
P1: “I make a difference between scooters and motorcycles…”
P4: “…even worse…when on scooter: shorts, t-shirt and helmet…”
Overall, the perceived control of events is higher when on scooter (f=2).
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5.3.5.5 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
Participants were then asked to list the safety equipment they typically use. Findings are reported
in the table below.
Safety equipment

Number of
Participants
(out of 6)

Type

ABS

5

On board

Helmet (full face)

4

PPE

Helmet

4

PPE

Technical jacket

4

PPE

Leather jacket

3

PPE

Gloves

3

PPE

Technical trousers

2

PPE

Jeans

2

PPE

Boots

1*

PPE

Knee protection

1*

PPE

Elbow protection

1*

PPE

*Number of participants who explicitly referred to that Safety Measure.
P5: “…with motorcycle always full-face helmet and technical jacket always”
P1: “When on scooter, jet helmet. When on motorcycles full face helmet, and at least jacket and
gloves. May be sometimes I don’t wear jeans…”
5.3.5.6 Criteria for choosing a safety measure
Participants then listed their criteria for choosing their adopted safety equipment.
The most reported criteria for purchasing a helmet were: Trust in well-known brands and
providers (f=4), and price (f=2). Some participants reported that the choice for their helmet is
delegated to the rider (f=2). Other, more general, criteria are: Full face helmet (f=1), and design
(f=1). One participant listed several criteria in his/her process of selection, highlighting a high
importance given to making the decision, while another reported simply using the shared family
helmet.
P2: “…my father bought me one and I still have that one”
P1: “I have one at home…it’s everybody’s and we use it for both scooters and motorcycles…”
Stated criteria for purchasing a jacket were: trust in provider (f=1) and design (f=1).
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P1: “At that point [after trusting the dealer] I check how many pockets it has, the zipper, the
colours…”
Criteria for choosing SM
Criteria

Frequency

Type

Well-known brands/ providers

4

PPE

Price

3

PPE

Design

2

PPE

Full face

1

PPE

Detailed information

1

PPE

5.3.5.7 Relationship with specific safety equipment
Participants were then asked to discuss their attitude towards particular safety equipment.
In particular, they expressed a positive attitude towards a PTW-to-rider communication system
(f=2), highlighting the possibility of receiving information on mechanical failures. One participant
expressed a negative opinion:
P1: “An interaction with the PTW could be interesting if while you are riding it, you can have
feedback on variations in the mechanical functionality of the PTW…”
They also discussed the possible use of PCB; overall, Participants responded positively (f=4),
but reporting that their riders would not be as positive because they would feel a lack of control
over the PTW:
P2: “...but riders have a different spirit than passengers when riding…”
P4: “…he/she would feel less in control of the PTW…”
On-board systems to protect legs were considered as interesting (f=2). One participant reported
an opposite opinion, because he/she did not see the need for additional safety equipment:
P5: “...I don’t have the need for it…everything added is something that feels uncomfortable,
because I am not afraid of riding…”
5.3.5.8 Expectations for safety equipment coming from scientific research
Participants were then asked to discuss their main concerns when thinking about PTW safety.
Participants expressed a higher concern for safety when riding in urban areas (f=4), even if they
previously reported lower use of safety equipment in this context. Only one participant perceived
riding outside the city as more dangerous. Overtaking was one of the main concerns of
passengers (f=3), in which situation they feel the side of the body as being at more risk (f=2).
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Falling off of the PTW in the event of an accident (f=2) and the other vehicles on the road (f=2)
seem to particularly worry participants. Speed (f=1) and risky riding (f=1) were less frequent
causes of concern. Being hurt by a guardrail when falling (f=1) and being hurt on the feet (f=1)
or legs (f=1) were additional concerns.
P5: “Not the speed…always the others, so moving in the city is more fearful for me”
P4: “I am scared of falling off the PTW and landing on the other side of the road under a car…”
P1: “…legs…and the side of my body in general”
Main Concerns
Concern

Frequency

Overtaking

3

Side of their body

2

Falling off

2

Other vehicles

2

Speed

1

Risky riding

1

Guardrails

1

Feet

1

Legs

1

While talking about their use of intercom participants also discussed their perceptions of onboard systems as distracting (f=3).
5.3.5.9 Suggestions for not-yet existing safety equipment
One participant suggested the idea of a system based on lateral rockets, able to prevent the
PTW from falling over.
Another participant suggested the need to highlight safety equipment features at the time of
purchase.
5.3.5.10 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
Participants then discussed their possible reaction towards the introduction of additional
regulations for safety equipment, reporting a positive attitude (f=4).
P2: “…if it is safe and it can save lives…there should have been some studies about it…even
more when talking about PTWs, where you may have high speed, where there are several
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deaths…. an expert rider without helmet dies, with the helmet does not. I am happy to follow
rules. There are always going to be resistances...it is human nature…”
5.3.5.11 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants were then asked to give their preferences about how they find information about
safety equipment.
Participants responses included talking with their rider (f=2), with their friends (f=2) and by
browsing the internet (f=2). No interest was been mentioned about the engagement of celebrities.
P4: “I trust the rider for that”
P5: “Riders always talk a lot about PTWs…”
Information sources

Number of Participants
(out of 6)

Internet

2

Discussion with friends

2

Rider

2

Participants then provided suggestions on how it would be possible to increase the usage of
safety equipment, focusing on early prevention in schools (f=1) and in the dissemination of
reliable data (f=1).
P4: “Teaching from an early age is needed”
P5: “Reliable statistics…not fake ones. Reliable…to make people aware about (different) types
of accidents…”
5.3.5.12 Evaluation of safety equipment
At the end of the focus group participants were asked to evaluate a series of pictures of possible
solutions to increase safety on PTW. Pictures has been shown and then participants were asked
to fill out a scoring grid drawing an X on a continuum from 1 (lowest score) to 5 (highest score).
More information about the products is available in Annex 1 (Product description).
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Product 1. Motorcycle Leg Protector

Evaluation of safety equipment

Number of Participants
(out of 6)

Quality

Mean

Perceived usefulness

4.5

Perceived safety

4.3

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

3.1

Probability of use

4.1

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€290 as possible price for the motorcycle leg protector.
Product 2. Scooter Leg Protector

Evaluation of safety equipment

Number of Participants
(out of 6)

Quality

Mean

Perceived usefulness

2.3

Perceived safety

2.7

Perceived comfort

2.3

Perceived aesthetics

2.3

Probability of use

2.5

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€22 as possible price for the scooter leg protector.
Product 3. PTW-PPE communication system

Evaluation of safety equipment

Number of Participants
(out of 6)

Quality

Mean

Perceived usefulness

4.9

Perceived safety

4.5

Perceived comfort

4.3

Perceived aesthetics

4.5

Probability of use

4.7
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Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€520 as possible price for the PTW-PPE communication system.
Product 4. Airbag helmet

Evaluation of safety equipment

Number of Participants
(out of 6)

Quality

Mean

Perceived usefulness

4.7

Perceived safety

4.5

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

3.5

Probability of use

4.7

Participants were asked to assign a monetary value to the product. They assigned a mean of
€285 as possible price for the airbag helmet.

5.3.6 Conclusions – Italian pillion riders
All the participants were confirmed as correctly assigned to the Passengers target group. A long
experience as PTW passengers was a common trait, everyone in the group having been a
passenger since childhood. Participants reported engaging in a mix of leisure and commuter
activities with their riders. Both scooters and motorcycles were used, riding mainly in urban areas
but also with experience of long journeys. Most of the participants have been the passenger of
the same rider for some time.
Overall, they expressed a medium to high use of safety equipment. They reported that their PPE
use has changed during their lifetime, and also as a consequence of accidents. Participants
discussed how their use of PPEs changes depending on the different seasons of the year, but
mostly as a consequence of the context: Even if their concerns are mostly related to urban
activities, they reported lower use of safety equipment when on scooters and when in urban
areas due to a higher perceived sense of control of the PTW by the rider in these contexts. Little
attention is given to the levels of certification of safety equipment, mostly because they felt that
these aspects are responsibility of the rider.
All the participants reported having experience on PTWs with ABS. They also listed the various
PPEs that they typically use, varying their choices depending on the context, the perceived
encumbrance of the PPE and the length of the ride. Particular importance is given to use of a
full-face helmet. Criteria for choosing PPEs are mostly connected to the trust in well-known
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brands, in dealers and in their rider. They showed interest in a PTW-to-rider communication
system, leg protection system, and PCB (also reporting that their riders would not be as positive
towards this last item as they were).
Overtaking cars and other PTWs, and the lateral vulnerability of the body were their main
concerns. Also, the possibility to fall off of the PTW in the event of incidents and in the presence
of other vehicles were perceived as a threat. Participants also reported extremely positive
responses towards the introduction of additional mandatory safety equipment because of the
belief that such regulations for safety are based on trustworthy and professional work. The
Internet, discussions with friends and discussions with their riders were reported as their favourite
sources of information on safety equipment. They suggested early safety awareness events in
schools and the dissemination of reliable data as strategies for promoting a culture of safety on
PTWs.
With regards to the evaluation of safety equipment, participants gave high scores to all the items
presented, with the exception of the one dedicated to scooters, which obtained particularly low
evaluations.
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5.4 Focus Group in Spain
In September 2018, between 18th and 21th, 3 Focus Group sessions were held in Spain:
1.

Commuter Riders (18th September)

2.

Leisure Riders (20th September)

3.

Passengers (21st September)

5.4.1 Leisure Riders - Spain
5.4.1.1 Results and conclusions from the Focus Group session
Ten participants attended this Focus Group session. The composition was:
Gender
Males

8

Females

2

Age (years)
Less than 35

1

Between 35 and 45

5

More than 45

4

Experience riding PTW
(years)
Less than 5

0

Between 5 and 15

1

More than 15

9

In general terms, the participants were mostly middle-aged men and those with extensive
motorcycle riding experience.
5.4.1.2 Participants’ stories
Most of the participants had been riding motorcycles for a long time, many of them having started
to ride motorcycles from a very young age.
Differences were noted in the type of motorcycling through which they began their PTW use, and
in spontaneous mention of falls.
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Entry into motorcycling

Half of the participants (f=5) came to motorcycling through off-road riding: Enduro, cross, trail,
etc.
“I had my first motorcycle at 8 years of age and since then I've always been on a bike. I have
tried all disciplines: Enduro, cross, trail, etc.” (2AP)
“I started very young, 4 or 5 years old, with a trial motorcycle” (2MM).
The other participants (f=5) reported that they started by riding small motorcycles on asphalt.
“I started when I was 25 years old with a Scoopy 100 because in my town everyone has
motorcycle” (2MS)
“I rode a motorcycle from age 11, in my case I started with a small scooter” (2FA)
Spontaneous mention of falls or accidents
Half of the participants (f=5) mentioned spontaneously that they had experienced an accident of
falls from their PTWs.
“I have had many falls in the mountains, but no serious ones” (2AP)
“2 years ago, I had an accident due to a mechanical problem of the motorcycle. We decided, my
partner and I, to leave the motorcycle for a few months” (2PB)
The rest of the participants (f=5) do not mention motorcycle accidents, but we cannot assume
they did not have any.
5.4.1.3 PTW preferences
All participants indicated having ridden a large motorcycle (500cc or bigger).
Some participants have used or continue to use scooters, but they state a preference for riding
big motorcycles outside of the city centre.
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“In my case it's like ‘Alcoholics Anonymous’: My name is XXXXX and I have been a motorcycle
addict for 30 years” (2PB)
5.4.1.4 Experience
The extensive experience as motorcycle riders was remarkable in this group. Only 1 of the 10
participants had less than 15 years of experience.
“I have used motorcycles for 36 years. I started with a moped, then a scooter, then a bigger
scooter, then 250 and now 500.” (2MG)
“I have had 12/14 motorcycles. The last 6/7 motorcycles have been very large.” (2PB)
5.4.1.5 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
In general, participants accord a high level of importance to safety equipment. There was a
consensus that complete equipment included a full-face helmet (or modular), gloves with
protectors, jacket, reinforced pants and high boots.
However, there were some differences of opinion regarding the use of PPEs according to the
season. All participants wear always helmet and protective gloves, but use of the other items
varied according to the individual.
Equipment in Winter

In winter, most participants (f=8) use complete equipment: Helmet, motorcycle gloves, protective
jackets, etc.
“I have all the equipment, for summer and for winter” (2PB)
“I'm always equipped from head to foot” (2PM)
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Equipment in Summer

In summer, a majority (f=6) continue to wear the complete equipment.
“It is a mistake to change the equipment depending on the temperature. When I get on a
motorcycle, the minimum (in the city) that I wear is a full-face helmet, gloves, jacket and mountain
boots.” (2AS)
However, 2 participants modify their PPE habits depending on the temperature:
“I'm am bad because I equip myself based on the temperature.” (2XC)
“When I go on the road I'm protected: Gloves, full face helmet and jacket with turtleneck. But if I
go in the city or it's hot I do not wear the jacket”. (2MS)
5.4.1.6 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
Participants were asked about the use of safety equipment. Findings are reported in the table
below, separated by summer vs. winter use habits.
Number of
Participants
(out of 10)

Type

Helmet (Full Face or Modular)

10

PPE

Protective Gloves

10

PPE

Protective Jacket

6

PPE

Protective Trousers

6

PPE

Safety equipment (Summer)
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Safety equipment (Winter)

Frequency

Type

Helmet (Full face or Modular)

10

PPE

Protective Gloves

10

PPE

Protective Jacket

8

PPE

Protective Trousers

8

PPE

5.4.1.7 Criteria for Choosing a safety measure
There was consensus on the helmet being the most important PPE, more important to safety.
Therefore, this is where one needs to spend more money. As general criteria for selecting a
helmet it was said that the helmet price should be between €350 and €600. Below this amount
it is not a good helmet, and paying more than €600 is too much.
Regarding the rest of the equipment (gloves, protective jackets, etc.) it was mentioned that is
important that there is a good balance between quality and price and that the aesthetic elements
are very important. For example, one participant described jeans with rider protection that look
like street clothes. However, it was mentioned that currently riders are more concern about safety
than they were a few years ago.
“Now [people] look at the jacket more for safety reasons, while before everyone bought the Kevin
Schantz jacket because it was the one that was fashionable” (2AP)
Overall, the participants were not very interested in On-Board Systems. Upon initial
consideration, they expressed doubt about the successful performance of this kind of equipment.
Overall, they expressed a preference to control the motorcycle themselves.
5.4.1.8 Attitudes towards PPE use
As said before, all the participant in this Session were very concerned about safety equipment.
50% of the participants spontaneously mentioned that they had accidents, stating this had
influenced their point of view on PPEs.
“I recognize that I started to equip myself after incidents: A stone hit my feet -> Boots. I fall on
my knee -> Knee pad. Once I broke my finger -> Gloves. Etc. I have been equipping because I
have been raising my awareness” (2AS)
Most of participants agree that safety equipment may not prevent fatality in some types of
accidents (collisions) but can be very important for the rest of accidents.
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“In case of collisions the protective measures do not save you. But in my case, I had a breakdown
on the bike (the address was released when we were going, and we dove head-first, like into a
pool) and the protective gear saved my life and my partner’s, nothing happened to us.” (2PB)
Despite the awareness, some of the participants thought that in some cases it may not be
necessary to go fully equipped (to go to a nearby beach in summer or to get around the city). In
this point there was no consensus among the bikers.
“The type of protection cannot be the same for all uses of the motorcycle. For example, if you
ride a motorcycle to the beach it is not at all practical to take all the protective gear. If I must go
to the beach with all the gear, I will not take my motorcycle.” (2MM)
Finally, one participant had and interesting comment on the differences between on and off-road
PPEs:
“I have ridden motorcycles both off-road and on-road and I find that the mountain equipment is
safer than the road equipment (stronger, harder, etc.).” (2AS)
5.4.1.9 Attitudes towards Motorcycle safety systems
On this topic, there was some controversy. On the one hand, some of the participants agreed
that devices like ABS can help riders.
“I am not a Sport rider, therefore, to me, the more help (like ABS) the better.” (2XC)
“I had a motorcycle without ABS and I had an accident because of sudden braking. Since I had
the accident, all the motorcycles I have had have ABS.” (2MS)
But, on the other hand, the most experienced motorcyclist had doubts about these devices:
“I do not like the activation of elements that I am not controlling.” (2PB)
“A car can brake or accelerate without the driver's participation, but I do not think it will be possible
on a motorcycle.” (2FA)
Finally, most of participants agreed that these devices must be switched “On” or “Off” depending
on the circumstances.
“Ideally, these aids can be turned off" (2AS)
5.4.1.10 Suggestions for not-yet-existing safety equipment
With the aim of not disturbing the discussion dynamics, in this stage of the session the group
was allowed to continue with almost no interventions from the moderator. For example, if a
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participant mentioned a device that already existed, nothing was said to enhance the
participation of all participants.
Below are shown the ideas provided by the participants. In some cases, the ideas are
complemented by pictures drawn during the session. All the ideas that came out in the session
have been included without any filter for feasibility, utility or profitability.
Suggestions for PPE (No ranking criteria defined):
a)

Protective jacket with full climate control. Capacity to heat in winter and to cool in summer

(To improve comfort).
b)

Helmet with an airbag protection around the neck.

c)

Jacket with variable hardness depending on the speed. (Comfortable at low speed, but

with more rigidity as the speed increases).
d)

Jacket with increased hardness in case of crash. In case of no risk, more comfortable.

e)

Airbag for neck or something like Hans of F1 (To avoid neck torsion).

f)

Better information to riders through helmet: Navigation, motorcycle information, etc.

(Augmented reality to ensure that rider only looks forward).
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g)

Helmet that shows the right track for each curve through augmented reality. This device

can show when you must brake and when it is time to accelerate. (To learn how to ride safely on
unknown roads)

h)

Jacket with external airbag that deploys in a crash

Suggestions for motorcycles (No order criteria defined):
a)

Device that ejects the moto rider upwards (with parachute for landing) just before crash

(Activated by sensors in motorcycle).

b)

Airbag on the handlebar of the motorbike (To avoid injury in frontal crashes).

c)

Full airbag with automatic deployment that protects the rider just before crash.
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d)

If motorcycle leans too much a warning is generated. In case of inevitable fall, the

motorbike deploys an arm to avoid falling.

e)

Warning in case of riding in an accident black spot (where crash probability is higher).

f)

Detector of the state of the rider. Includes alcohol and drug control using sensors. (If the

status is not correct, the motorcycle does not start).
g)

Sensors that detect tiredness or drowsiness in the rider. (If the status is not correct, the

motorcycle generates a warning).
h)

Sensors of worn tires (The motorcycle generates a warning).

i)

Connectivity with traffic lights to control the speed of the motorcycle.

j)

Sensors of proximity to preceding car (To generate warning / decrease speed

automatically).
k)

Louder motorcycle horn (To ensure that all drivers can hear it).

Harder motorcycle fairing, with airbag around the legs.
5.4.1.11 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
In general, there were different opinions about this. On one side, some of the participants were
in favour of additional mandatory regulations for PPE use. The perspective of these participants
was that unfortunately riders learn about safety equipment based on obligations and fines.
“I would slightly increase the range of mandatory protections. Why is the helmet mandatory and
other PPEs are not? for example gloves” (2XC)
Taking a contrasting view, the rest of the participants thought that riders should know the risks
and should modify equipment use depending on the use of motorcycle and the circumstances.
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“I agree that the helmet should be mandatory: One hit in the head and there is no solution. But
jackets and gloves will save you from scratches or broken bones, so it is a personal decision”
(2FA)
“If people are forced to go with protection in addition to the helmet, surely a lot of people would
stop riding motorcycles.” (2AP)
5.4.1.12 Sources of information about safety equipment
As mentioned above, most participants agree that the helmet is the main safety item. Therefore,
it is the PPE that requires more time to make purchase decisions. But the process is similar for
all PPEs.
In general, the participants first look for information on the Internet, then they go to the store and
listen to the information the salesperson provides. As well, they seek opinions of others, ask
friends. In addition, participants agreed that the brand is very important.
“I have no idea; therefore, I listen to the person who works in the specialized store.” (2MB)
5.4.1.13 Evaluation of safety equipment
Participants were asked to evaluate 4 products:
1.

Motorcycle Leg Protector I

2.

Motorcycle Leg Protector II

3.

Scooter Leg Protector

4.

Motorcycle to Personal Protective Equipment communication

More information about these products is available in Annex 1 (Product description).
The evaluation from Participants Grid includes 5 parameters. Results are provided in the table
below. The last row is the mean score across the 5 parameters evaluated.

Parameter

Motorcycle
Leg
Protector I

Motorcycle
Leg
Protector II

Motorcycle to
Scooter Leg
PPE
Protector
communication

Useful

4.0

3.9

2.6

4.9

Safe

4.1

4.4

2.9

4.6

Comfortable

4.6

3.9

2.2

4.9

Looking good

3.9

3.3

2.0

4.9

I would use it

4.2

3.9

2.2

4.8

Arithmetic Average

4.2

3.9

2.4

4.8
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Participants Grid also included a question about the price that participants were willing to pay for
each product:
Parameter

Motorcycle
Motorcycle
Leg Protector Leg
I
Protector II

User would pay (total)
Arithmetic average*

Motorcycle to
Scooter Leg
PPE
Protector
communication

€1,350.0

€1,150.0

€50.0

€2,250.0

€150.0

€127.8

€5.6

€250.0

*The evaluation of prototypes was at the end of the session and one of the participants had to leave just
before starting the voting, so the average has been calculated considering 9 out of 10 participants.

5.4.2 Conclusions – Spanish leisure riders
The Leisure Riders sub-group was mostly composed of people who have extensive experience
riding motorcycles. However, the group was formed by 2 sub-types of riders.
On the one hand, some of them started riding PTWs by going off-road when they were young.
Although they are very good riders, they have experience of non-serious falls. As a result, they
have acquired a high appreciation of the need for safety. But it was also noted that they do not
like to be forced to follow rules. In addition, these riders showed reluctance regarding use of onboard-systems because they want to have complete control of the motorcycle.
The remainder of the participants were less experienced (although we cannot consider them
newcomers to motorcycling). They have experienced fewer or no falls and, thus, did not have
the same concern for wearing the best protection. However, these riders were in favour of stricter
regulations on the use of safety equipment. During discussion on this topic, some participants
pointed out that there were other important factors behind fatal accidents beyond the PPEs and
motorcycles. For example, all agreed that a very important contributing factor is the poor training
that many motorcyclists have. Not only in terms of safety awareness but also in the lack of
knowledge about how to ride a motorcycle. Other factors mentioned were the condition of the
roads, weather conditions, etc.
Regarding expectations for innovative safety equipment, participants proposed ideas for both
PPEs and on-board systems.
When evaluating specific prototypes, they particularly remarked on the value of Product 4 (the
device that provides connectivity between the motorcycle and PPEs). Similar to the responses
from the Commuters Group, Product 3 was the product with the least support.
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5.4.3 Commuters - Spain
5.4.3.1 Results and conclusions from the Focus Group session
Eight participants attended this Focus Group session. The composition was:

Gender
Males

2

Females

6

Age (years)
Less than 35

2

Between 35 and 45

3

More than 45

3

Experience riding PTW
(years)
Less than 5

3

Between 5 and 15

4

More than 15

4

Overall, this group was comprised mostly of women of different ages and with relatively little
experience in motorcycle riding.
5.4.3.2 Participants’ stories
All participants travel by PTW on a daily basis to work or college. All are very comfortable riding
a PTW because they consider it a very practical vehicle for the city (all of them ride a motorcycle
in the metropolitan area of Barcelona).
There are some differences in how they started riding a motorcycle and the specific use, but all
the participants agreed that the PTW is a more practical mode of transport in a city like Barcelona.
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Start riding a motorcycle

Most of the participants (f=5) reported they obtained their motorcycle license due to having this
option after having had car driver’s license for a minimum of 3 years. This is a Spanish regulation
introduced in the year 2004 for the purpose of improving the fluidity of traffic circulation by
reducing the number of passenger cars circulating occupied by only one person.
“I am a car driver who rides a scooter.” (1A)
“I started riding a motorcycle because I had a car driver’s license.” (1J)
The other participants (f=3) reported that they started riding motorcycles directly.
“I started using the motorcycle at 16 years in rural areas.” (1Z)
Style of motorcycle riding
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A relevant group of participants (f=4) have confessed that they have dangerous and / or illegal
riding habits.
“I do things that I should not do.” (1A)
“I do a lot of reckless things to be able to go everywhere very fast.” (1X)
Only one participant (f=1) claimed to be prudent when riding a motorcycle
“I ride slowly with my 125cc motorcycle.” (1B)
More practical mode of transport in Barcelona
All the participants were very satisfied about riding a motorcycle because it provides a total
feeling of freedom and because it means arriving earlier to one’s destination.
“Much more practical than going on public transport.” (1M)
“When I do not have the motorcycle (for example, if it is in the motorcycle workshop for a
breakdown) I feel bad because the motorcycle gives me total freedom.” (1C)
5.4.3.3 PTW preferences
All participants ride scooters. Only in one case a participant has specified that she rides a 300cc
scooter (Piaggio Beverly) because she considers that a more powerful motorcycle, allows a
better response in some dangerous situations.
Although participants did not stated explicitly, it was assumed that most participants rode a 125cc
PTW.
“I consider that the motorcycle is the weakest element on the street. To me, therefore, it is
important to have a good motorcycle to be able to respond when necessary.” (1Z)
5.4.3.4 Experience
In relation to the experience of the participants as PTW riders, it is important to emphasize that
the experience level of this group was relatively low. Only one person had more than 15 years
of experience. There was no spontaneous mention of accidents suffered. From what was
understood, they had experience few or minor.
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“I've been using a scooter for 11 years” (1A)
“I bought a motorcycle to go to work 1.5 years ago” (1M)
“Only 9 months ago I took a motorcycle for the first time” (1B)
5.4.3.5 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
In general, participants accord low level of importance to safety equipment. At least as expressed
at the beginning of the session. There are some differing opinions about the importance of safety
equipment vs. comfort and regarding the use of PPEs in winter.
Comfort vs. Safety

Almost all participants gave more importance to comfort than to safety (f=7). For this reason,
many of them indicate that they do not wear protective jackets and in some cases (in summer)
they do not wear gloves.
“I have Marc Marquez's gloves, but I do not use them because [wearing them?] I do not have
the sensitivity for riding in the city.” (1A)
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“I live 6 minutes from work. I think that for short trips it takes longer to put on the jacket than
circulating.” (1Z)
Use of safety equipment changed depending on the season of the year.
In summer, none of the participants use protective jackets. In addition, only a few of them wear
gloves, which do not always have adequate protection.
“In summer, I wear an open face helmet and I do not wear gloves (sometimes fine gloves).” (1V)
In winter, most participants (f = 5) wear more clothes to keep warm, but do not use specific safety
equipment.

“In winter I brought a lot of clothes to protect myself from the cold, but in summer, I ride with a
helmet and gloves” (1M)
“During winter, I wear a full-face helmet and motorcycle gloves. But without additional protection
for cold protection” (1X)
5.4.3.6 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
Participants were asked about their use of safety equipment. Findings are reported in the tables
below:
Number of
participants (out of 8)

Type

Helmet

7

PPE

Protective Gloves

4

PPE

Protective Jacket

0

PPE

Safety equipment (Summer)
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Number of
participants (out of 8)

Type

Helmet

7

PPE

Protective Gloves

7

PPE

Protective Jacket

3

PPE

Safety equipment (Winter)

Regarding on-Board-Systems, in general, the participants did not know what kind of equipment
their motorcycles have.
5.4.3.7 Criteria for Choosing safety equipment
The criteria for choosing their safety equipment (PPEs) are provided in the table below:

Criteria for Choosing

Frequency

Comfortable

4

Price

4

Practical

3

Aesthetic

3

In general, the participants in this session were not very interested in On-Board Systems. They
ride scooters and they are not interested in mechanical themes. So, it was not possible to find
any criteria for choosing this type of equipment.
5.4.3.8 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
Mostly, the participants showed that they have no sense of danger when riding in the city. This
feeling is especially deep in those who move through the centre. Therefore, they show rejection,
for example, of protective jackets. Those participants who faster roads have a little more
awareness of the need to wear PPE's.
“If the jacket is too heavy (it looks like Iron Man) and it is horrible I will not wear it.” (1M)
“Those who only go through the Centre we go more "light" in protection, especially in summer.”
(1A)
5.4.3.9 Preferences for PTWs
On this point, participants also agreed that agility is one of the most valued aspects of the
scooters.
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“Anyone who rides a motorcycle wants to go quickly, lightly and freely. If you're surrounded by
iron, it's not so interesting, as we already have the car option.” (1X)
“BMW introduced a motorcycle with protection -C1- and the result was a disaster although no
helmet was needed. It was very ugly and heavy. The motorcycle for the city must be light.” (1V)
“It is also important that the bike is easy to park.” (1M)
5.4.3.10 Suggestions for not-yet-existing safety equipment
With the aim of not dynamics, in this stage of the session the group was allowed to continue with
almost no interventions from the moderator. For example, if a participant mentioned a device
that already existed, nothing was said to enhance the participation of all participants.
Below are listed the ideas provided by the participants. In some cases, the ideas are
complemented by pictures drawn during the session. All the ideas that came out in the session
have been included without any filter for feasibility, utility or profitability.

Suggestions for PPE (No ranking criteria defined):
a)

Neck protection that inflates with air (like an airbag).

b)

Very light protective knee pads / elbow pads (as a type of skin).

c)

Jacket with full protection but lighter and more comfortable (because some jackets are

too heavy).
d)

Jacket with collar protector (some rigid protection) See drawing below.
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e)

Motorcycle backpack (With Turtle protection).

f)

Helmet with wiper functionality (to improve visibility in rain).

g)

Jacket with collar protector with the possibility of removing the collar protector (so that

the jacket looks prettier when you get off the bike).

Suggestions for PTWs (No ranking criteria defined):
h)

Side leg that appear suddenly to avoid falls (with automatic deployment). Number 2 in

picture.
i)

Accessory on wheels to improve grip in rain (like snow chains). Number 3 in picture.

j)

Automatic stop of the motor and electric circuit in case of fall (To avoid risk of damage).

Number 4 in picture.
k)

Frontal airbag to protect in rear-end collision (In case of sudden braking of previous car).

Number 5 in picture.
l)

Automatic start of lights and sounds in case some vehicle comes too close (in order to

make more the PTW more visible in cities). Number 6 in picture.
m)

Devices like the ones Inspector Gadget has (To protect motorcycle from ground or

another vehicles). Number 7 in picture.

n)

Motorbike connected to traffic lights that limits speed when arriving (With interactivity at

amber traffic light)
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o)

Automatic stabilizer in case of loss of stability (like in Segways)

p)

Speed control (like in cars).

q)

Side airbag in case of fall (with automatic activation).

r)

Small side wheels to park the motorcycle without having to strain (like those used by

children who learn to ride a bike).
5.4.3.11 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
A large majority of the participants thought that changes in regulations could lead to changes in
habits. Everyone spokes about the helmet example. Twenty years ago, very few people used a
helmet, but almost none of the participants imagine the possibility of not wearing a helmet now.
“This summer I was in Greece and there nobody has a helmet (Although it is mandatory), but if
you rent a motorcycle in Greece I would wear the helmet.” (1Z)
“It happens like for skiing, since everyone has a helmet I do not plan to go skiing without a helmet
now.” (1V)
5.4.3.12 Sources of information about safety equipment
All the participants declared that they use Internet and friends / acquaintances to find out
information about safety equipment. But the final decision is taken directly in the specialized
store when buying any device, where the role of the salesperson is very important.
5.4.3.13 Evaluation of safety equipment
Participants evaluated 4 products:
1.

Motorcycle Leg Protector I

2.

Motorcycle Leg Protector II

3.

Scooter Leg Protector

4.

Motorcycle to Personal Protective Equipment communication

More information about these products is available in Annex 1 (Product description).
The evaluation from Participants Grid includes 5 parameters. Results are given in the table
below. The last row contains the mean scores across the 5 parameters.
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Parameter

Motorcycle
Leg
Protector I

Motorcycle
Leg
Protector II

Motorcycle to
Scooter Leg
PPE
Protector
communication

Useful

3.8

4.4

3.1

4.6

Safe

4.1

4.5

3.4

4.6

Comfortable

4.0

3.8

1.9

4.8

Looking good

3.8

3.8

2.1

4.9

I would use it

4.0

4.3

2.3

5.0

Arithmetic Average

3.9

4.1

2.6

4.8

Participants Grid also included a question about the price that participants were willing to pay for
each product:

Parameter

Motorcycle
Motorcycle
Leg Protector Leg
I
Protector II

User would pay (total)
Arithmetic average

Motorcycle to
Scooter Leg
PPE
Protector
communication

€1,020.0

€1.150.0

€380.0

€2,125.0

€127.5

€143.8

€47.5

€265.6.0

5.4.4 Conclusions – Spanish commuter riders
The Commuter Session was comprised mostly of people who have little experience riding PTWs.
In many cases, participants ride scooters because they were able to obtain the license after
having a car license, so they do not have specific PTW training. They ride PTWs because they
provide more agile mobility in the city. They value the practical aspect and comfort very much.
It may be for these reasons that they do not see protective equipment as an important aspect of
safety. In general terms, the participants are not very concerned about using safety equipment.
All participants always wear helmets. In winter some of them wear protective jackets, but for the
summer the clear majority use the helmet as the only PPE (the only mandatory PPE in Spain)
and does not, even use gloves.
During the session, other themes related to urban riding came out: for example, slippery painting
on the pavement.
Regarding expectations for next safety equipment, an important concern detected is to increase
the conspicuity of PTWs for other vehicles (cars, trucks, buses).
Although initially on-board devices were not mentioned, when evaluating specific prototypes,
they remarked on the perceived value of Product 4 (device providing connectivity between the
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PTW and the PPE). The leg protector specifically designed for scooters (Product 3) had the least
support.

5.4.5 Pillion Riders - Spain
5.4.5.1 Results and conclusions from the Focus Group session
Seven participants attended this Focus Group. The composition was:

Gender
Males

1

Females

6

Age (years)
Less than 35

2

Between 35 and 45

3

More than 45

2

Experience riding PTW
(years)
Less than 5

3

Between 5 and 15

2

More than 15

2

In general, this group was composed mostly of women of varying ages and with low to medium
experience in motorcycle riding as passengers. It was difficult to find men for this focus group.
5.4.5.2 Participants’ stories
All participants ride often as motorcycle passengers. It was also observed that they usually travel
in the city. They travel outside the city infrequently. There were relevant differences among
participants in the type of riding and the amount of experience.
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Type of mobility

Some participants (f=2) reported that they ride daily as a passenger with the same routine.
“I ride every day as a passenger. My son takes me to work.” (3C)
On the contrary, the majority (f=5) do not have a set routine, and in many cases the trips are not
planned. This is a very important aspect because with lack of planning it is inconvenient to wear
PPEs.
“When you go as a passenger, sometimes, the trip is not planned. The rider tells me: ‘I’ll bring a
helmet and pick you up’" (3A)
Experience riding a motorcycle

A relevant group of participants (f=4) confessed that they had never driven a motorcycle
themselves. Most of the participants declared they are afraid to ride a PTW.
“I've always been a passenger, because I'm afraid to ride a motorcycle” (3V)
“I have always been a passenger. I have also usually gone on my partner's bike” (3L)
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However, 3 participants (f=3) said they had some experience riding a motorcycle.
“I used to ride a motorcycle when I was about 25 years old. I was on a scooter and I was doing
very well. Then I got married and my husband decided to buy a Burgman. It is too heavy a
motorcycle. Since then I'm a passenger with my husband.” (3R)
“I've been riding a motorcycle for more than 15 years and doing many kilometres. Most of these
kilometres I'm a rider, but I make an important part of it as a passenger, for example with my
brother.” (3RV)
5.4.5.3 PTW preferences
In general, participants prefer to ride as passengers on comfortable bikes.
“I like the Burgman because it is very comfortable” (3A)
But when considering riding by themselves, most opt for light motorcycles because they are
easier to handle.
“I am not afraid to ride the motorcycle, I am afraid that if my bike falls I will not be able to lift it.”
(3G)
5.4.5.4 Experience
In relation to the experience of the participants as motorcycle riders, it is necessary to emphasize
that their experience was varied.
There was no spontaneous mention of accidents suffered. From what was understood that they
have had few or minor.

“I’ve been a passenger on a motorcycle since I was 16 because my boyfriend rode a motorcycle.”
(3G)
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“Now I'm a passenger with my partner.” (3A)
5.4.5.5 Attitudes towards specific safety equipment
It should be mentioned that the majority of the participants were passengers who were not aware
of the use of safety equipment. The exception is one of the participants, who is a large motorcycle
user and who also tends to be a passenger with his brother who is very much in favour of using
full equipment (riding outside of the city).

Regarding the participants that are not aware of importance of using PPEs, they typically wear
street clothes with just the helmet.
“If I had to go out of town I would consider using more protective equipment, but for city I think
the helmet is enough.” (3C)
“I only wear a helmet. I do not wear gloves and I wear seasonal clothing. If it's summer, I'm
wearing sandals.” (3G)
“If I wear gloves, scarf, etc. It's because of the cold, not for safety.” (3R)
5.4.5.6 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
Participants were asked about their use of safety equipment. Findings are reported in the table
below:
Number of
participants
(out of 7)

Type

Helmet

7

PPE

Protective Gloves

1

PPE

Protective Jacket

1

PPE

Safety equipment
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Regarding on-Board-Systems, in general, the participants did not know what kind of equipment
their motorcycles have.
5.4.5.7 Criteria for Choosing a safety measure
The criteria for choosing their safety equipment (PPEs) are listed in the table below:
Number of participants
(out of 7)

Criteria for Choosing
Aesthetic

7

Price

3

Safety

1

This criteria for choosing PPEs are referred to helmets. The most of participants do not plan to
buy other PPEs. When the group has talked about jackets, it has been mentioned that they are
too heavy and too expensive. (This aspect will be detailed in next point)
Regarding helmets, all participants agree that they are usually designed for boys instead of girls.
When they go to a specialized store, there are only helmets with lightning and fires. Some
participants explain that the only pretty helmets for girls are in fashion stores (for example,
Diesel).
“It is difficult to find a helmet that is beautiful.” (3R)
“I had a boyfriend with a Ducati and he was wearing Rossi's helmet, which was very ugly.” (3G)
“In the store I did not like any, but since I had to buy one I chose the white one because at least
it was not ugly.” (3V)
In general terms, the participants of this session were not very interested in On-Board Systems.
They are not interested in mechanical themes. So, it was not possible to find the criteria to choose
this type of equipment.
5.4.5.8 Attitudes towards the use of PPE’s:
None of the participants doubted the importance of the helmet. All the participants use a full face
helmet. However, most participants indicate that it is not necessary to use other items such as
protective jackets or gloves.
“I never think about protective jackets.” (3G)
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One of the main reasons is the lack of planning. They say that is not possible to wear PPEs just
in case.
“In the morning, when I leave home I do not know if I will be a passenger on a motorcycle and I
cannot take every day all the gadgets, which are heavy and take up a lot of space.” (3A)
“We often have improvised trips and we cannot plan what clothes we will need.” (3R)
Another reason given by most of the participants was they think that protective jacket or gloves
are not necessary in cities.
“If I travelled by road, then I would consider wearing a jacket and gloves, but I'm going through
the city and I do not think I need it.” (3G)
“Wearing a protective jacket on a small motorbike (SH 150 scooter) makes me look very
ostentatious.” (3C)
Finally, the last reason mentioned is the price of the protective jackets.
“The jackets are interesting, they are cool, but they require an important investment.” (3L)
5.4.5.9 Preferences for PTWs:
The only comment made regarding PTWs was that most participants thought that motorcycles
with 2 front wheels probably have more stability, although they seem less agile.
“Yesterday I was in Paris and I saw many motorcycles with 2 wheels in front. Maybe they are
safer motorcycles because I believe that they give some stability.” (3R)
5.4.5.10 Suggestions for not-yet-existing safety equipment
With the aim of not interrupting discussion dynamics, in this stage of the session the group was
left to continue with almost no intervention by the moderator. For example, if a participant
mentioned a device that already existed, nothing was said to enhance the participation of all
participants.
Below are listed the ideas provided by the participants. In this session, the participants did not
draw any pictures. All the ideas that came out in the session have been included without any
filter for feasibility, utility or profitability.
Suggestions for PPE (No ranking criteria defined):
a)

Greater visibility of PPEs (Helmets, trousers, and jackets)

b)

Some device to protect the neck

c)

Helmet with extra-protection activated in the event of fall
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Suggestions for motorcycles (No ranking criteria defined):
a)

Airbag in the motorcycle

b)

Possibility for passenger to take the control of the motorcycle in certain circumstances (In

case of sudden indisposition of the rider)
c)

Smart rear-view mirrors (with augmented reality to generate warnings)

d)

Speed limiter (Depending on traffic information)

e)

Some kind of seat belt for passenger

f)

Comfortable handles in the motorcycle.

g)

Increase visibility of motorcycle: Powerful lights (front and rear) or warning transmitted to

car drivers (inside the car)
h)

Some hard structure in motorcycles to protect passenger legs

i)

Connectivity between motorcycle and traffic lights

j)

Warning in motorcycle panel in case a car approaches dangerously

k)

Additional protection for passenger legs, it activates when deploying the motorcycle

passenger footrests.
5.4.5.11 Attitudes towards regulations to increase use of safety equipment
The conversation was centred on a hypothetical obligation to wear a jacket. Regarding this
matter there were 2 types of opinions.
On the one hand, some participants said they would stop riding motorbikes as passengers if
wearing a jacket was mandatory.
“If the authorities forced me to wear a protective jacket, I think I would stop riding.” (3L)
On the other hand, some participants said they would wear a protective jacket if they were
mandatory.
“If they forced me to wear a jacket, I would not stop riding a motorcycle, I would take it.” (3G)
Any case, most of the participants agreed that a lot of passengers would give up riding on the
motorcycle as passengers if protective jackets were mandatory, especially in the city.
“If the jacket were obligatory, it would not stop going on a motorcycle either, but the possibility of
improvising a journey as a passenger would be greatly reduced.” (3A)
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As an extreme behaviour, one participant explains that if jackets were mandatory, she would go
on riding as passenger without a protective jacket, assuming the risk of receiving a fine.
“If it was mandatory to wear a jacket, in case of punctual use, I would risk not wearing it, even
with risk of a fine.“ (3R).
5.4.5.12 Sources of Information about safety equipment
All the participants said that they use the Internet to find out information about Helmets (Most of
the participants of this session think that is not necessary to buy other PPEs). The final decision
is always taken in the specialized store.
“I would first look on the internet and then make the purchase at the store. In the store I can test
if it fits or does not fit.” (3G)
One of the participants explained the important role of her “rider”.
“I would go to the specialized store, but I would be accompanied by the rider who usually takes
me (my partner) because he knows more than me and has more experience in these issues.
The seller of the store will surely want to sell me the most expensive material”. (3V)
5.4.5.13 Evaluation of safety equipment
Participants evaluated 4 products:
1.

Motorcycle Leg Protector I

2.

Motorcycle Leg Protector II

3.

Scooter Leg Protector

4.

Motorcycle to Personal Protective Equipment communication

More information about this product is available in Annex 1 (Product description).
The evaluations from Participants Grid includes 5 parameters. Results are provided in the table
below. The last row gives the mean scores across the 5 parameters.
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Parameter

Motorcycle
Leg
Protector I

Motorcycle
Leg
Protector II

Motorcycle to
Scooter Leg
PPE
Protector
communication

Useful

3.1

3.3

2.0

4.1

Safe

3.1

3.6

2.0

4.3

Comfortable

3.5

3.4

1.7

4.0

Looking good

2.9

3.1

2.0

4.0

I would use it

3.5

3.6

1.7

4.1

Arithmetic Average

3.2

3.4

1.9

4.1

The Participants’ Grid also included a question about the price that participants were willing to
pay for each product.

Parameter
User would pay (total)

Motorcycle
Motorcycle
Leg Protector Leg
I
Protector II

Motorcycle to
Scooter Leg
PPE
Protector
communication

€1,070.0

€1,470.0

€220.0

€3,850.0

€178.3

€245.0

€36.7

€641.7

Arithmetic average

5.4.6 Conclusions – Spanish pillion riders
The Passengers (Pillion riders) Session was composed mostly of people who have limited PTW
experience.
In many cases they ride in the city on scooters that are piloted by her partner. Generally, the
participants showed little awareness of road safety.
All of them always wear a helmet (mandatory in Spain). Most of them do not wear any additional
personal protective equipment.
During the session, typical themes about being passengers came out: For example, confidence
with the rider, feeling of helplessness, etc.
Similar to what was found in the other Focus Group sessions, when evaluating specific
prototypes, these participants remarked on the value Product 4 (device that provides connectivity
between the PTW and the PPE). On the contrary, the item specifically designed for scooters
(Product 3) was the least favoured.
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5.5 Synthesis of Focus Groups
5.5.1 Leisure riders
For this target group 3 focus groups were conducted with a total number of 25 participants. The
distribution regarding age and gender was mixed, as expected.

Gender

Italy

Spain

France

Total

Males

5

8

4

17

Females

2

2

4

8

All the participants self-identified as commuter riders. Half of the participants involved in Spain
specifically declared off road experience.
5.5.1.1 Attitudes towards the use of Safety equipment
All 3 groups accorded a high importance to safety equipment, reporting that use of PPEs is are
very important in their practice as riders. However, when the Italian participants commented on
a general “rider culture” (i.e. behaviour of “others”) their perception was that a lower frequency
of PPE usage is common.
French participants reported that their attitude towards safety equipment changed markedly over
lifetime (decreased PPE use with ageing). The majority of Italian participants also reported a
behavior change, but in the opposite direction: (greater adoption of PPEs with age, also as a
result of the introduction of regulations on PPE use.
Italian participants reported that their use of safety equipment does not change depending on
the different seasons of the year, because they found valid seasonal alternatives for their PPEs.
Even if the majority of Spanish participants always wear the complete equipment, they identified
some cases in which they consider it is not necessary to go fully equipped (“to go to a nearby
beach in summer or to get around the city”). Some participants in France reported that they use
fewer PPEs in hot and sunny weather and for small distances.
In Italy, participants seem to pay attention to the certification of specific safety equipment, as the
helmet or back protection even though, participants ignore (and do not understand the need for)
the existence of different levels of certification. In France, not particular attention be assigned to
the certification of safety equipment, except for gloves, which are mandatory since 2016.
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5.5.1.2 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
In all the 3 focus groups, particular attention be assigned to helmets and jackets. Spanish
participants identified the helmet as being the most important PPE (price range €350-600),
Italians also stated that a fair price for a helmet can go up to €500, while price for back protectors
is around €120-150.
When choosing a PPE to buy, price was reported by Italian leisure riders as the main criterion
over design and comfort. Comfort was the main criterion for French participants. Spanish
participants look for a good balance between quality, price and aesthetics.
In every focus group, participants expressed low interest in on-board systems. In general, they
prefer to have control over their PTWs themselves: Spanish and Italian participants reported that
the option to turn off an on-board system would be considered an essential feature.
5.5.1.3 Safety and equipment concerns
Different types of concerns have been reported in the 3 sessions. French participants would like
to see PPEs that are made of more lightweight and resistance materials. The difficulty of being
seen by other road users at night was also a common concern. Participants in Italy expressed
concerns about distraction that may be induced by the introduction of complex on board systems.
They also reported a possible “overconfidence effect” due to the use of safety equipment:
participants in this focus group suggested the possibility that the use of safety equipment could
induce a more risk-taking behavior in riders.
5.5.1.4 Introduction of additional mandatory regulations
In France, participants expressed a negative response towards the idea introduction of additional
mandatory regulations, also reporting that it would not affect their use of PTWs but that of people
who ride small PTWs (who are not considered as “real riders”). Even though the most common
attitude towards the introduction of additional mandatory regulations was positive in Spain and
Italy, participants reported that the costs would be a problem (Italy) and that riders should know
the risks themselves and modify their equipment use accordingly (Spain). In Italy, while one
participant expressed strong resistance to the introduction of additional mandatory regulations,
the majority asked for additional mandatory regulations for training sessions for safe riding and
mandatory visits or volunteering at trauma centres.
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5.5.1.5 Sources of information about safety equipment
Spanish participants reported that they first look on the Internet for information about safety
equipment, then they go to stores and ask the seller before purchasing. They also ask friends
and tend to rely a lot on the brand.
French participants use mostly internet and specialized press, suggesting that insurance
companies could also be an information source. Italians reported as discussion with friends as
their main information source.
5.5.1.6 Evaluation of specific safety equipment
Motorcycle Leg Protector
In the Italian, French and Spanish focus groups, the Leisure Riders considered the on-board
systems to protect legs to be interesting.
Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.2

Perceived safety

4.1

Perceived comfort

4.4

Perceived aesthetics

3.5

Probability of use

4.2

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €507.1 as possible price motorcycle leg protector,
participants from Spain, a mean of €138.9.
Scooter leg Protector
Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

2.8

Perceived safety

3.1

Perceived comfort

2.6

Perceived aesthetics

2.3

Probability of use

2.1

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €114.3 as possible the scooter leg protector,
participants from Spain a mean of €5.6.
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PTW-PPE communication system
French participants were quite receptive to the idea of connectivity between PPEs and PTWs
and shared several ideas for interfaces. Italian participants seemed to expect this direction for
PPEs, in particular they suggested ideas involving the helmet.
Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.8

Perceived safety

4.4

Perceived comfort

4.6

Perceived aesthetics

4.7

Probability of use

4.4

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €742.9 as possible price for PTW-PPE interactive
system, participants from Spain a mean of €250.
Airbag helmet
Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest): Italy
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.6

Perceived safety

4.2

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

4.2

Probability of use

4.7

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €744.3 as possible price for the airbag helmet.
PCB
In contrast to the responses of French participants, Italian seemed highly interested in the use
of PCB (Pre-Crash Braking).

5.5.2 Commuter Riders
For this target group 3 focus groups were conducted with a total number of 27 participants have
been.
The distribution regarding age and gender was mixed, as expected.
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Gender

Italy

Spain

France

Total

Males

11

2

5

18

Females

1

6

2

9

Italian and French participants also reported having experience as leisure riders, while the
Spanish ones identified themselves only as commuter riders. This difference was also reflected
by the numbers of PTWs owned: while most of participants in Spain owned a single scooter, in
Italy and France most owned more than one PTW and of different types.
5.5.2.1 Attitudes towards the use of Safety equipment
French participants accorded a high level of importance to safety equipment, while Spanish
participants seem to give more importance to comfort that to safety equipment. Italian
participants initially reported high use of safety equipment, but when the discussion evolved they
also reported that the level of attention to safety [while riding?] and riding experience are more
important than the use of safety equipment.
While Italian participants reported their use and choice of safety equipment does not change
depending on the seasons of the year (because of the existence of valid alternatives for the
different seasons), French participants claimed to vary their habits seasonally and participants
from Spain reported that they use different clothes but with more attention to the external
temperature than to an actual use as safety equipment.
An important feature related to choosing when to use or not use safety equipment was the
distance to be travelled: when participants have short distances to cover, in particular the
Spanish and Italians when moving in urban areas, they reported a lower use of PPEs. Italians
report that this lower PPE use is not due to a perceived lower danger (attitude of the Spanish
group), since urban riding in Italy was perceived to have higher risk, but rather due to the
perceived encumbrance of PPEs and the perception of higher controllability of the scooter types
of PTWs more typically used in urban contexts.
5.5.2.2 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
The helmet was the main piece of PPE adopted in each focus group. While in France and Spain
the use of protective gloves is more common, in Italy more importance is given to the use of the
technical jackets (a possible consequence of their current mixed leisure experience).
Comfort and price of PPEs are the main criteria for purchase decisions.
Across the 3 focus groups participants showed low interest in the use of on-board systems, for
a variety of different reasons. In France participants reported concern for related price increases
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for PTWs with onboard systems installed. The Italian group perceived these technologies as
diminishing the role of the human rider, which is considered undesirable since being the one in
control is an important source of their passion for PTWs); in Spain a general indifference was
expressed, probably due to their PTW use being less related to a passion for riding and more
out of a need to get places “quickly, lightly and freely”).
Being equipped with specific on-board systems seems not to be a criterion for purchasing a
PTW. In Italy participants report that the main criterion for choosing a PTW with an on-board
system would be the option to turn it off. For the French group, more importance was given to
the aesthetics than to safety systems when purchasing a PTW. One French participant even
considered an on-board system (i.e. traction control) as possibly dangerous.
5.5.2.3 Concerns
A shared concern towards visibility was reported in all 3 focus groups. While in Spain and France
this concern is about “being seen by others” (conspicuity), in Italy the concern about difficulty
seeing while riding in particular conditions such as darkness and rain.
Increasing prices and lateral vulnerability are also reported by French participants as concerns,
while Italian participants suggested an overconfidence effect due to the use of safety equipment
might encourage more risky riding behavior.
5.5.2.4 Introduction of additional mandatory regulations
A positive attitude towards the introduction mandatory use of additional safety equipment was
reported in both France and Spain (where changes in regulation are perceived as effective for
changes in habits). Italian participants redirected the idea of regulation away from the use of
safety equipment towards mandating training for safe riding and changes in license exams.
5.5.2.5 Sources of information about safety equipment
The main source of information on safety equipment in every focus group is the Internet.
Discussion with friends was also important in Italian and Spanish groups. Insurance companies
in France and technical papers in Italy were also reported as important information sources.
5.5.2.6 Evaluation of specific safety equipment
Motorcycle Leg Protector
There was a high level of interest expressed in both Italian and French focus groups for on-board
systems to protect legs.
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Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.2

Perceived safety

4.4

Perceived comfort

3.8

Perceived aesthetics

3.6

Probability of use

4.3

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €162.7 as possible price for the motorcycle leg
protector, participants from Spain, a mean of €135.65.
Scooter leg Protector
Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Evaluation of safety equipment

Mean score (out of 5)

Quality

Mean

Perceived usefulness

3.2

Perceived safety

3.4

Perceived comfort

2.4

Perceived aesthetics

2.5

Probability of use

2.7

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €73.6 as possible price scooter leg protector,
participants from Spain a mean of €47.5.
PTW-PPE communication system
In focus groups in Italy and France the overall attitudes towards a PTW-to-rider interactive
system was negative. However, in both cases a certain degree of interest was shown by
participants: in France several ideas for interactive functions were collected, in Italy, after further
explanations were provided, participants’ responses became more positive towards this safety
measure. Thus, regarding communication [marketing?] about to this product, the importance of
adequate explanations as to the type of interactive functions and information received should
then be taken into consideration.
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Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.6

Perceived safety

4.4

Perceived comfort

4.4

Perceived aesthetics

4.6

Probability of use

4.8

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €212.3 as possible price for the PTW-PPE
communication system, participants from Spain, a mean of €265.6.
Airbag helmet

Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.5

Perceived safety

4.6

Perceived comfort

4.2

Perceived aesthetics

3.9

Probability of use

4.2

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €105.4 as possible price for the safety equipment
shown.
PCB
In both Italian and French focus groups concerns and doubts were expressed towards the PCB
system: they had a hard time understanding how this technology could work on a PTW (concerns
regarding activation and stability of the PTW were mentioned in both focus groups).
Communicating clear explanations of this safety system were important for this target group.

5.5.3 Pillion riders
For this target group 3 focus groups were conducted for a total number of 19 participants, with
the majority being females.
Gender

Italy

Spain

France

Total

Males

1

1

1

3

Females

5

6

5

16
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Italian participants reported riding as passengers for both leisure and commuter riding. Some of
them also had experience as riders themselves, but mostly identify themselves as passengers
with typically more than 20 years of experience. Some of the Spanish participants also reported
experience riding PTWs. As passengers they usually travel the city, without a specific routine.
The majority of passengers from France report experience as commuter passengers and more
frequent PTW use than the leisure passengers.
5.5.3.1 Attitudes towards specific Safety equipment
French passengers accorded a high importance to safety equipment, Italians a middle (they
regularly use them but not particularly interested), while the Spanish focus group expressed a
low importance, except for one of the participants.
In France and Italy participants reported that their attitudes on the importance of PPE use
changed during their life time, because of their maturity. Only one participant in Italy reported an
attitude of decreased importance of safety equipment with age.
Two of the French participants (probably those with leisure passenger experience) do not ride
motorcycles during winter, whereas the other participants reported using seasonal alternatives
for summer and winter.
Italian participants reported that when on scooters (type of PTW) and in urban areas (context)
they use less safety equipment because of a higher perceived control of the PTW in these
contexts.
5.5.3.2 Preferences regarding Safety equipment
The helmet was stated as the most important piece of safety equipment in all 3 of the user
groups. While in France gloves and trousers are also listed as important, in Italy the top 2 ranked
items were jacket and gloves. Spanish participants reported using street wear and helmet most
of the time, considering the other measures to be unnecessary, particularly in cities.
Regarding on-board systems, in Spain participants did not know what kind of equipment their
PTWs had, while in France they were even reluctant to have too much technology on their PTWs.
In Italy the only on-board system listed was ABS.
The main criterion for purchasing PPEs was the comfort for the French, while in Spain aesthetics
and price are considered to be more important. The Italian group seemed to put their trust in the
brands and provider; only one listed several criteria for purchasing a helmet. All the participants
assigned an important role to their rider on PPE purchase decisions.
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French participants reported an overall negative response towards on-board systems in general.,
One participant commented that carrying a child on such a PTW could be dangerous.
In both France and Spain participants reported having little interest in on-board systems, but
provided several ideas for their improvement, which suggests these target groups may be
interested in such systems in the future.
5.5.3.3 Concerns
In France the visibility of PPEs (conspicuity), and the lightness and resistance of their materials
are reported as the main concerns. In Italy participants reported a high concern for riding in urban
areas (even if they previously reported lower use of safety equipment in this context). For these
participants the overtaking manoeuvre and the possibility to fall off of the PTW in case of
accidents, other vehicles on the road and the lateral vulnerability of the body are also reported
as concerns
5.5.3.4 Introduction of additional mandatory regulations
Responses were negative towards the introduction of additional mandatory safety equipment in
France, especially for mandatory regulations to on-board systems: they believed such equipment
would be a hindrance to motorcycling and one participant also considered that it would be
excessive and thus would result in a loss of riding skills for riders. The Italians mostly shared a
positive response. In Spain some of the participants reported that they would stop riding
motorbikes if wearing a jacket were to become mandatory, while others stated they would comply
and wear one. One participant was opposed to the possibility of the introduction of this measure
and would consider nevertheless, transgressing the law if it existed.
5.5.3.5 Sources of information about safety equipment
Participants in the 3 focus groups mentioned the importance of their rider’s role for providing
them with information about safety equipment. Discussions with friends and internet searches
were also considered important information sources. Suggestions for ways to promote a safety
culture were also offered: early interventions in schools, lower prices for PPEs and the
dissemination of reliable data.
5.5.3.6 Evaluation of specific safety equipment
Motorcycle Leg Protector
Both French and Italian focus groups showed an interest in the on-board system to protect the
legs.
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Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

3.6

Perceived safety

3.7

Perceived comfort

3.6

Perceived aesthetics

3.0

Probability of use

3.8

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €290 as possible price for the motorcycle leg
protector, participants from Spain a mean of €211.6.
Scooter leg Protector
Evaluation of the safety equipment on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

2.1

Perceived safety

2.3

Perceived comfort

2.0

Perceived aesthetics

2.1

Probability of use

2.1

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €22 as possible price for the scooter leg protector,
participants from Spain a mean of €36.7.
PTW-PPE communication system
PTW-to-rider interaction systems elicited mild interest in Italian participants (who suggested
access to information on mechanical failures as possible feedback), while French participants
seemed not to understand this system.
Evaluation of the safety equipment on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy and Spain:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.5

Perceived safety

4.4

Perceived comfort

4.1

Perceived aesthetics

4.2

Probability of use

4.4
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Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €520 as possible price PTW-PPE communication
system, participants from Spain a mean of €641,7.
Airbag helmet
Evaluation of the safety measure on a scale from 1 (lowest) to 5 (highest), Italy:
Quality

Mean score (out of 5)

Perceived usefulness

4.7

Perceived safety

4.5

Perceived comfort

3.9

Perceived aesthetics

3.5

Probability of use

4.7

Participants from Italy assigned a mean of €285 as possible price airbag helmet.
PCB
Italian participants showed a positive response towards the use of PCB, while French ones
considered this system to be more dangerous than helpful.

5.5.4 Australian focus groups summary
5.5.4.1 Participants
A total number of 20 riders participated in 3 focus groups. Based on stated mixed PTW riding
practices and habits, participants could not be divided into the defined to target groups.
Consequently, also PTW preferences have been reported as mixed.
5.5.4.2 Attitudes towards to safety equipment
Overall participants reported a medium to high concern for safety.
Individual attitudes towards the use of safety equipment were reported has having with age.
Some participants reported that their use changes during different seasons of the year, other
participants instead to combat different weather conditions by purchasing versatile gear.
5.5.4.3 Safety equipment preferences
Helmets and gloves were considered essential for safety. Participants expressed mixed attitudes
towards the use of boots, jackets and ABS.
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5.5.4.4 Criteria
Comfort was reported as the main criteria for purchasing PPEs. Also, the versatility for use them
with different bikes and styles of riding (including different destinations) was reported as a
criterion.
The main criterion for on board systems was the option to turn them on or off: they must not
affect the riding experience.
5.5.4.5 Attitude towards specific safety equipment
Overall, attitudes towards a jacket with more connectivity were positive, provided that it was
within reasonable cost range.
In general participants were receptive towards PCB and reasonably priced systems that offer
flexibility and do not interfere with the natural riding experience.
Overall, regarding the possibility of having access to additional information from ECU,
participants disagreed, expressing concern for information overload.
5.5.4.6 Concerns
Participants’ main concern was that introducing more safety features could compromise the
riding experience. There were some concerns with safety equipment such as on-board systems
that might encourage more passive riding.
5.5.4.7 Introduction of additional mandatory regulations
The group responded negatively towards the introduction of additional mandatory regulations on
the use of across PPEs and on-board systems.
5.5.4.8 Information sources for information about safety equipment
Online sources (for example, Youtube reviews) and information via word-of-mouth were the most
commonly accessed sources of information.
5.5.4.9 Suggestions for improving the use of safety equipment
Cost reduction or even providing a subsidy for gear were strategies proposed to encourage the
use of PPE.
Participants also reported that involving consumers, insurance companies and manufacturers
could help to promote safety in general. Also educating the community and improving rider
training were considered key actions to promoting a culture of safety amongst PTW riders.
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6

Conclusions

This deliverable is the result of the activities carried out within Task 1.2 "User's needs" of the
PIONEERS project.
In the first part of the task, analysis review of the current state of knowledge on rider needs was
performed. Sources analysed included the scientific literature, a previous EC project, and the
results of a questionnaire conducted during the EICMA motorcycle fair in 2016.
The main themes emerging from the review were the following:
•

There is a relationship between riders' acceptance of safety systems and their awareness

of the risks involved in riding.
•

Riders tend to prefer systems that do not interfere with riding, and leave them in full

control, accepting invasive system intervention only in extreme cases.
•

There is a belief that highly assistive technology may reduce a riders' ability to develop

their riding skills.
•

Riders prefer that assistance systems can be deactivated at will.

•

The preference for the PPEs over on-board systems prevails. This is mirrored in the

preference for research and development to focus on the PPEs rather than on-board systems.
•

Riders believe much more in the importance of post-licence training than in technology

for improving safety.
•

Riders are calling for the PPEs to be more comfortable, particularly with regard to climatic

conditions (clothing) and noise (helmet).
The questionnaire conducted during EICMA 2016 shows that a high percentage of scooter riders
claim to have purchased PPE (73%). In particular:
•

Gloves (80%),

•

Helmet (74%),

•

Jacket with protection (54%).

These are the only 3 types of PPE purchased by more than 50% of scooter riders.
The percentages of PPE purchased by the motorcycle riders surveyed were higher both overall
(95%) and by specific PPE:
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•

Gloves (89%),

•

Helmet (87%),

•

Jacket with protection (71%).

However, it should be noted that this result is, at most, representative of the Italian market.
Some interesting results also emerged from the analysis of the deliverables of the EC
RIDERSCAN project.
The safety devices considered to be most useful by those who participated in the survey were:
On-board systems:
•

Adjustable suspension (53%),

•

Daylight running lights (51%),

•

Hazard indicator lights (48%),

•

ABS (32%),

•

Integrated braking (ABS+CBS) (13%),

•

Traction control (11%).

PPEs:
•

Gloves (97%),

•

Helmet (96%),

•

Jacket with protection (90%),

•

Boots (74%),

•

Pants with protection (64%),

•

Back protectors (53%).

The RIDERSCAN survey also provided a list of the innovative technologies considered most
important by motorcyclists. They were indicated in the following order:
•

Cornering ABS

•

Visibility improving helmet (anti-fog)

•

Tyre pressure and temperature monitors

•

Vision enhancement
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•

Brake assist

However, the technological innovations considered most dangerous were also identified:
•

Head-up display mounted on the helmet visor

•

Intelligent speed limitation

•

Warning and automatic intervention when cruise control set speed is exceeded

•

Flashing strobe lights for visibility

•

Rear-view display on helmet visor

In the second part of task 1.2 several focus groups were conducted, 3 for each of the 4 countries
involved (namely: Australia, France, Italy and Spain). In each country a 3 focus groups were
conducted to survey attitudes of leisure riders, commuter riders and pillion riders. In Australia it
was not possible to divide the participants into 3 categories, and consequently it was not possible
to derive results by PTW use category but only global ones. For this reason, the Australian results
were not comparable with the European ones, but are reported separately.
Within the group of LEISURE RIDERS, a high importance given to safety equipment is declared.
Participants state that their attitude towards safety equipment has changed over time, but this
change is reversed in France and Italy (decreases over time in France and increases in Italy).
Italian motorcyclists claim that their PPE use behaviour does not change depending on the
season, while French and Spanish claim to make less use of PPEs in summer and for short
distances.
In all 3 groups, great importance is accorded to the helmet and, secondly, to the jackets with
protectors. Spanish and French participants also reported protective gloves and trousers as
important, while Italians focused more on back protectors. In terms of criteria for purchase
selection, for Italians the cost aspect prevails, while for French participants comfort prevails. The
Spanish look for a good balance between quality, price and aesthetics. For all focus groups
interest in on-board systems was low, however, the Italians and Spaniards stipulated that for
such systems to be acceptable they must come with the option for deactivation.
With regard to key concerns, among the French riders, the lightness and resistance of the PPEs
and the conspicuity prevail, while the Italians are worried about the risk of distraction caused by
on-board systems and the risk of over-confidence due to the presence of technology.
With regard to the possibility of introducing mandatory regulations, it was of little interest to the
French motorcyclists, since they believe they have already been using all the systems that should
become mandatory, whereas the Italians and Spaniards were in favour of such measures.
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Within the COMMUTER RIDERS group, French participants gave a high level of importance to
safety equipment, while Spanish participants placed more emphasis on comfort than to safety
measures. Italian participants initially reported high use of safety equipment, but when the
discussion evolved, they also considered that the level of attention to safety while riding and
amount of experience are more important than the use of safety equipment. Here we highlight
some contradictions between what was stated at various points of the FG.
The Italians state that their PPE use habits are not influenced by the season whereas the French
and Spaniards state that they alter their habits in the summer.
The most frequently used safety item is the helmet. In France and Spain even gloves are widely
used, while in Italy there is more emphasis on jackets with protectors. Comfort and price seem
to be the 2 fundamental elements for the choice of PPEs. In Spain, where the participants in this
FG are only commuters, the importance of being able to move freely and quickly prevails over
PPE use.
The presence of on-board safety systems does not seem to be a determinant in vehicle selection.
With regard to safety concerns, there is agreement on the problem of visibility: In France and
Spain it is in particular the conspicuity that worries the riders, while in Italy it is the visibility
conditions especially at night and during rain. In France there is concern about increased cost
and protection in the event of side impacts, while in Italy it is feared that the increase in protection
systems will lead to over-confidence. In France and Spain, the introduction of mandatory safety
equipment is viewed positively. In Italy, there was a strong agreement on the need to establish
compulsory safe driving courses.
Finally, the Italian commuters presented another contradiction: even though they perceive the
urban environment as more dangerous, they choose to wear less protection, because of a
supposed higher level of control of the PTW and the perceived cumbersomeness and
inconvenience of PPE.
Finally, within the group of PILLION RIDERS, French passengers accorded a high importance
to safety equipment, Italian a middle (they regularly use them but not particularly interested),
while the Spanish focus group reported a low importance, except for one of the participants. In
France and Italy participants reported that their use of PPEs had increased during their life time,
as a result of their experiences.
In terms of safety systems, the helmet was regarded as the most important safety item in all 3
countries. While in France gloves and trousers are also listed as important, in Italy the same
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importance is given to jacket and gloves. Spanish participants report using street wear and
helmet most of the time, considering the other items to be unnecessary especially in cities.
With regard to on-board systems, the Spanish demonstrated that they are not informed about
the safety systems with which the vehicles on which they travel are equipped. In France there
was no favourable attitude towards on-board safety systems and also in Italy there seemed to
be little knowledge on the subject. With regard to PPE, in France, comfort prevails and in Spain,
aesthetics prevails. In Italy, pillion riders seem to trust the most famous brands of PPEs.
The main concerns for PPEs were conspicuity, lightness and strength in France. In Italy,
participants showed concern about the use of motorcycles in urban areas.
In France, there was a negative response to the idea of adding additional mandated use of safety
systems, whereas in Italy the response was positive. In Spain, for a pillion rider, it is not always
predictable when he/she will get on a bike and it is therefore difficult to always have protective
gear available. Also, according to many of them, using a protective jacket on a small scooter is
too exhibitionist. Some of the participants stated that they might stop using PTW if the use of a
protective jackets were to become mandatory.
AUSTRALIAN Participants reported a medium to high level of attention to safety, with their use
of PPEs having changed during their life and during different season of the year.
Helmets and gloves are considered essential for safety. Comfort was indicated as one of the
main criteria for selecting the PPE. Additionally, the flexibility to use it with different PTW was
reported as a criterion. As already seen for European riders, the possibility of disabling safety
systems is seen as a fundamental requirement for on-board systems. There was a positive
attitude towards connected jackets, as long as the costs are reasonable. They were also
receptive to PCB, as long as the system does not interfere with the natural driving experience.
As for the possibility of additional information from the ECU, responses were generally negative
and they express concern about possible information overload.
There was a serious concern that the introduction of more safety features could compromise the
driving experience and encourage more passive riding. There was a general aversion to
additional mandatory regulationsfor both PPE and on-board systems.
Reducing costs or even providing incentives were considered good strategies for increasing the
use rate of PPEs.
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Participants also reported that the active involvement of consumers, insurance companies and
producers could encourage safety. Community education and improved training for motorcyclists
are also considered key actions to improve the culture of safe driving.
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7

Annex 1: Product descriptions

Below is shown the information presented to the participants to introduce the 4 products
evaluated.

Product 1: Leg protector I - Motorcycle

Product 2: Leg protector II - Motorcycle
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Product 3: Leg protector - Scooter

Product 4: Motorcycle to Personal Protective Equipment communication
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8

Annex 2: Methodology

8.1 Introduction to the Focus Group Technique
The focus group is a qualitative research tool that uses group discussion on selected stimuli in
order to, for example, evaluate new products, examine beliefs or elucidate customer needs. The
interaction between participants creates a discussion around perceptions, opinions and attitudes
with the goal of soliciting from selected users or interest groups feedback and information of
interest to researchers (product developers). The importance of the participants’ role suggests
that target group should be selected carefully so that it accurately represents the target user
group(s). In order to encourage open discussion amongst participants, it is important for
researchers to create a safe and non-judgemental atmosphere in which participants can feel
they can freely and enjoyably express personal opinions and share their experience. The number
of participants in each focus group may range from a minimum of 6 to a maximum of 12.

8.2 Target group(s)
The common feature of the participants in the PIONEERS focus group sessions is their use of
Powered 2 Wheelers (PTWs, i.e. Motorcycles and Mopeds). Because we expected that different
types of PTW riders may have characteristically different perspectives on the use safety
equipment, we defined 3 classifications of users to be addressed in separate focus sessions as
sub-groups:1
-

Commuter Riders. In this sub-group all the participants should share the habit to use their PTWs
on a daily-routine (e.g.: commuter travel between home and work, school). Designs of PPE for
this target group should take into account the need to balance adequate protection with everyday
ease of wear. Depending on the region, the PTW of choice is often a scooter.

-

Leisure Riders. This sub-group is characterized by a strong passion for riding a PTW (typically
motorcycles) for pleasure and recreation. Not necessarily riding on a daily basis, Leisure Riders
use the PTW to join groups and ride on race tracks or country roads requiring additional and
more specific safety equipment.
1 A commuter rider is a person who rides a motorcycle as a mode of transportation to and from their work or place of education
during key commuter times. A leisure/recreational rider is a person who rides a motorcycle for enjoyment typically and their
motorcycle is not their main form of transport. Pillion/passenger rider is a person who typically sits behind the motorcycle rider
operating the bike.

http://acrs.org.au/files/papers/arsc/2015/FongL%20195%20Helping%20motorcyclists%20Ride%20to%20Live.pdf
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-

Passengers (Pillion riders). By including this sub-group we wanted to hear the perspectives and
needs of Pillion Riders on safety equipment. Since both commuter and leisure PTW use may
often involve a Pillion Rider, we wanted to explore what role these actors have in decision making
on safety equipment, as well as their main concerns and specific needs. Thus, we aimed to
determine if there are any gaps in the product development research which must be addressed
to adequately meet the needs of PTW passengers.

8.3

Procedure

8.3.1 Setting preparation
A few days before the first focus group is scheduled, make sure that all the materials are ready
and documents (i.e.: informed consent for the use of collected data, privacy regulation, grids for
scoring) are printed. It is very important that observers and assistants familiarize themselves in
advance with the observers/assistants’ grid and practice filling it in. Experienced
observers/assistants can effectively assess groups of up to 5-6 participants, but if possible, we
suggest limiting the number of participants at 3-4 for each observer/assistant to ensure that
important data are not lost or omitted.
We recommend strongly that researchers arrive early at the location for the focus group session
to allow time to prepare the materials and welcome the participants. Make sure there are enough
chairs, pens and participants’ scoring grids, informed consent and privacy of personal
information forms for each participant. Save some space in the room for the observers/assistants
(they will also need chairs, pens and the observers’/assistants’ grids). Participants should face
each other and not be too far from each other, so that can easily listen/talk to each other Ideally
the best setup is to place their chairs around a table. Observers/assistants should not sit at the
same table as the participants, but instead should sit behind them: it is important that each
observer/assistant is able to observe and listen to their 3-4 selected participants without being
particularly noticed by them. Make also sure that the projector is ready and working properly.
Focus group facilitator can change his/her position in the room while the focus group is running,
depending on facilitations needs.
As participants arrive, do your best to make them feel comfortable: welcome them as guests to
the setting, offer coffee/tea/water, have a conversation with them. If necessary, advise
participants of the specific time at which the focus group will start even if not everyone has
arrived.
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After introducing yourself, it is a good practice to provide a brief introduction on the research
project (being careful not to reveal too much about the research aims). You can also use this
phase to check in with participants to make sure they feel comfortable, thus ensuring a safe
environment in which everyone can feel free to express opinions without fear of being judged for
their answers. It is important that at the end of the introduction every participant understands
their privacy rights regarding allowing the use of data collected. What follows in italics is an
example of an introduction that may be used both as inspiration and as a checklist of points to
cover.
“Good morning, thank you all again for coming to help us with our project. I am “__” and I will be
the discussion facilitator. These are “__” and they are going to help me with the scoring. We are
a team of researchers involved in the “Pioneers” project in which several countries are engaged
to develop innovative safety equipment for PTWs (Explain the meaning of PTWs). In this phase
of our research we would like to get opinions and feedback from potential users, so we decided
to conduct some focus groups. The focus group is a technique that allows data collection through
a group conversation over some guided stimuli. It is really important for our research to receive
your honest opinions, so please feel free to discuss without any hesitations. There are no right
or wrong answers. Your criticisms and ideas are welcome and useful for assessing our work.
Our role is just to facilitate the process, keep to the timetable and make sure to record everyone’s
comments. If there are any questions about the research you can ask now or at the end of the
session. If not, I will explain what we will do next”.
(Pause for questions).
“First, I would like to remind you that we are going to work together for at least 90 minutes (N.B.
please consider additional 15 minutes due to the last shared version). during this time, it is
important that you not leave the room. Before starting with the procedure, we will allow a few
minutes if you wish to go to the toilet or to have a smoke. We also kindly ask you to turn off your
mobiles or, if that’s not possible, to set them on silent mode. When the focus group starts, you
will be asked to answer to questions and pictures of safety products. Your identity will never be
revealed: all the data gathered will be analysed anonymously and collectively. We will not be
connecting responses to the individuals who made them. If you wish to be updated about the
project in the future, you can write down your email and at the end of this phase we will share
with you a brief report of the findings of the focus groups. We are not interested in collecting
personal data, we just need to collect your opinions to provide us with a general understanding
of PTW rider attitudes and needs regarding safety equipment. You may see some
observers/assistants writing while you are speaking: they are just taking notes to better record
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your opinions and thoughts to help the data analysis later. We are also going to audio-record the
focus group session for this purpose. As we are not going to share with others the personal
opinions and stories expressed in this session, we kindly ask you to do the same.”
At this point privacy regulation and informed consent forms should be read and signed by the
participants.
“If you have any questions, please feel free to ask us now or at the end of the focus group”.
Provide a few minutes for the participants to leave the room if necessary and then announce the
beginning of the session.

8.3.2 Topic 1: My powered-2-wheeler story
8.3.2.1 Objectives
The main objective of the first topic for the focus group is aimed at collecting stories about our
target group and their use of PTWs. We have already selected them based on their stated usage
(i.e.: commuter riders, leisure riders, passengers), but it is a good practice to verify this a priori
categorization through additional corroborating data. Another important objective for this first
phase is to create a safe and comfortable setting for participants to express their opinions. By
starting from their personal stories (and letting them select those stories) it is plausible that they
are going to feel competent for the work they have been assigned to, and will see that we really
are interested in listening to their opinions: it is a good ice-breaking technique. Starting the
discussion by getting them to talk about their interests is also a good practice since establishing
their shared group interest should foster a sense of comfort and engagement for the rest of the
session.
8.3.2.2 Suggestions for instructions and facilitation of focus group sessions
“Our first topic of interest is to hear your stories about your history with PTWs. So, if you want to,
please share with us a story regarding your history as a PTW rider. How did you first become a
rider? How long have you been riding? How often do you use your PTW and for what purpose(s)?
Please know that you are not obliged to content talk about anything you do not want to, but we
would just like some general information about your use of PTWs. There is also no need to stick
to a specific order, feel free to talk as much as you want, whenever you want, while respecting
other participants”.
After each participant has finished speaking, feel free to ask for more details, if needed, in a
colloquial, approach. Finally, thank him/her for sharing. If some of them are hesitant to speak,
try in a non-directive way to involve them in the discussion by starting from others’ stories (e.g.:
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“Do you have similar experience?”; “And what about you? How long have you been a rider?”). If
you manage to engage everyone during this phase, participants are going to be more willing to
share their opinions later. It is not mandatory that each participant provides an answer to each
question: the facilitator should “feel” when enough information has been collected from the group
in response to a given topic.
Examples of Additional questions:
Could you please tell us a story that describes your PTW use/riding history?
How did you first come to be a rider?
How long have you been a rider?
What kind (category) of PTW do you use (e.g. for motorcycle sport, naked, touring, off-road)?
How often do you use your PTW?
How many PTWs do you own?
8.3.2.3 Data preparation
Audio-recordings of the session are required to supplement written records (have at least 2
recording devices in case of technical failure).

8.3.3 Topic 2: Perspectives on safety equipment.
8.3.3.1 Objectives
With the second area of the focus group we aim to explore participants’ attitudes towards and
experience with safety equipment for riders and motorcycles (PPE and on-board systems).
Since some participants may be worried about potential disclosing risky (or illegal) behaviours,
it is a good practice to start from general questions and then, as you build more trust amongst
group members, continue with more specific questions. If you noticed some of the participants
are more talkative than the others, start with them: you can then use their answers to engage
the others (e.g. “Do you agree with her/him?”; “Is it the same for you?”).
8.3.3.2 Suggestions for discussion topics
“Thank you so much for sharing your stories. Now we would like to ask you about your approach
to safety as riders. With the term “safety equipment” we refer to both PPE (Remember to provide
an explanation and examples each time you are using an acronym or technical language: e.g.
“those that are wearable for riders, as a helmet, neck protector, jackets, pelvis protectors, pants,
boots, gloves”), and on-board systems (provide explanation: e.g. “on-board systems measures,
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such as Pre-Crash Braking, or a system to protect against lateral impact”). Is this something you
feel is important? What safety equipment do you typically use (PPE and on-board)? How often
do you search for information about safety equipment? How much do you spend for safety
equipment? Please tell us your thoughts about safety equipment.”
As described before, try your best to get everyone to speak. You can also use the following
questions to foster the discussion and engage the more silent participants.
- How important is motorcycle safety to you? Has your attitude about safety changed over time?
Are you looking for a safer motorcycle even if this meant a less exciting motorcycle?
- What safety equipment are you familiar with? (That you use.) (PPE and on-Board).
- Regarding PPE, if you use them, do you change your usage depending on the different seasons
(i.e. winter/summer)? Do you think it is useful to carry PPE's for the safety of the riders?
- How important is the comfort of your PPEs?
- Did you know that there are several levels of certified safety protection? (provide examples).
Do you verify the certification when choosing a PPE?
- Regarding on-board systems, would you buy a motorcycle with a PCB (remember to provide
explanations) system installed? If yes, how much would you be willing to pay?
- What would you think about an on-board system to protect your legs in the event of a lateral
crash (show sketches if available)?
- Would you wear a protective jacket if it provided additional technical functionality, such as
standardized communication link between the bike and PPE?
- What kind of User Interface you would like to have embedded into jackets? (haptic, visual…)
- Would you like to receive additional information from the ECU (remember to provide
explanations) of your motorcycle? If yes, what kind of information you would like to receive?
- Are there any examples of safety equipment that you perceive as dangerous?
8.3.3.3 Data preparation
As a recording tool for this discussion topic, we suggest using the scoring grids for
observers/assistants. Later, researchers will also use the voice-recording to verify the first
impressions wrote down while coding in-vivo.
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8.3.4 Topic 3: Expectations for safety equipment proposed in
PIONEERS
8.3.4.1 Objectives
With this area we aim to explore participants expectations and ideas for future innovative safety
products.
8.3.4.2 Suggestions
“Thanks again. Now we would like to gather some suggestions from you. We would like to know
what you would like to see available in the future for safety equipment for riders and PTWs. What
are your main concerns about safety What would you like to see in the shops in the coming
years? Do you think any new regulations should be introduced regarding compulsory use?
Please tell us what your expectations for new safety equipment”.
To encourage every participant share his/her opinion, the following questions could be asked:
- What are your main concerns when thinking about powered-2-wheeler safety? What direction
do you think the research in this field should take?
- Have you ever thought about a safety device that does not exist but that you would like to have?
(whenever a participant answers with detailed ideas, it could be helpful to ask him/her to provide
a simple sketch. In order to do so, make sure that each participant have some pens and piece
of paper ready for drawing. “That is really interesting! Could you please draw, or write down, a
draft of that idea? It is not important that your drafts looks good, just draw the main characteristics
so that we can be sure of what you told us.”).
- Do you think that any additional regulations should be introduced into law?
- What would be your reaction if at some point in the future one or more PPEs were to become
mandatory (e.g. gloves in France)? Would you stop riding a motorcycle?
- What would be your reaction if one or more on-board systems become mandatory in the future
(e.g. ABS)? Would you stop riding the motorcycle?
- Are there any other ARAS (remember to provide explanations), even innovative ones, that you
would like to see on your future motorcycle? If yes, how much would you be willing to pay?
- Which type of media or other information sources do you use to find information about safety
equipment? How would you prefer to receive information about safety equipment?
- Do you have any suggestions on how to increase the usage of PPE by more riders to improve
safety?
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8.3.4.3 Data preparation
Audio-recording of the session is required (having at least 2 recording devices is safer).
Draws and drafts of innovative measures proposed by participants should also be collected and
photographed.

8.3.5 Topic 4: Evaluation of safety equipment
8.3.5.1 Objectives
With the activity of the focus group we aimed to gather feedback on safety equipment developed
by the scientific research. Responses are recorded in an ad-hoc grid.
8.3.5.2 Suggestions for instructions
“Thanks again. We have completed the last set of questions. Since we are going to change
methods for this second part, if you have anything you wish to add briefly to what you already
told us, you can to do it now.”
“Now we are going to show you some pictures of some products emerging from the PIONEERS
research. The pictures are not very detailed, since we would like for you to focus on the idea
behind them and not on the specific. After seeing each picture we ask you to silently and
individually fill in the evaluation grids that are on the table. As you can see, in the grid you are
asked to evaluate the ideas for innovative safety equipment emerging from the research by
putting an “x” on a continuum between 2 opposite adjectives. The closer your “x” is to an adjective
the more you are expressing an agreement with that adjective. There are also some open-ended
questions to gather more information. Does everybody understand how to use the grid? Can we
start with the first one?”
Now you may show the first picture and ask every participant to fill out the first grid. Once all
participants have finished, you can ask participants to turn in the first grid and take a new one.
Once they are ready you can show them the second picture and so on until evaluations have
been completed for all the pictures.
When every picture has been evaluated by the participants, we can invite a final brief discussion
on the products.
Thanks again. Are there any other thoughts you would like to share with us about the safety
product ideas shown? Were there any in particular that aroused your interest? Why?”
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After a brief discussion, thank all the participants again for their time and input. Remind them to
leave their email address if they wish to receive a brief report when it is ready, and close the
session.
8.3.5.3 Data preparation
For this topic, participants will use the participants’ grid as a tool for evaluation. Make sure to
collect all of them from each participant for later analysis.
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